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Foreword

For modern economies, fuels and electricity should be supplied economically,
environmentally benign, technically safe, reliable in terms of supply security
and at acceptable social costs. The existing institutional and technical
structure of the energy sector in Lithuania however does not meet most of
these attributes. To convert the system into a new structure needs three
essential factors: policy will, time and financial resources.

The policy for reforms in the energy sector has been stated by government
and parliament since the first days of regained independence. Lithuania is
now discussing a new Energy Law, the legal framework for a new energy
sector structure. However, it can be learnt from other Central and Eastern
European countries (CEEC) that despite the desire for a rapid transition
there are considerable time lags involved in restructuring an economic
system, especially since both, the infrastructure, and the management have
to be changed or improved.

It is also clear that large financial resources are required for the
modernization of the energy sector and that Lithuania cannot afford this
capital all on its own. It needs help from the international donors' and
banking system. Lithuania has over the last two years received various
grants from the international donor community, among others in the form of
technical assistance for the energy sector. Various loan projects for the
energy sector are in the examination or negotiation phase. These projects
will have long-term impacts once they are implemented.

All of this, therefore, calls for a comprehensive and long-term strategic plan
of the energy sector, which is provided herewith. This National Energy
Strategy determines the strategic goals for the future direction of Lithuanian
energy policy in the period of transition to a market oriented economy. It is
the result of a collaborative effort between a European Consulting Group
drawn from Germany (IC Consult, also leader of the group), United
Kingdom (ERM Energy Ltd.), and Denmark (COWIconsult) and the
Lithuanian Energy Institute (LEI) under Technical Assistance from the
EC-PHARE Programme. The strategy is based upon comprehensive scenario
analyses of future options of the Lithuanian energy sector. The approach
includes the development of demand and supply side scenarios, takes the
various technical and economic constraints and benefits of the potential
options into account, selects priorities and alternatives among the candidates,
recommends investment projects and determines a future plan of action to
create the necessary legal, regulatory and institutional framework for
implementation of the strategy.

The Strategy Development Project, at the same time, provided an excellent
opportunity for supporting application of modern planning and management
methods. This support is worthwhile to be maintained in the future through
technical assistance, since the strategy must be reviewed from time to time.

This Final Report of the National Energy Strategy has emerged from the
discussion of a Draft Report (which became available in July 1993), and after
a series of intense exchange of opinions with all relevant institutions at a
Strategy Workshop in Vilnius during September 1993.



The strategy is fully built on an evaluation of the energy sector programmes
which have been launched in Lithuania in recent times, including the
National Energy Conservation Programme (1992), the National Energy
Efficiency Programme (1991) and the Dwelling Programme (Bustas).

The Strategy is as far as possible co-ordinated with other energy sector plans
which were underway during its development work, in particular: the
Alternative Power Supply (G-7) Study (IEA, World Bank), the Energy Sector
Review (World Bank), the Power and Heat System Masterplan (Vattenfall,
IVO), the Natural Gas Masterplan (DONG), the District Heat Strategy and
Pilot Project Study (Danish Energy Consultants) and the Energy Pricing and
Tariff Study (Kennedy and Donkin).

The Strategy Report is laid out in two volumes containing the Strategy itself
(Volume I) and the Background Material for its development (Volume II).
Only Volume I is intended for general readership while Volume II is made
up for energy planners and other specialists.

This Volume I contains nine Chapters and one Annex. In Chapters 1, 2, and
3, key issues of Lithuania's energy sector are introduced and macroeconomic
scenarios as well as projected energy demand scenarios are explained.
Chapter 4 suggests the energy demand and supply side options which are
available to Lithuania. In Chapter 5 and 6 those options are examined in
scenarios of possible future energy demand and supply developments. These
scenarios differ according to various constraints relating to fuel import
sources and prices, export potential, energy efficiency effects and fossil or
nuclear/non-nuclear fuel choices. Chapter 7 presents the recommended
strategy which is built on the evaluation of the scenarios. Chapter 8 details
the institutional and legal reforms which are necessary to implement the
Strategy, and Chapter 9 summarizes the conclusions.

The Appendix contains Project Profiles for a selected number of projects.
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Primary Energy

Pumped Storage Hydro Electric

Runoff River
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Single Buoy Mooring

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

Selective Catalytic Reduction (of NOJ

Metric tonne, or 1000 kilograms

Total Final Domestic Energy Consumption
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Total Suspended Particles



TWh

USD

USc

UCPTE

VAR

VECC

WB

1OU Watt.hour of electricity

US - Dollar

US - Cent

Union for the Coordination of
Transmission of Electricity

Reactive Power

Vilnius Energy Control Centre

World Bank
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0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

0.1 Study Background and Introduction

Study Objectives

This study sets out to determine the strategic goals for a National Energy
Strategy; to identify the actions which will attain those goals and to advise
how the actions may be implemented. The study is a collaborative effort
between the Lithuanian Energy Institute (LEI) and a European Consulting
Group drawn from Germany, the United Kingdom and Denmark and
financed under technical assistance from the EC-PHARE programme.

The study was initiated because Lithuania and neighbouring countries are
experiencing rapid internal and external change. The country has inherited
a technical infrastructure whose capacity exceeds requirements, but which is
old and possibly in some respects dangerous. It depends on Russia for
almost all its fuel supplies. Managing this change will require political will,
time and financial resources. Lithuania is now discussing a new Energy Law,
which will provide the legal framework for a new commercial and industrial
structure in the energy sector. The country is receiving technical advice and
assistance on specific investment projects under a range of cooperation
programmes. Assessment of that advice and assignment of priority to
projects is difficult unless they are examined in the context of an overall
analysis. This study provides that overall analysis in which sectoral work
can be better assessed.

The study draws on related work of the World Bank and the Lithuanian
Ministry of Economics and ongoing studies in the electricity, natural gas and
district heating sub-sectors as well as results obtained from the EC-OPET
initiative.

Draft Report

This draft report of the National Energy Strategy is prepared for
consideration and discussions with the Lithuanian Ministry of Energy and
various relevant institutions. It comprises two volumes; the first volume is
for a general readership and the second is for specialists. After consultations
and discussion a Final Report will be made available.

0.2 The Economy and the Energy Sector

The Key Issues of the Energy Sector

The key issues identified within the energy sector are:

• old and inefficient systems for energy supply and conversion; a bias to
energy intensive industry and inefficient energy end-use equipment

IC CONSULT - ERM ENERGY - COWI CONSULT LITHUANIAN ENERGY INSTITUTE



• extensive subsidy and cross-subsidy

• excessive dependence on fuel imports from Russia

• structural inefficiencies in the district heating systems

• nuclear safety - the RBMK reactors are below accepted norms

• there is no secured nuclear fuel cycle and inadequate facilities for storage
of spent fuel

• environment: significant emissions to air and water; thermal pollution;
some low-level radio-active contamination around Ignalina

• monopolistic and centrally controlled energy industries

• ineffective and restricted collaboration within the region

Solution to these problems has to be found within a dynamic framework set
by the macro-economic evolution of the country. The prospects for this
evolution are uncertain and therefore the analysis relies on a scenario
approach to reflect possible paths of long-term development.

Economic Scenarios

Three development paths are defined, differentiated by speed of reform. The
fast-reform scenario assumes that all major reforms will have been
implemented by the middle of the decade. The moderate reform path
envisages a more gradual step-wise approach, and the slow reform path is
the most pessimistic. In all cases it is assumed that the economic slump
bottoms-out between now and 1995.

The GDP growth assumptions for the three paths range from an average of
4%/a up to 2015 in the case of the slow reforms, to an average of 6.3%/a in
the moderate case and 8.8%/a for the fast reforms. All cases show an
increase in the share of services and trade in GDP at the expense of heavy
industry and, to a lesser extent, agriculture.

Obstacles to Economic Development

Which of the three paths is more likely depends on both external and
internal factors. The open economy and geographical position of the
country offer future benefits from foreign trade but leave the country
vulnerable to outside events. The traditional markets for exports have
faltered after the dissolution of the Soviet Union and new markets must be
developed. Lithuania has the benefit of a qualified labour force and
relatively low labour costs, but Western markets are heavily contested, and
quality, marketing and after-sales services need to be improved.
Vulnerability to interruptions in energy supply is an obvious threat.

IC CONSULT - ERM ENERGY - COWI CONSULT LITHUANIAN ENERCY iNsmure



Social costs imposed by the economic restructuring have not until now
jeopardised the reform process, but social acceptance may diminish with the
reduction of the financial resources used to buffer hardship.

Continued trade relations with the Former Soviet Union and in particular
with Russia is indispensable to the success of the adjustment process. Major
benefits could also be obtained by stronger efforts to promote regional
cooperation with the other Baltic states and possibly Belarus, Poland and
Scandinavia, whilst developing a long-term orientation towards the
European Community.

Lithuanian exports of power and refinery products have to compete with
Russian deliveries. As Lithuanian exports are based on primary supplies
from Russia and use Russian conversion technology there is no comparative
advantage in Lithuania, and Russia can, if it wishes, undercut any sale. This
situation cannot be ignored and it implies very high risks for any new capital
investment predicated on energy exports. These risks could be somewhat
reduced by regional coordination.

Distorted prices are a major obstacle to sound economic development. For a
transitional period there is justification for deviating from approved
principles to some extent. The scope and timing of price increases needs to
be synchronised with economy-wide reforms.

0.3 Projections of Energy Demand

Methodology

The methodology of projecting energy demand has been to start from 1990
figures and to estimate future development by modelling the reactions of
consumers to the price and income changes contained in the development
paths. The projections are then adjusted to account for additional energy
saving potential in individual sectors; estimates of the additional savings are
based on a comparison of energy intensities in Lithuania with those
experienced on average in Western Europe and with those resulting from the
use of the best available technologies.

Different degrees of energy saving can be achieved depending on whether
the many market failures which impede implementation of efficient
technology can be overcome. This aspect was examined within variant
scenarios labelled "basic efficiency" and "high efficiency". To be economically
consistent, the high efficiency case was examined only for the fast and
moderate reform paths and the basic efficiency case only for the moderate
and the slow reform paths. As a result three demand scenarios were
studied, one with a pair of variants.

Demand Scenario A: slow reforms, basic efficiency
Demand Scenario B(High): moderate reforms, high efficiency
Demand Scenario B(Basic): moderate reforms, basic efficiency
Demand Scenario C: fast reforms, high efficiency

IC CONSULT - ERM ENERGY - COWI CONSULT LITHUANIAN ENERGY INSTITUTE
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Projections

Energy demand was projected to 2015. In the year 2010 the lowest energy
demand is found in Scenario B(High), while the lowest energy intensity is
for the Scenario C. Conversely, the highest demand is in Scenario B(Basic)
and the highest energy intensity is in Scenario A. Only in Scenario B(Basic)
would total final domestic energy demand exceed the 1990 level at the end of
the projection period. The total increase in energy efficiency is revealed by
the development in energy intensity, ie the final energy consumed per unit
of real GDP. In Scenario C, this drops to 49% of the value in 1990 by 2015.
Even in Scenario A the value in 2015 is 71% of the 1990 value. The difference
between the basic and high efficiency cases of Scenario B is considerable: in
the former case the energy intensity by 2015 drops to 68% of the 1990 value
and in the latter to 51%.

0.4 The Demand and Supply Scenarios

Scenario Assumptions

The three demand scenarios described above can be combined with a large
number of supply options to create a very large set of combined demand-
supply scenarios. This set is reduced to a manageable set of twenty four by
the use of decision tree analysis to exclude irrational combinations. The
three key supply issues used to classify the scenarios are: the availability of
nuclear capacity, the level of electricity exports and the degree of substitution
of gas for oil products. Nuclear capacity is described in three cases:

• high nuclear: two reactors are operated until normal retirement

• low nuclear: one reactor is operated until normal retirement

• no nuclear: Ignalina is shut down and decommissioned

Electricity exports are characterised as high or low. The high case envisages
6TWh of exports (notionally 2TWh to Latvia and Kaliningrad and 4TWh to
Belarus) and the low case envisages 2TWh (without Belarus). Gas
penetration is also described by high and low cases. In the low case, gas
improves its market share marginally against other fuels; in the high case it
displaces other fuels substantially, especially as a fuel for district heating
plant. Only the most likely combinations of demand and supply were studied
as indicated in Table G.4; the scenarios are numbered from 1 to 12 and
combined with either A, B or C, so, for example, scenario 9B represents no
nuclear, low exports, high gas and high efficiency for the moderate reform
path.

Scenario Analysis

The scenarios were analysed using the Energy Toolbox energy planning
system to calculate necessary capacity additions, energy balances and
financial and environmental consequences. The final cost calculations
comprised three components: annual fuel, operating and maintenance costs;
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investment in energy savings on the demand side; capital costs of specific
projects. These costs were discounted back to 1990 present values using a
10% discount rate. Indicators of security of supply were also calculated in
terms of the value of net oil and gas imports as a share of the total energy
consumption.

Capital and operating costs for the various projects explicitly considered in
the analysis were obtained by expert investigation of the sectoral options.
Detailed project profiles are included in the Annex to the main report.

Table 0.4 Construction of Possible Scenarios

Demand Scenarios A B

Endrtise Ewrgy intensity
En&gtf Pjfce R&*

Slow Hsfcsros
high

slow

Moderate Refcaros
medium

fed
Tow
fosi

Supply Scenarios 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Nuclear Options'.

mgHNuctor m & & &
Lwtfudear . ^ % ^ &

tm&prt*
Cm Pmeirafiott:

ftasgy Supply Efficiency!
High-Efficiency

The results of the Energy Toolbox analysis indicate apparently little variation
in cost among the scenarios. This is because the costs calculated are the
entire costs of running the energy sector rather than the differential change
from a base case. The full range is from 14.0 to 15.6 billion USD, a variation
of about 11%. Lithuania has excess capacity for a long time to come and,
therefore, needs only relatively small capital expenditure. Approximately 90%
of the cost of supplying heat, electricity or fuel to the final consumer are fuel
costs and operating/maintenance costs; only 10% is needed for investment.
Most of the investments are attributed to rehabilitation and refurbishment of
plants. Little new investment is necessary. The cost of the energy sector as
a proportion of GDP falls significantly as the pace of reforms is stepped up.
ie, 11-13% in the fast reform path, 13-17% for moderate reforms and 16-18%
in slow reforms.
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Differences in environmental performance are mainly seen in the SO2

emissions, when substituting oil products by natural gas. Differences among
scenarios between NOX and CO2 emissions are not so significant.

Scenario Assessment and Priorities

It is necessary to identify those scenarios which are internally consistent and
technically, economically and institutionally attractive for Lithuania. The
assessment of scenarios is made by applying expert judgement according to
well defined strategic criteria. Those strategic criteria, naturally, reflect the
energy policy objectives adopted by Lithuania which are embodied in the
principles laid down in the Energy Law. The criteria which measure the
achievement of energy policy objectives include: cost-effectiveness, supply
security, environmental compatibility, technical safety, energy efficiency,
social acceptance.

The moderate reform scenario has been judged as the most likely
development path and the basic strategy proposed reflects this conclusion. If
fast reforms were to be achieved then the strategy could be modified
appropriately. Within the set of scenarios for the moderate reform case,
Scenario 5B (low nuclear, low electricity exports, high gasification, high efficiency)
has the highest priority under the strategic criteria discussed above: it
exhibits the lowest cost combined with high security of supply, low
emissions, highest efficiency and does not postulate unsecured exports. All
other scenarios rank lower, and would not provide the same benefit to the
country. Either costs or emissions would be higher or supply security and
efficiency or the secured level of exports would be lower.

0.5 Recommended Strategy

It is an important general conclusion of this analysis that large investments,
particularly in new plant, are not only unnecessary at this stage, but unlikely
to solve many of the problems which arise inevitably out of the geo-political
structure of the region. It is intrinsically difficult to manage the large energy
systems in small countries firmly tied into a giant neighbour. As the
problem is of a geo-political origin the solutions must have a geo-political
element.

The general thrust of the strategy proposed is therefore fourfold:

introduction of commercial relationships and market disciplines

least cost rehabilitation of selected, existing infrastructure

cooperation among Baltic states to reduce risks

negotiation of satisfactory arrangements for supply and support from
Russia whilst preparing to strengthen ties with the West
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Investment Strategy

The investment and technical assistance component of the recommended
Strategy is primarily built on Scenario 5B, but takes into account other
possibilities also to make it robust and flexible.

Electricity

In the electricity subsector no new capacity is needed before the year 2000.
Ignalina #2 should be maintained with suitable safety upgrades; unit #1
should be taken out of service and moth-balled until the export market
might justify safety upgrading and restarting. CHP stations should be
refurbished to secure 1990 levels of output and reliability. Part of the
capacity of Elektrenai should be rehabilitated to serve as long-term reserve
for scheduled and unscheduled outage of the nuclear plant. Support from
the IPS is essential to provide short-term reserve. Cooperation with other
Baltic states should be sought to form a power pool within the IPS. Eventual
membership of the UCPTE should be made jointly. After 2000 capacity
additions may become necessary and there are several options. At present it
appears that repowering of Vilnius CHP may be the preferred option, but
this choice should be reviewed when the time comes.

Heat

Considerable opportunities exist to increase the efficiency of heat production,
distribution and end use. Until the time when all consumers will be
individually metered, it may be necessary to provide incentives for insulation.
Recommended low cost improvement measures for buildings include draught
stripping and insulation of windows in dwellings and insulation of pitched
roofs wherever possible. More extensive measures for the external fabric can
be carried out along with other building refurbishment, but not otherwise.
The building standards should be revised to incorporate average U-values (a
measure of heat conductivity) for the external facade and to provide
differentiated standards for new buildings and refurbishment.

The eventual aim for the heat supply and distribution system is to move
towards a variable flow system at as low a temperature as possible. This will
require a phased programme.

Future economic management of the system will be improved by transferring
responsibility for the block controls to the same utility which owns the heat
distribution system. Options should be reviewed for providing effective price
signals and conversion incentives to consumers.

Existing boilers, both centralised and industrial, should be refurbished at low
cost to improve burner and boiler efficiency and reduce steam, oil and heat
losses. New heat only boilers should be installed at Elektrenai and Mazeikiai
to supply heat when the electricity generators are on standby duty. When
new capacity for electricity is required, new CCGT CHP based on existing
heat loads should be considered a top priority.
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Oil and Gas

Domestic crude oil production should aim at 1 million tonnes per year. The
Single Buoy Mooring facility should be built as a low cost system to provide
security for fuel imports. Long-term contract arrangements for oil supplies
should be developed. The Mazeilaai refinery should be operated mainly to
serve the domestic market; refinery upgrades and capacity use should be
made dependent on export market developments.

In the gas sector, dependence on Russian deliveries is likely to prevail, given
the economic constraints on additional pipelines or LNG shipping. Long-
term contracts with Latvia for use of the underground storage would
improve potential supply fluctuations.

Renewable Energies

The contribution from renewables in the short and medium term will be
small. An immediate potential exists for mini-hydro; the renewables strategy
recommends specific projects for the rehabilitation and modernisation of
existing mini-hydro plants and for the installation of some new mini-hydro
plant.

For the medium term, appropriate feasibility studies and pilot projects in the
more promising technologies are in hand, ie geothermal energy, wind, waste
incineration, (wood-waste and chips). For the longer term there may be
merit in a comprehensive overall evaluation of the renewables potential in
Lithuania.

Environment

The most cost-effective measure for reducing gaseous emissions is to
substitute natural gas in CHP and condensing power plants whenever CCGT
are built. In addition, combustion controls and low NOX burners are
recommended for the largest power plants. Local problems of SOX emissions
will remain around power plants burning heavy fuel oil and the refinery.
Towards the end of the century it will be necessary to achieve reductions.
The main options will be desulphurisation at the refinery, if the plant is
upgraded, otherwise the purchase of low sulphur crude oil.

Upgrading of the monitoring network for radioactive discharges at Ignalina,
environmental auditing at Elektrenai and the larger CHP plants, and
institutional strengthening of the EPD are recommended.

Summary

A summary of the activities and investment in the recommended strategy is
given in Table 0.5.
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Table 0.5 Summary of Recommended Strategy

Description Estimated Capital
Cost: million USD.

Implementation Period

ELECTRICITY SECTOR

TECHNICAL AUDIT

NUCLEAR SAFETY
UPGRADES

PUMPED STORAGE HYDRO
PLANT-PHASE 1, 3rd unit

0.3

136

2.4

THERMAL PLANT
REFURBISHMENT
a) Elektrenai for
cold reserve

b) CHP to 1990 levels
of production

THERMAL PLANT
REPOWERING
a) Vilnius 3 (100MW)

b) Kaunus (18MW)

NETWORK EQUIPMENT
UPGRADE PROGRAMME

SCADA UPGRADE

HEAT SECTOR

BUILDINGS

a) Retrofitting/Insulation
of old buildings

b) Renovation of old
buildings

c) Improved insulation
of new buildings

HEAT SUPPLY

a) Metering and Controls

b) Industrial Boilers and
Steam

HEAT ONLY BOILERS

a) New boilers at
-Elektrenai
-Mazeikiai

b) Existing Boilers

OIL SECTOR

REGIONAL OIL PRODUCTS
MARKET STUDY

up to 300'

30

50

9

not defined

5

11

unknown

unknown

88

7

10
10

0.5

0.5

asap

1994/1995

1993/1994

1993/2000

1995/2000

1994/2000

1995/2000

asap

1995/2000

asap

1993-2010

asap

asap

asap

asap
asap

asap

asap
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Description

ONSHORE DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME - with
pipeline to Mazeikiai

LOW COST CRUDE OIL
IMPORT FACILITY

STRATEGIC OIL RESERVES
AT MAZEIKIAI

GAS SECTOR

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
FOR LONG TERM GAS
CONTRACT

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT

COMBUSTION CONTROLS
IN POWER STATIONS AND
CHP

ENVIRONMENTAL AUDITS

INSTITUTIONAL
STRENGTHENING

Estimated Capital
Cost: million USD

360

95

75

0.1

11

0.5

1.2

Implementation Period

asap

asap

asap

asap

1993/2000

1993/1995

1993/1995

REVIEW OF OIL 1 1993/1995
HANDLING AND WATER
TREATMENT AT MAZEIKIAI

1 Requirement for refurbishment at Elektrenai may be much less due to its restricted duty for
cold reserve; alternative reserve may be available through the IPS.

0.6 Legal and Institutional Reforms

Lithuania has, after 45 years as part of the FSU, inherited a legal and
institutional framework characterised by a highly centralised competence in
the energy sector managed by state owned enterprises with no clear
separation between the political and commercial parts of the system. This
system is not appropriate to present circumstances and future aspirations.
The first step in the transition of the energy sector in Lithuania is to
establish institutions which can prepare the new legislation for the energy
sector. The second step is to adopt the Energy Law and to empower the
new institutional structure. It is recommended that price regulation and
supervision be the responsibility of an independent regulatory committee
established under the Energy Law. The energy sector regulation and
supervision should be the responsibility of the Government through the
Minister of Energy. The implementation of specific legislation as well as
plans and programmes should be carried out by an Energy Agency. The
Energy Agency could be created by transferring personnel and functions
from LSPS, the Energy Conservation Directorate and other relevant
institutions.
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The organisation of the enterprises in the energy sector must be reviewed to
promote commercialisation as an important measure to improve the
efficiency of the sector.

0.7 Conclusions

The development of Lithuania is unlikely to be impeded by weaknesses in its
energy infrastructure. The structure can be made serviceable without major
expenditures on new plant. The possibilities for export of energy products
appear limited. The vulnerability to dependence on supplies from Russia is a
fundamental problem which can be alleviated, but not solved, by investment.
Cooperation among the Baltic states and determined negotiation of
acceptable terms and conditions of supply from Russia are indispensable. In
the longer term physical and commercial ties should be progressively
strengthened to the West. This conforms to the intention of the European
Energy Charter. Separation of commercial and political functions in the
sector is essential and industrial restructuring to achieve sound commercial
relationships and market disciplines should follow rapidly.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 MACROECONOMIC SITUATION

1.1.1 Historical Development

The structure of the economy of Lithuania was inherited from the Former
Soviet Union (FSU) and is inappropriate in terms of size, location, access to
raw materials and energy. The former system was characterised by:

• a high degree of integration within the network of exchange of goods and
services in the FSU;

• a major share of heavy, energy-intensive industries depending on import
of raw materials and primary energy from the FSU and export of final
products to the FSU.

• a high share of low productivity agriculture serving large regions of the
FSU.

The Lithuanian Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 1990 has been estimated
by the World Bank and the Lithuanian Ministry of Economics at 2700 - 3000
USD/capita. The largest sector of the national economy was industry (21% of
employment and 32% of GDP) and agriculture (18% and 28%
respectively)(1) (Figure 1.1a). The main branches of industry (both in terms
of GDP values and number of employees) were food, machinery and light
industry (Figure 1.1b).

1.1.2 Current Status

Lithuania is restructuring its economy - to establish an independent
economic system and introduce market relations instead of central planning.

The immediate objectives of restructuring are to:

• change the legal and institutional framework of the economy;
• eliminate price distortions by allowing market forces to determine prices;
• attract foreign investment by providing suitable conditions for free capital

flows;
• promote the establishment of efficient financial markets.

*'' Because of price distortions, GDP shares, when calculated in dollar values, would amount to 48% and 14% for
industry and agriculture respectively
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The main short-term and medium-term measures envisaged to achieve the
objectives will be the following:

• enactment of new property laws to provide the property guarantees and
incentives necessary for economic development;

• development of the privatisation process and determination of proper
fiscal policy;

• initiation of changes in the structure of the economy and stimulation of
foreign investment by formulating new laws;

• acceleration of implementation of market mechanisms and, at the same
time, buffering the immediate impacts of such a policy by concomitant
measures aimed at providing a stable environment of social relations.

A rapid increase of energy and raw material prices in 1992 resulted in a loss
of former markets for manufacturing goods as prices for energy and raw
materials in the FSU were still much lower. Inflation in 1992 reached 1070%
(or about 25% per month) but during the first half year of 1993 decreased to
13% per month. The newly introduced national currency, the Litas, with a
tough monetary policy (as shown by the examples from Latvia and Estonia)
should help reduce inflation.

GDP (or NMP - Net Material Product until 1990, which is more common for
centrally planned economies) grew steadily until 1989. Average yearly
growth rates since 1971 are shown on Table 1.1a. The rapid and large
decrease of the GDP in 1991 and 1992 is overstated due to the growth of the
shadow economy.

Table 1.1a Annual GDP Growth Raies

Year

Growth
Rate

71-75

6.9%

76-80

3.6%

81-85

5.2%

86-90

3.4%

1990

-3.3%

1991

-13.5%

1992

-32.8%

During 1992 the highest increase in prices was recorded in the fuel industry
(98 times higher than in 1991), the lowest increase in food and light
industries (9 to 12 times). Production of energy-intensive industries such as
cement and mineral fertilisers decreased by 40-60%. At the beginning of 1993
some industries started to recover slowly. In March 1993, 5% more
manufacturing goods were sold on the market than in December 1992.

Lithuanian foreign exports in 1992 were worth USD652.4 million and imports
were USD436.8 million. The main trade partners were still the FSU republics
but their share was decreasing. (Figure 1.1c). Trade with the other Baltic
countries was modest, due to the similar structure of their economies. Private
companies share of exports increased from 5.2% in 1991 to 10.3% in 1992.

Lithuania is still dependent on the FSU for raw material and energy
resources. In 1992 60.7% of imports were oil and petroleum products and
10.4% were metals etc., of which 99% came from the FSU.
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Fig. 1.1c Lithuania's trade in 1992
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The principal exports are chemicals, machinery and products of the food and
light engineering industries.

The long-term objectives explicitly stated by government authorities can be
summarized as follows:

• to continue to promote a structural change of the economy which allows
for the most efficient use of the resources of the country, including
natural, financial and human resources.

• to look for a diversification of Lithuania's international economic relations
by making best use of the geo-political situation of the country. This also
includes the option to take part in one form or the other in the
integration process in Western Europe.

The achievement of the long-term objectives will be predicated on the speed
with which the preconditions for such a development can be realized, or in
other words, how fast the envisaged reforms will be implemented.

Moreover, being a comparatively small country in terms of area and
population and economic power, Lithuania is extremely vulnerable to forces
beyond the control of the domestic decision makers such as the development
of world market prices and business cycles.

1.2 ENERGY SECTOR

Lithuania has almost no primary energy resources, yet its energy
transformation sector considerably exceeds its requirements. The imbalance
of energy transformation supply capacity and demand arose because the
energy sector was not planned within the current Lithuanian borders but in
the wider context of the FSU North-western region. Basic statistics regarding
the Lithuanian energy sector are shown in Table 1.2a below

Table 1.2a Lithuanian Energy Sector

Subsector

Installed
Electricity
Capacity

Electricity
production

Oil refining

Oil import by
pipeline

Fuel oil export

Gas import by
pipeline

Unit

GW

TWh

Mt

Mt

Mt

bcm

(l> Theoretical maximum output

Potential

5.7

35<"

13

16

9

14

of an assumed 70%

Used in 1990

5.1

28.1

9.6

9.6

6.4

6.2

load factor

Used in 1990 for
domestic market

3.1

16.4

6.4

6.4

3.5

6.0
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The existing overcapacities are potentially advantageous when servicing
regional energy markets but there is a need to establish good contracting
policy for trading with neighbouring countries.

1.2.1 Energy Demand

Energy demand from rapidly developing industry, intensive agriculture, and
transport and construction quadrupled in three decades since 1960. Primary
energy per capita in 1990 was 183 GJ, which is slightly lower than other
West European Countries (Table 1.2b). Primary energy consumption per unit
of GDP, however was 53.2GJ which is approximately three times the West
European average.

Table 1.2b Comparison of some energy indicators

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Country

Denmark

Austria

Germany

UK

Ireland

Sweden

Finland

Portugal

Latvia

Estonia

Lithuania

Hungary

CSFR

Poland

Russia

Primary energy
consumption/GDP

(GJ/MECU 1985)

9.1

11.0

116

13.2

14.2

14.6

16.5

19.6

29.8

34.5

53.2

48.8

53.6

55.0

68.1

Primary energy
consumption GJ/capita

146

140

191

163

125

248

257

64

131

168

183

122

197

116

253

Source: Energy in Europe. Annual Energy Review. April, 1993

This highly distorted and excessive end-use of energy was caused by
• the past existence of very low energy prices,
• inadequate or non-existent metering and control of energy use,
• lack of incentives for energy efficiency.

The main energy consumer is industry (30% of the final energy consumption
in 1990 which is lower than in the neighbouring East European countries
and similar to that of West European countries). Energy intensive industries
(cement, mineral fertilisers) are equipped with obsolete and worn-out
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technologies. Specific energy consumption is therefore high. The other main
final energy consumers in 1990 were transport (17.6% of total), residential
(21.0%) commercial (mainly services and trade; 14.4%) and agriculture (9%).

1.2.2 Primary energy supply

Primary energy supply is dominated by inputs from the FSU; all crude oil,
natural gas, coal and nuclear fuel are imported from this source. There is
concern about the political and economic consequences of this dependence.
Indigenous energy resources (wood, peat, hydro and some oil) represent
only 2-3% of the primary energy balance (Table 1.2c and Figure 1.2a).

Since 1960 the main fuel in Lithuania was oil, and its share in the energy
balance increased until the mid-eighties. Subsequently it was replaced by
natural gas and nuclear power. Construction of the Mazeikiai refinery and
its connection by oil pipeline in the early eighties improved reliability of
supply.

Natural gas is supplied via the united natural gas system of the FSU. After
the completion of the main pipeline Minsk - Vilnius in the mid-eighties,
throughput capacities of the Lithuanian gas system were sufficient to handle
quantities of fuel significantly exceeding domestic demand.

Coal is supplied from various places of the FSU and also from Poland. Its
share in the primary energy balance does not currently exceed 5%.

The first and second reactors at Ignalina were commissioned in 1984 and in
1987. Subsequently, nuclear fuel from the FSU nuclear fuel enrichment
facilities has been a significant part of the total primary energy supply.

The main fuel import and transit flows are shown in Figure 1.2b.

Table 1.2c Lithuanian Energy Balance

Energy Balance, Solid Oil Natural Heat Nuclear Hydro Elec- Total
1990 in PJ Fuels Gas tricity

1.5 17.0

171.5 16.4 119.4

59.5 456.8

0.0 171.5 1.5 -43.2 679.7

129.8 0.0 0.0 43.6 404.8

Domestic gross
supply

Import

Export

Total Primary
Energy
Requirement
(TPER)

Total Final
Domestic Energy
Consumption
(TFC)

14.9

33.0

0.0

48.0

43.5

0.6

696.7

391.1

306.2

160.0

201.9

6.1

195.8

27.9

Mote: Totals do not agree due to rounding
figure 1.2a
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Diagram of the main energy flows in 1990 (PJ)
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1.2.3 Energy Trade

Energy trade with the FSU was reduced in 1990 for political reasons
(Lithuania proclaimed the restitution of its independence) but recovered in
1991. In 1992 the main reasons for trade disruptions were disputes over the
terms (barter business, prices, exchange rates, payment conditions) with
Russia. Previous barter trade was gradually changed into monetary trade,
but introduction of the Lithuanian transitional currency talonas and a large
inflation rate caused disagreements and confusion. Due to these disputes and
rapid increase of import prices, energy trade in 1992 was sharply diminished.
In 1992 Lithuania imported 3.5 Mt of crude oil as compared to 11.7 Mt in
1991 and 3.4 billion.m3 of natural gas compared to 6.0 billion.m3 in 1991.
Lithuanian export of petroleum products was almost abolished and electricity
export fell from 12.8 TWh to 5.3 TWh.

1.2.4 Energy Prices

Energy prices were low, stable for long periods of time and uniform over
large regions of the FSU. They did not reflect economic costs associated with
the use of capital and labour resources or costs related to the natural
resources. Changes in energy prices to consumers are shown in Figure 1.2c
and Figure 1.2d below. In the middle of 1992 energy import prices were
rapidly increased to the world market level. As a consequence, prices of
energy supplied to industrial consumers were raised dramatically to cover
economic costs, but prices for the district heating and light fuel oil were
heavily subsidised for residential consumers.

In response to IMF requirements, the Government announced a plan to
remove all price subsidies in 1993. Significant groups of consumers cannot
afford to pay such high prices for energy, and the existing configuration of
the district heat and natural gas supply systems does not allow for customers
with unpaid bills to be disconnected.

Sudden and huge price increases initiated a serious debt problem. Due to
previously mentioned disputes on energy terms of trade with natural gas
suppliers, Lithuania ran up a USD45 million; debt (as of June 1993). The
Belarusian debt to Lithuania for electricity supplied reached 12 billion roubles
(USD12 million) and Kaliningrad's - 4 billion roubles (USD4 million). Many
customers do not pay; Lithuanian Gas and LSPS are owed 200 million litas
and 70 million litas (USD50 million and USD18 million)

The Key energy issues discussed in the following chapters are outlined in the
following Table 1.2d
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Table 1.24 Key Energy Issues

1

2

3

4

5

6

Area

Energy Demand

Energy Prices

Fuel supply

Domestic energy supply

Nuclear safety

Nuclear fuel cycle

Issue

Economy is based on inefficient energy system. Structure
of economy is biased towards energy intensive industries

Energy prices to residential consumers are subsidized or
cross-subsidized

Lithuania is vulnerable from excessive fuel import
dependence from the FSU

The existing district heating systems are very inefficient
The burning of gas and oil in DH plants may not be the
most efficient way to deliver heat to the final consumer.

Ignalina nuclear power station uses two RBMK type
reactors, which are below accepted norms of security

There is no fuel cycle. Used fuels are stored at plant and
capacities are presently overflowing

Environmental protection Atmospheric emissions (SO^ NOW Particulates, COj).
Thermal pollution of lakes from cooling water, and
pollution from liquid effluents . Potential radioactive
contamination around Ignalina.

8 Institutional restructuring Lithuania inherited an old centrally controlled monopolistic
energy system

Regional cooperation Lithuania's overcapacities of the energy system could be
compatible with lack of capacities in the neighbouring
countries and vice versa
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Fig. 1.2c Electricity prices to final consumers
in the EC and in Lithuania
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2.1

Table 2.1a

ECONOMIC SCENARIOS

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS ON FUTURE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The prospects for the economy are uncertain. Therefore the analysis relies
on a scenario approach to reflect long-term developments. The chosen
scenarios draw upon those elaborated by the World Bank (WB) and the
Lithuanian Ministry of Economics (ME). Three scenarios are used, which are
intended to encompass the range of possible long-term outcomes.

As an upper bound of the probable economic development the optimistic
scenario of ME was adopted, henceforth referenced as fast reforms-scenario.
The accelerated reforms scenario of the WB was judged too optimistic, given
the experience of other East European countries hitherto.

The lower bound, denominated slow-reforms-scenario, builds on the low
growth scenario of the Ministry of Economics (ME-2) and the slow reforms
scenario (WB-3) of the World Bank.

In addition, a third economic scenario, tagged as moderate reforms-scenario
was constructed which is an approximate average of the upper and lower
bound scenarios.

A qualitative summary of these scenarios is given in Table 2.1a below.

Basic Economic Scenario Assumptions

Structural reforms:
privatisation
institutional reforms
regulatory framework

Price reforms accomplished

Elimination of indirect
subsidies

Technological change

Trading patterns

Foreign investments/
Foreign financing

Fast Reforms
(FR)

Fast

by 1995

by 1995

Fast

Changed: sizeable
trade exchanges with
Western countries

High

Scenario

Moderate Reforms
(MR)

Moderate

by 1995

by 1995

Moderate

Moderately changed

Medium

Slow Reforms
(SR)

Slow

by 2000

by 2000

Slow

Virtually
unchanged

Low

The fast reforms-scenario foresees an implementation of the major building
blocks of the adjustment process within a comparatively short period until
the middle of the decade. Institutional, administrative and regulatory reforms
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will be accomplished soon. Major indirect subsidies will be eliminated
including cross-subsidies. The reform of the pricing system will be completed
in 1995. Technological change will be fostered by investments in new, up-to-
date technologies. The capital needed to finance the investment program will
be readily available from external sources in the form of private capital
and/or from international finance agencies. Technical assistance in carrying
out this ambitious programme will be provided whenever needed.

The enumeration of the conditions underlying this scenario demonstrates
that expectations as to its applicability within a short time must be
considered optimistic. The moderate reforms-scenario foresees a more
gradual, step-wise approach.

The slow reforms-scenario takes a pessimistic view with regard to the speed
and the extent of reforms, be it because of an unfavourable external
environment or because of the lack of commitment to push the reforms
given the temporary social burdens involved. This would probably imply
lower capital inflows and a slower pace of investment, thus preserving trie
inherited economic structure and capital stock for a longer time period.

2.2 ECONOMIC GROWTH PROJECTIONS

A brief comparison of the GDP growth assumptions for the three economic
scenarios, ie

• MR: Moderate Reforms
• FR: Fast Reforms Scenario
• SR: Slow Reforms Scenario

is given in the Table 2.2a and Figure 2.1a.

A common assumption of these scenarios is that the economic slump
experienced since the restitution of independence in 1990 will flatten out by
the end of 1993 or the beginning of 1994. After 1995, the scenarios differ
considerably both with regard to the rate of the general growth as expressed
by the GDP increase after "take-off and with regard to the inherent
restructuring of the economy.

The average growth rate in real terms in the time period from 1995 to 2000
ranges from 4%/a in the case of the slow-reforms-scenario to 8.8%/a in the
fast-reforms-scenario; the moderate scenario shows an implied GDP growth
of 6.3%/a. The growth rates may appear high. However, in view of the rapid
decrease of the economic activities since 1990, and considering the excess
capacity existing presently, the indicated growth rates are not easily
comparable to those experienced by economies operating at high capacity
factors. Only under the fast-reforms-scenario the income level in the year
2000 will come close to the one recorded in the base year 1990.
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Table 2.2a GDP Groivth Assumptions

Scenario Names 1990 1991 1992 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015

Indices

Moderate reforms
Fast Reforms
Slow Reform

MR
FR
SR

100
100
100

86.9
86.9
86.9

58.4
58.4
58.4

64.8
63.7
65.8

91.0
97.0
80.0

118.2
140.0
94.7

142.9
170.0
112.0

162.4
200.0
131.2

Annual Growth Rates, Selected Years

Moderate reforms
Fast Reforms
Slow Reform

MR
FR
SR

-13.1%

-13.1%

-13.1%

-32.8%
-32.8%
-32.8%

7.3%
5.5?-
6.2%

6.3%
8.8%

4.0%

4.7%
7.6%
3.4%

3.3%
4.0%
3.4%

2.2%
3.3%
3.2%

Annual Growth Rates, Five (Preceding) Years Averages

MR
FR
SR

-8.3%

-8.6%

-8.0%

7.0%

4.0%

5.4%
7.6%
3.4%

3.9%

4.0%
3.4%

2.6%
3.3%
3.2%
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27.5%
31.7%
10.4%
5.9%
4.9%

19.6%

11.3%
24.4%
12.0%
6.9%
9.1%

36.2%

13.2%
27.4%
10.3%
7.3%
8.8%

33.1%

15.1%
30.3%

8.5%
7.6%
8.5%

30.0%

After the year 2000, average growth rates will decrease for all the scenarios.
In 2010, the level of GDP would be 70% higher than 1990 in the fast reforms-
scenario, while the corresponding figures in the case of the moderate
reforms-scenario and the slow reforms-scenarios would amount to 43% and
12%, respectively.

A comparison of the structural composition of GDP by origin between the
scenarios in the year 2010 and the one in 1990 is given in Table 2.3a. The
changes over time (in the case of the moderate reforms-scenario) are shown
Figure 2.1b.

Table 2.3a Sectoral Shares in % of GDP

Year 1990 2010

Scenario Actual FR MR SR

Agriculture
Industry
Construction
Transport
Trade
Services

All scenarios show an increase in the contribution of the services and trade
sector to GDP, mainly to the detriment of the agricultural sector and, to a
lesser extent, of the industrial sector. This development, is in line with the
past development of Western economies.

2.3 UNCERTAINTIES AND RISKS

An estimate on which scenario will be closest to the actual future
development will have to take account of the two factors:

• External factors beyond the control of Lithuanian authorities and decision
makers as discussed in Chapter 1.1.

• Internal factors: the achievement of the long-term objectives will be
predicated on the commitment and ability of the decision makers to
proceed with the implementation of the reforms, which are thought to be
indispensable for fast economic recovery and a self-sustained growth (see
Chapter 1).

The open economic system inherited from the FSU as well as the
geographical location of Lithuania offer a potential for future benefits from
foreign trade. At the same time, however, the dependence on external trade
and (in the short-run to medium-run) on foreign investment leaves
Lithuania extremely vulnerable to external factors. This is compounded by
the necessity to reorient trade links and to seek new outlets for Lithuania's
products.
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Fig. 2.1a GDP Growth Scenarios
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The traditional markets for exports have faltered after the dissolution of the
former Soviet Union.

New markets have to be opened. Lithuania's potential of a qualified labour
force and the comparatively cheap labour costs are the main assets to
develop these new markets. However, western markets are heavily
contested. In addition to a favourable cost structure, it is essential that the
export products sold should be characterized by a high quality standard for
the development of new markets. Furthermore, marketing and after-sales
services not necessarily to be offered previously by the Lithuanian producers
must be developed. Flexible administrative procedures and the creation of a
sound system of financial intermediaries are also required to take care of the
monetary transactions.

As discussed in Chapter 1, Lithuania is strongly dependent on energy
imports from the FSU. The availability of energy is therefore a possible
constraint on economic development.

Risks and uncertainties arise also from the social costs imposed by the on-
going economic restructuring. In the last three years, similar to other East
European Countries in general, the economic environment deteriorated. Up
to now, the effects did not jeopardize the social backing of the reform
programme. It cannot be excluded, however, that social acceptance of the
programme will diminish with the reduction of the financial means used by
the Lithuanian government to buffer social costs and limiting subsidies to
those in real need.

Much will depend upon the timely achievement of the reversal of the until
recently downward spiralling economic process. It seems that the
introduction of the local currency, the Litas, has helped to enhance the
confidence in the local economy as witnessed by the recent appreciation of
the Litas against major currencies.

2.4 REGIONAL COOPERATION AND ENERGY TRADE

The normalization of trade relations with the FSU and in particular with the
Russian Federation is indispensable to the success of the adjustment process.
The proximity of the Russian oil supply in comparison to other sources and
the strategic position with regard to transit lines from the FSU to Western
Europe offer the prospect of long-term economic cooperation at favourable
prices.

Major benefits could also be reaped by a stronger effort to promote regional
corporation including the Baltic and other neighbouring countries such as
Belarus, Poland, and Scandinavia.

Lithuanian exports have to compete with underpriced Russian deliveries. As
long as Russia is underbidding the prices demanded by Lithuania for cost
recovery, the export potential is poor for the near future. Only in the long-
run, if Russia switches to economic cost pricing necessary to attract the
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foreign capital for further exploration and exploitation activities, might the
potential be realized.

Potential energy exports from Lithuania to neighbouring countries comprise
- power exports
- exports of refinery products.

Petrol products from the Mazeikiai refinery, evidently the most modern
refinery in the region, have their potential markets in the surrounding area.
However, the question whether the Mazeikiai refinery would be competitive
in a market environment is still unresolved. Over and above the
unfavourable composition of the product mix, much will depend upon the
price for crude demanded by the main supplier, currently Russia. The
prospects of the survival of the refinery would be greatly enhanced if a joint
venture could be formed with a Russian oil supply company. As an
alternative, other forms of cooperation with suppliers could be designed such
as lease contracts or production sharing agreements.

The answer to the question of competitivity of Mazeikiai is not only relevant
in relation to the export prices but also with regard to the local price level. If
process of local refinery products are not competitive it remains to be seen
whether GoL will impose taxes and duties on imported oil products so as to
ensure the profitable operation of the refinery at least for a transitional
period.

Net power exports are predicted on the on-going operation of the Ignalina
Electrical Power Plant. No net exports are to be accounted for if both blocks
of Ignalina will be decommissioned. Under that situation, it is unlikely that
Lithuania could offer "cheap" electricity to neighbouring countries at a
reasonably lower price than the generation costs arising elsewhere.

With one reactor operating, the power export potential would be limited,
while with two reactors on line, the exports could amount to up to 6 TWh1.
It is not clear, however, if a corresponding external demand exists if, contrary
to the previous practice, export prices are set along the principles of long-
term cost recovery.

The export potential can best be realised within a coordinated investment
framework for the region. Immediately after independence, self-sufficiency
was attributed high priority by all the Baltic states. It appears that this
attitude has begun to modify agreements to share the existing port facilities
in Ventspils and the natural gas storage in Latvia are expected to be more
cost-effective than to provide new capacities in Lithuania.

The assumptions with regard to power exports are discussed in more detail in
Chapter 5, Energy Scenarios.
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2.5 PRICE REFORMS AND ENERGY PRICES

A major obstacle to a sound economic development is found in distorted
prices, both in relative and in absolute terms, which provide wrong signals
to the economic agents. In view of the present organisation of the economy
with a high share of state-owned enterprises and because of the social
impact of realignment of the price structure, full price liberalization in the
short term will be difficult to achieve. Therefore, the adjustments will
probably be in the form of administered and regulated price increases. The
speed with which domestic prices can be corrected according to the
principles outlined below will have a major influence on both the economic
development and the future structure of energy consumption.

From an economic point of view, energy prices should be based on economic
costs. These are defined as cif border prices converted at a realistic exchange
rate plus domestic marketing costs for tradeables (crude oil and petroleum
products, natural gas), and as long term marginal production costs (LRMC)
plus marketing costs for non-tradeable forms of energy (eg heat, wood). The
price of electricity should be set to either the opportunity revenues in the
form of export prices or the LRMC, whichever is higher.

These principles apply to undistorted markets. In theory they ensure the
efficiency of energy production and allocation of funds. Because energy
prices have a strong impact on the macroeconomy and, in particular, on the
balance of payments as well as on microeconomic factors such as profitability
of individual companies and household budgets, for a transitional period,
there may be some justification for a deviation from the above principle. This
is particularly so if prices other than energy prices and wages are still
distorted. However, if prices and tariffs are set to a level where cost recovery
is not achievable they should at least cover current operating costs. Also,
energy enterprises should be compensated in full by the Government for any
implicit subsidy granted to consumers in order to mitigate against the social
effects of rapid price variations. Where LRMC pricing does not provide
enough revenues, tariffs could be set higher than LRMC in order to ensure
the financial viability of energy enterprises. At the same time, the
opportunities for cost reductions at the enterprise level should be fully
exploited.

In the long run, however, absolute as well as relative prices should be set in
line with economic costs; they should reflect international price relationships,
eliminate distortions, avoid inefficient interfuel substitution, and account for
external effects of energy production and consumption (eg by including
environmental charges). The scope and timing of the introduction of
corresponding prices will be crucial and needs to be synchronized with the
pace of economy-wide reforms.
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PROJECTIONS OF ENERGY DEMAND

3.1 DETERMINANTS OF ENERGY DEMAND

Starting from the specific consumption figures observed in 1990, the
development of the final domestic energy demand has been modelled by the
following steps:

(1) Assessment of the behavioural reactions of consumers to the projected
income and price developments. These impacts on energy demand are
estimated through assumptions on income and price elasticities.

(2) Assessment of the additional energy saving potential in each individual
sector, which was derived from two factors:

- A comparison of energy intensities presently observed in Lithuania
and average intensities in Western Europe.

- The potential for further reductions in the specific consumption of
energy in individual sectors until the end of the planning horizon in
2015, starting from presently observed West European averages, and
assuming convergence of Lithuanian practice to western standards
over that time horizon.

Activity Indicators

Fundamental to this methodology are the concepts of activity and activity
indicator. The activities of concern are those in which energy is finally used.
The activity indicators are measurable aspects of the activity, which bear
some quantifiable relationship to energy use. Total energy demand is
therefore estimated by summing separately the demands associated with all
the activities at the levels projected in the scenarios.

A summary of the indicators used is given in Table 3.1a below.

Table 3.1a Activity Indicators Used

Sector

Industry
Construction
Agriculture
Services and
Trade

Transport

Residential

IC CONSULT - ERM

Value
Added

X

X

X

X

X

ENERCY - COWI CONSULT

Activity Indicator

GDP GDP
per capita

X X

X

Popu-
lation

X

X

Others

Floor Area,
No. of

dwellings
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Income Elasticities

In line with estimates in other East European countries in transition to a
market economy, the elasticities used are less than 1, which implies an
inelastic behaviour: all other things equal, energy consumption will not
increase at the same speed as economic activity or income; on the other
hand, during the downturn of economic activity, (unconstrained) energy
consumption will not decrease as fast as the relevant activity variable. The
income elasticity was set in general to 0.5 in the residential and services and
trade sector, with the lowest value (0.2) given to cooking needs in the
residential sector. In the industrial sector the average value amounted to 0.8,
which is justified by the more direct link between energy consumption and
income (value added) than in the service and residential sector. The highest
factor of 0.9 was applied in the transport sector, because it was assumed that
in particular the demand for private transport will grow.

Price Elasticities

Figure 3.1a shows the price development for several grouped energy forms as
projected for use in the Strategy Study. Prices are expressed in 1990 USD per
GJ and it is assumed that by 1995 consumer prices will be equivalent to
anticipated world market prices (in the moderate and fast-reforms scenario;
in the slow-reforms scenario the adjustment is deferred until the year 2000).

Additional Energy Saving Potential

The behavioural reactions do not necessarily reflect the total conservation
potential. There are contributions which arise out of ongoing "embodied"
technical progress and there are other possibilities if various market failures
can be redressed. These effects were examined within variant scenarios
labelled:

"Basic efficiency" and

"High efficiency".

Basic Efficiency

The energy saving potential associated with the "basic efficiency" effect is
largely covered in most of the economic sectors by the behavioural reactions
induced by price increases and income variations. However, in the following
sectors it was reckoned that additional conservation effects should be taken
into consideration: road transport, air transport, heating and lighting in
agriculture as well as lighting and other electrical appliances in the
residential and services and trade sector. As shown by Table 3.1b., in these
sectors the penetration of improved technologies will reduce the intensity
more than implied by the combined income and price effects, even in the
basic efficiency variant scenarios.
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Fig. 3.1a Projected Domestic Consumer Prices
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High Efficiency

The high efficiency scenario provides for a further reduction of intensity if
and when market failures which hamper the exploitation of the technical
conservation potential can be removed. Such failing may give rise to
technical, financial or information barriers.

These barriers could be overcome by discretionary measures such as active
demand side management, specific industrialization policies and
infrastructure developments, policies directed at promoting the use of specific
fuels as well as by regulation and other measures. It is assumed that a high
economic growth, leading to a faster replacement of capital is more prone
fully to exploit the potential. The information barrier, however, could be
overcome under all macroeconomic scenarios.

Table 3.1b Indices of Energy Intensity in 2015 (1990 = 1)

Economic Sector

Industry
Transport
Agriculture
Residential
Electricity only

Services

Income and Price
Effects

0.63 - 0.71
0.79 - 0.92
0.68 - 0.89
0.36 - 0.65

0.65
0.44 - 0.62

Basic Efficiency

0.63 - 0.71
0.70 - 0.80
0.54 - 0.89
0.36 - 0.61
0.58 - 0.61
0.42 - 0.62

High Efficiency

0.41 - 0.62
0.40 - 0.55
0.40 - 0.80
0.36 - 0.57
0.50 - 0.57
0.40 - 0.55

Note: Energy Intensity = energy consumption per unit value added (in the residential
sector: per GDP per capita).

To reduce the number of sub-scenarios, the high efficiency conditions have
been assumed only for the fast reforms and the moderate reforms scenario,
while for the slow reforms-scenario only the basic efficiency conditions have
been considered. As a result, four basic demand scenarios were studied as
shown in Table 3.1c below.

Table 3.1c Basic Energy Demand Scenarios: Assumptions

Energy Demand Macroeconomic Scenario Price Reforms Efficiency

Scenario A

Scenario B (High)

Scenario B (Basic)

Scenario C

Slow Reforms

Moderate Reforms

Moderate Reforms

Fast Reforms

Slow (by 2000) Basic

Fast (by 1995) High

Fast (by 1995) Basic

Fast by (1995) High
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3.2 FINAL ENERGY DEMAND SCENARIOS

Future energy demand was projected according to the methodology
described above. Tables 3.2a and 3.2b summarise the results for total final
domestic demand in Lithuania; disaggregated results by economic sectors
and energy forms are shown in Table 3.2c and 3.24.

In the year 2010 (see also Figures 3.2a and 3.2b), the lowest energy demand in
Scenario B (High) while the lowest energy intensity is for the Scenario C.
Conversely, the highest demand B in Scenario B (Basic) whereas the highest
energy intensity is in Scenario A.

Only in Scenario B (Basic) would total final energy demand exceed the 1990
level at the end of the planning period in the year 2015, whereas in the fast
reforms scenario the level reached in 2015 is almost on par with the base
year demand.

Table 3.2a Final Domestic Energy Demand (in PJ)

YEAR

Energy Demand in

PJ

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

INDICES (1990=100)

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

A

SLOW
REFORMS

Basic Efficiency

385

238

254

284

319

356

100.0

61.9

66.0

73.8

82.9

92.5

]

B

MODERATE
REFORMS

High efficiency Basic

385

212

243

279

301

317

100.0

55.0

63.1

72.4

78.2

82.4

Efficiency

385

223

270

329

379

423

100.0

57.9

70.0

85.4

98.4

110.0

C

FAST
REFORMS

High Efficiency

385

212

253

318

346

378

100.0

55.1

65.8

82.5

89.8

98.1
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The total increase in energy efficiency is demonstrated by the development
of the energy intensity, ie the energy consumed per unit of GDP in constant
prices.

The striking difference between the "high efficiency" case and the "basic
efficiency11 case is evident when comparing the two B Scenarios which are
founded on the same macroeconomic development. Under the fast reforms
Scenario C, average specific energy consumption in 2015 would be almost
halved compared to 1990.

The analysis of the final demand by consumer sectors shows a decrease in
the shares of agriculture and, industry, whereas the consumption of services
and trade increases more than proportionally. The higher the assumed
economic growth the more pronounced the change in the structure. Table
3.2c shows the difference of sectoral consumption resulting from different
assumptions on efficiency improvements in the case of the same
macroeconomic growth scenario (moderate reforms).

The comparison of the fuel mix in 2010 and 1990 discloses a decline of the
share of petrol products and an increase of the share of natural gas. This
change will be more intense in the cases where an enhanced use of gas is
envisaged as shown in Table 3.2d (see Chapter 5 for a discussion of this
scenario assumption).

Table 3.2b Energy Intensity Implied by Final Energy Demand

Energy Intensity

Indices
(1990 =100)

YEAR

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

A

SLOW
REFORMS

Basic Efficiency

100.0

94.0

82.4

77.9

74.0

70.5

High

100.0

85.0

69.3

61.3

54.7

50.7

SCENARIO

B

MODERATE
REFORMS

Efficiency Basic Efficiency

100.0

89.5

77.0

72.3

68.9

67.7

C

FAST
REFORMS

High Efficiency

100.0

86.5

67.9

58.9

52.8

49.0
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Table 3.2c Energy Demand by Sectors (in PJ)

SECTOR Actual

Base Year

Scenario B
Moderate Reforms

High Efficiency Basic Efficiency
High Gas Low Gas

1990 2010

Industry 112.9

Construction 7.7

Transport 71.1

Agriculture 35.3

Residential 80.3

Services and Trade 54.2

Others 23.5

TOTAL FINAL 385.0
DEMAND1)

Non-Energy 36.3

TOTAL 421.3

74.9

5.6

61.0

16.3

67.4

75.9

0.0

301.0

25.5

326.5

93.9

7.8

81.6

18.7

76.1

100.6

0.0

378.7

25.5

404.2

1 In the calculation of the scenario, the losses occurring in supplying heat were assumed to be
higher than shown in the energy balance for 1990. Therefore the final demand shown above is
20 PJ less than in the 1990 energy balance.

Table 3.2d Energy Demand by Fuels (in PJ)

ENERGY FORM

Solid Fuels

Petrol Products

Natural Gas

Industrial Heat

Residential Heat

Electricity

TOTAL FINAL
DEMAND1

Actual

Base Year

1990

43.51

160.1

27.71

54.74

55.67

43.26

385.0

Scenario B
Moderate Reforms

High Efficiency Basic Efficiency
High Gas Low Gas

26.29

92.94

60.99

34.3

52.99

33.49

301.0

2010

42.59

140.75

37.9

41.55

76.95

38.97

378.7

1 In the calculation of the scenario, the losses occurring in supplying heat were assumed to be
higher than shown in the energy balance for 1990. Therefore the final demand shown above is
20 PJ less than in the 1990 energy balance.
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Fig. 3.2a Final Energy Demand (in PJ)
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Fig. 3.2c Sectoral Composition of Final Demand
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4 ENERGY SUPPLY AND DEMAND SIDE OPTIONS

4.1 ELECTRICITY SlIBSECTOR

4.1.1 Future Electricity Demand and Generating Requirements

Electricity Demands

The final energy demands (in TWhs) for electricity are presented in Table
4.1a in 5 year intervals from 1990 to 2015 for each of the major sectors;
demand figures for the base year and ranges for the future reporting years
are shown.

The ranges give an indication of the possible development profiles for
electricity demand due to assumptions about pace of economic reform and
energy conservation across all sectors (see Section 5.3) and effects of other
demand variants such as end-use substitution, particularly in the residential
and commercial sectors.

Table 4.1a Electricity Demand

All units TWh

Sector

Industry

Transport

Agriculture

ResComm

Total Final
Energy
Demand

Exports

Total Demand

1990

actual

5.5

0.2

2.7

3.6

12.0

16.5

28.5

low

3.3

0.1

1.3

2.2

7.0

2.0

9.0

1995

high

3.5

0.2

1.6

2.4

7.8

6.0

13.8

2000

low

4.0

0.2

1.4

2.6

8.3

2.0

20.3

high

4.4

0.2

1.5

2.8

8.9

6.0

14.9

2005

low

4.1

0.2

1.3

2.9

8.8

2.0

10.8

(l) Electricity Substitution for other fuels is not included
m ResCom refers to the Residential and Commercial Sectors

high

4.8

0.2

1.4

3.9

9.9

6.0

15.9

2C10

low

4.4

0.2

1.3

3.0

9.3

2.0

11.3

high

5.4

0.2

1.5

4.3

10.8

6.0

16.8

low

4.6

0.2

1.2

3.2

9.6

2.0

11.6

2015

high

6.0

0.2

1.4

4.6

11.6

6.0

17.6

Electricity Generation and Capacity

Table 4.1b shows the requirement for electricity generation with and without
exports and the implications for peak capacity requirements. This takes into
account transmission and distribution losses and the shape of the load
duration curve.
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Table 4.1b Requirement for Electricity Generation (TWh) and Generating Capacity (MW)

year

Domestic Requirement111

(TWh)
Total Generation incL

Exports (TWh)
Peak Capacity

Requirement (MW)<2)

low high low high low high

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

7.8

9.3

9.9

10.4

10.8

8.7

10.0

11.1

12.1

13.0

10.0

11.5

12.1

126

13.0

15.4

16.7

17.8

18.8

19.7

1,754

2,018

2,123

2,211

2,281

2,702

2,930

3,123

3,298

3,456

(1) Assumes transmission and distribution losses across the system of 12%.
ra Capacity required to supply the demand for electricity including exports - calculated
assuming system factor of 65%.

4.2.2

The capacity figures are based upon estimated load factors. They take
account of system peak demand (exclusive of reserve margin) and are
different for the variants due to the phasing of the investment programme.
As with the final demands in Table 4.1a, Table 4.1b shows the range resulting
from the complementary effect of fast versus slow reforms and the variants
under investigation.

Demand Side Management

Demand Side Management (DSM) measures are now considered as being
part of an overall least-cost-planning (LCP) approach in countries of the
European Community. In an LCP strategy all demand as well as supply side
measures are compared and evaluated, and the least-cost solution to satisfy
energy services is determined The findings of the THERMIE Programme of
industrial energy audit in the European Community show that zero- or
low-cost measures can produce savings of approximately 10-20%. Further
cost-effective savings are practical with some level of capital investment.

Likely opportunities for investment are in more efficient industrial motive
power and commercial lighting. Using adjustable speed drives can save 20%
of motor energy with payback periods of 1-3 years. With lighting, the
retrofitting of fluorescent lamps with advanced tubes, reflectors, ballasts and
controls can save about 40% of commercial lighting energy, assuming half
the lighting is by fluorescent lights. Street lighting is another example where
the use of low pressure sodium bulbs contributes to reduced energy budgets.
Efficient lamps for households have been successfully introduced in some
European countries through public utilities. Another action, targeted at
residential and commercial consumers, is to label electrical devices according
to their consumption, coupled with a consultative programme on energy
efficiency. This activity could be implemented through an Energy Agency
under the auspices of the MoE.
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Table 4.1b Electricity Subsector Options

No Option Technical System Constraints and Benefits

1.1a

1.1b

1.2a

1.2b

1.2c

1.2d

Demand Side

Demand Side Industrial auditing resulting in reduced electricity consumption
h' ^gement (DSM) through better management and installing new equipment
. i- iustry

Load management by direct control for large loads and shifting of
loads from high to low cost periods

Demand Side Provision of information and promotion of energy efficiency
Management (DSM) programmes
in the residential
and commercial
areas

Supply Side

Nuclear

- High Nuclear Case 2 reactor stations

- Low Nuclear Case 1 reactor station

- No Nuclear Case Decommissioned in the short term
Reliance on Elektrenai and CHP

- New Nuclear Latest design LWR

Economics must be proven on a cost-benefit scale.

Financial constraints and inadequate information are barriers to
implementation of DSM measures, especially when companies are
struggling for survival and production as well as revenues are
diminishing.

Immediate economic returns can be gained if implemented, but
load profiles and production schemes have to be examined carefully
for each consumer.

Tariffs must be appropriate to stimulate conservation. Public
awareness about efficiency must be created and market penetration
of high-efficiency equipment must be stimulated. Institutions
supporting financing of energy-saving investments are needed.

Safety upgrades compulsory 1994-96.
High export capability, but export markets are questionable.
Immediate provision for spent fuel storage necessary.

Safety upgrades compulsory 1994-96.
Immediate provision for spent fuel storage necessary
Export capability sufficient to serve regional markets.

May not be possible to maintain exports
Some thermal plants (Elekrenai, Klaipeda, Vilnius) are rather old.

Only justified if strong export potential exists.
Investment should be shared with private sector or Baltic States
and Belorus.
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Table 4.1b Electricity Subsector Options (Continued)

No Option Technical System Constraints and Benefits

1.2e

Hydropower Pumped
Storage

Phase 1 - Unit #3 Pumped Storage Hydro 600MW (3 x 200MW) by 1994

1.2f

1.2g

1.3

1.3a

Phase 1 - Unit #4

Phase 2

Thermal

Refurbishment of
existing thermal
plant

Repowering of
existing thermal
plant or new CCGT
plant

1.3b Coastal coal fired
plant

1.3c CHP development
only

1.3d Renewables

Pumped Storage Hydro 1600MW (8 x 200MW)

Action to ensure safe and reliable operation for plants required to
meet base load on a national scale or to use it as reserve capacity.
Level of necessary capacity depends upon nuclear options.

Use of off-peak electricity to provide for frequency regulation.
Light-load compensation during peak load times.
Low cost for completion of Unit #3.

Depends on Lithuania's role in IPS and the future of Ignalina.

Depends on Lithuania's role in IPS and the future of Ignalina.

Refurbishment of old high pressure components unlikely to be
economic at some older plant.
Technical audit necessary to identify priorities.

Addition of gas turbines for CCGT generation eg at Elektrenai on the Refurbishment of old high pressure components for CCGT
4xl50MW units and 180MW at Vilnius CHP operation is unlikely to be economic at older plant. Would allow

Elektrenai 4 x 300MW units to be used increasingly for reserve
capacity only and then retired.
CCGT at Vilnius increases CHP capacity at low marginal
cost.Transformer constraints on existing CHP plants in transferring
power to the 330 kV bulk power system (upgrading of substation,
transformers switching gear).

Clean coal design (FBC or coal gasification) CCGT

New CHP based on heal/electricity for local load balance

Wastes and wood chips, wind, mini-hydros, geothermal

Diversification of fuel supply is beneficial, but existing
infrastructure is inadequate and construction requires high
investments. Environmental requirements increase cost

High efficiency
Transformer constraints in transferring power to the 330kV network

Economic Constraints
Environmental benefits through low emissions
Diversification of supply
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Table 4.1b Electricity Subsector Options (Continued)

No Option Technical System Constraints and Benefits

1.4

1.4a

1.4b

1.4c

1.4d

1.4e

System and Network
Options

Replacement of Replace existing SCADA hardware and software at VECC modern
system control and Energy Management System (EMS)
data acquisition Improved I & C in power plants
facilities

Substation upgrades Increased transformer capacity (330kV) and lower voltage networks

200km between Ignalina and Kruonis reservoirNew transmission
line (330kV)

600MW link from
Alytus to Poland

Baltic
interconnection with
Scandinavia

Refurbishment or
replacement of
transformer
equipment

Line plus back to back HVDC

NORDEL HVDC submarine cable link

Loss of electrical and mechanical design strength on 110 kV and 35
kV networks.

Essential if there are to be links with UCPTE.
Savings achievable using economic dispatch techniques.

Only necessary if CHP generation ( at HOkV) is greatly increased.

Only needed if Ignalina is retained at full capacity.

Potential access to the UCPTE system of Western Europe.

High capital costs
Costs and benefits need careful evaluation

Technical audit needed for prioritisation of activities
Refurbishment constrained by non-availability of spare parts
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Export

Interconnections already exist with Latvia, Belarus and Kaliningrad via the
Interconnected Power System (IPS) of the former Soviet Union (FSU).
Vattenfall and IVO are at present developing a masterplan for the Baltic
Region with emphasis on interconnection with the NORDEL system. Poland
is undertaking to connect to the UCPTE grid by 1994. These efforts are very
important and related to the future export opportunities for Lithuania.

There is currently no clear view on the electricity export market for
Lithuania. The import demand of Latvia and Kaliningrad is rather limited
and not likely to exceed 2 TWh/year. Net exports to Latvia alone are
estimated to be rather modest due to the availability of cheap hydropower
from the Daugava river plants. The potential for exports to Belarus is
estimated at 4 TWh/year while Lithuanian electricity exports there are
competing with other low cost electricity offered to Belarus from Russian
power plants. Belarus currently has 6800 MW of installed capacity and, in the
past, has imported up to 2400 MW of additional peak capacity requirement
with 70% being supplied by Lithuania and 30% by Russia. Demand has
recently fallen substantially in Belarus while prices of energy are still very
low (in 1992 residential electricity prices were only 2% of world market
levels). There is considerable uncertainty over future electricity demand in
Belarus arising both from the pace of economic restructuring and the effect
of rising prices. There is in principle a much larger consumer potential in
Western and Northern Europe, but it is uncertain whether Lithuania would
be able to compete.

4.1.3 Supply Side Options

Nuclear Options

The dominating electricity sub-sector supply-side issue for Lithuania centres
on the future of the Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant which consists of two
RBMK design reactors with a nominal capacity of 3000MW total. The units
came into service in 1984 and 1987 and since 1990 have been operated at
1250MW each for safety reasons. The retirement age of the reactors will
occur around the year 2010, assuming a normal lifetime. The following three
nuclear cases can be envisaged.

• High Nuclear Case: the plant is kept operating as a 2-reactor facility, with
appropriate safety upgrades

• Low Nuclear Case: the plant is kept operating as a 1-reactor facility, with
appropriate safety upgrades

• No Nuclear Case: Ignalina is shutdown and decommissioned in the short
term.

There is also the possibility to install a new nuclear reactor of the latest LWR
design, if the RBMK reactors were decommissioned. With a viable export
market private investment may become available, or alternatively joint
ownership as a Baltic-Belarus reactor may be a possibility. Either way the
investment would be shared and several benefits may accrue. Recent
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developments indicate that the "overnight11 construction costs, ie, the capital
cost excluding interest during construction, for a new 600MW reactor could
become as low as USD1355/kW, offering the possibility of levelized annual
costs of about USD0.06/kWh, including capital, fuel, operation and
maintenance and de-commissioning charges.

Pumped Storage

Linked with the future of nuclear generation is the fate of the Kruonis
Hydro pumped storage hydro plant. The Kruonis plant operates under a
head of 100m. Stage 1 comprises 4 x 200MW units, and the first two units are
in commission with the third being prepared for start-up in 1994. Civil
works for the fourth unit are in place, and the cost for completing the
installation of the third unit is estimated at 12 million litas, or about USD3
million at the current exchange rate. Completion of Phase 1 by the provision
of the fourth turbine is not expected to exceed USD30 million for fabrication
and installation.

The Kruonis pumped storage plant was conceived to supply the peak and
intermediate loads of both the Lithuania power system and the entire
north-west IPS of the FSU. The plant was planned to take up peak loads
and compensate for high voltage under night-time light load conditions. It
can act within 5 seconds to stabilize frequency and provides short-term
generation reserve for the loss of the largest generator (750MW) on the IPS
network. It can function as a synchronous condensor, and in off-peak
(pumping periods) will absorb reactive power and thus limit the voltage rise
on the 330kV network.

However, many of the assumptions made in planning this pumped storage
plant may no longer be valid, particularly if the nuclear option is ruled out,
as the plant was to be used for banking inexpensive nuclear energy when
operating in the pumping mode to fill the upper reservoir. The question is:
should these stages be completed to provide a capacity of 1600MW and if so,
how should the plant be operated?

Thermal Options

The main conventional thermal generation in Lithuania is the 1800MW plant
at Elektrenai, the first units of which were commissioned in 1962. The
Elektrenai 150MW units also supply district heating to the surrounding area.
Other major thermal generating sources are the combined heat and power
(CHP) plants at Kaunas, Mazeikiai, and Vilnius, which together with a small
plant at Klaipeda and a series of small industrial co-generation plants, total
about 846MW, in the CHP operation mode. About 70MW extra are available
if the CHP plants are run in the full cold condensing mode, as scheduled in
Table 4.1c.

Most of the thermal plant has been in commission for over 20 years and
much of the capacity is approaching retirement. In recent years most of this
plant has operated at capacity factors at or below 50%. All thermal plants,
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with the exception of the Mazeikiai CHP plant, which is fired by HFO, are
dual-fired from gas and oil.

Without the nuclear option, only Elektrenai is connected to the 330kV
network and therefore capable of supplying nation-wide electricity, assuming
that the CHP plants balance local area loads on the HOkV and 35kV
sub-transmission networks.

Table 4.1c Existing Thermal Generating Plant

1
1 Power Station

Elektrenai

Vilnius CHP

1 Kaunas CHP

i
I Mazeikiai CHP

I Klaipeda CHP

1•
1 Industrial CHPB

No/MW Units

4x150
4x300

2x12
2 x 180 (2 x 210)

1x8
1x12
1x60
1 x 110 (1 x 120)

2x80
1x50

1x4
1x7

various

Nominal Rating
(MW)

1800

384

190

210

11

51

1991 Gross
Generation
(GWh)

87-18.6

1737.1

773.7

605.4

44.8

115.0

Year of
Commission

1962-1965
1967-1971

1957
1983-1986

1955
1958
1975
1976

1979-1980
1983

1935
1939

various years

Source: 1991 LSPS Annual Report and LSPS
Notes: in brackets: gross electricity generating capacity in cold condensing mode

CHP: Combined Heat and Power

The combined energy production of existing plants can just match the
expected energy demands to the year 2000, assuming no nuclear capability.
Beyond 2000 it becomes imperative to add new plant to the generation
inventory, regardless of any rehabilitations that may have been undertaken.
Continuing with existing plant in the absence of a nuclear capability is
therefore not an option.

A comparison of the generating costs of Ignalina and Elektrenai is given in
Table 4.1d.
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Table 4.1d Generation Cost Comparison (USc/kWh)

Capital
Fuel
Storage
O & M

Total

Nuclear Ignalina #2

0.12
0.80
0.05
1.01

1.98

HFO Steam Elektrenai

230

0.30

2.60

Notes: 1. Capacity factor 0.7
2. Capital (refurbishment and decommissioning) and storage cost components

according to World Bank G7 Study
3. Fuel prices as projected for the Strategy Study
4. O & M cost assumptions for nuclear/fossil generation: 60/17 USD/kW/a (fix) and

0.30/0.20 USD/MWh (variable)

The age of the existing plant will necessitate refurbishment of all high
pressure components as a minimum requirement. In this way the productive
life of most plant can be extended to the horizon year of this study.
However, in some cases the economics of even this level of refurbishment
will be of doubtful merit.

Another option is to repower existing plant, adding gas turbines to convert
steam plant to Combined-Cycle Gas Turbines (CCGT) plant. This could be
done either at Elektrenai or at the CHP plant at Vilnius or Kaunas. There is
no obvious thermodynamic advantage of one site over the other; the
improvements in efficiency at each site would be similar. Choice of site
would be determined by other issues such as the load factor attracted by the
station and the limitations of the transmission system.

At Elektrenai, two of the existing 150MW generators might be repowered
with gas turbines and the already refurbished #1 Unit complete with boiler
and turbine can be utilized as the "steam" stage of a CCGT plant to provide
450MW. An advantage of this option is that Elektrenai is directly connected
to the 330kV network and can deliver the output throughout the national
network.

At Vilnius and Kaunas the plants serve local area loads at HOkV and 35kV
and power transfers to the 330kV bulk system are limited to about 200MW at
both these locations. A detailed study of the most economic mix of power
plants and the effect of significant CCGT at Vilnius and Kaunas and other
major cities on transmission reinforcement needs to be considered. The
advantage of the CHP plants for repowering is that they are likely to attract
higher load factors.

An alternative to repowering is to build an entirely new CCGT plant. This
could be a green field electricity only plant or a new CCGT-CHP plant. A
third 180MW unit at Vilnius may be feasible, contingent on local area load
growth. If a unit is added, CCGT should be considered.
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Renewable Options

Generation of runoff river hydro plant is presently limited to the Kaunas
Hydro plant (100.6MW), which was commissioned in 1959/60. The total
hydro potential is reported at 400MW, of which only mini-hydro has further
exploitation potential. As mini-hydro is best suited to the supply of local
loads it will not affect the strategy for generation to meet the national
demand.

Lithuania has a significant natural resource of fuelwood, and the use of
forest wastes or wood chips, in combination with fuel oil or natural gas may
be an option for new CHP development in areas where there are heat grids
supplied by Heat-Only Boiler (HOB) Plant This option is presently being
more closely investigated in ongoing studies and research. The theoretical
potential for wood waste and chips usage is very large. Constraints are the
economics, which are mainly determined by collection and transport costs.

Other renewable energy options are discussed in greater detail in Section 4.4
below. They are unlikely to contribute significantly to meeting national load
demand.

4.1.4 Transmission, Distribution and Control Options

The reliable and economic delivery of energy is vested in the capability of
the power system networks under normal and contingency operating
conditions. Network control and integrity are particularly important as the
Lithuania power system is strongly linked to the interconnected power
system (IPS) of the FSU. While overall network performance is good, there
are concerns because of the increasing frequency of failures due to ageing
equipment. Fault levels may now exceed the rupturing capacity of some
switchgear, and it is also evident that the networks suffer high voltage under
light load conditions. Losses are in the upper band of acceptability, and the
system control hardware and software facilities need upgrading. A technical
audit is needed so that refurbishment measures can be prioritized and
implemented without delay.

Transmission and Distribution Options

The transmission system of Lithuania comprises the 330kV and HOkV
national grid system, which connects all power stations to the load centres
throughout Lithuania. It also includes four tie lines to Latvia and five to
Belarus (three from Ignalina) as part of the IPS. Each line has a capacity of
about 800MVA sufficient for the intended transfers.

Substation capacities at 330kV were adequate for 1990 peak loads (the
historical peak) and upgrades are only necessary if CHP generation (at
HOkV) is greatly increased. Fault performance relay protection on the 330kV
transmission system is good and faults average 2 per 100km per year, which
is typical of most bulk systems. All 330kV lines operate within the economic
loading range, and MW losses are typically 3% compared to total network
losses of 12%. As transmission distances are short there are no undue
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stability problems with present loads. The main problem with ageing
equipment in Lithuania is that spare parts are no longer available, and it
may therefore be necessary to institute a replacement programme. To this
end, the World Bank G7 report has made provision for USD75 million for
upgrades, of which only about 10% will be needed for loss-reduction
measures.

Transmission ties with Kaliningrad are operating at 330kV. Also, a new
330kV line between Klaipeda and a T-point north of Siauliai will be in
operation in 1993. A 200km 330kV line from Ignalina to Kruonis was
planned, but this line is only needed if the full capacity of Ignalina is
retained as a nuclear power plant, and supplies of off-peak energy for
banking in Kruonis reservoir can be exported. The current cost of 330kV
transmission including terminal equipment is about USD0.25 million per km,
and so the Ignalina-Kruonis line would cost about USD50 million.

Of more interest is a proposal for a 600MW link with Poland from Alytus,
initially based on the supply of cross-border loads. This is an opportunity
that could enable access to the UCPTE system of Western Europe. It should
be noted that the frequency control limits on the IPS are less stringent than
those on the UCPTE so interconnection with Poland must be through an
HVDC back-to-back link. Such an interconnection at 400kV will cost about
USD250 million.

Control System Options

The present SCADA facilities are based on an old MKT-2 telemetry system
and comprise a Master Station at the Vilnius Energy Control Centre (VECC)
connected to remote stations (RTUs) spread throughout Lithuania, grouped
geographically into seven regional systems. These RTUs each serve a power
station or substation.

Lithuania is strongly linked to the IPS, and VECC was originally one of ten
regional control centres centrally coordinated from Moscow via the Riga
Dispatch Centre. Basic scheduling decisions were made at Riga and so
VECC is not equipped to control net interchange or to participate in
frequency regulation. However, efforts are now underway to upgrade the
SCADA system to a distributed PC-LAN-based architecture. At present LSPS
has no automatic generation control (AGC), no frequency control, no
security monitoring and no power flow automatic control. The supervisory
control facilities are limited to digital data acquisition, monitoring and
alarming over the telemetry system, together with data logging and display
control via a dispatcher's control console. Planning and scheduling is
basically undertaken with off-line loadflow program.

To modernize VECC it will be necessary to upgrade the entire hardware and
software facilities. One option would be to replace the entire system with a
state-of-art Energy Management System (EMS). This will enable Lithuania
to eventually conform to the standards required within the UCPTE system
(+ or - 0.02Hz). On the system itself it would also be necessary to replace
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turbine governors and to add controls for power plants to receive ADC
signals from VECC.

A further benefit of EMS is that significant savings can be achieved in
operating the power system using economic dispatch (ED) techniques.
However, this can only be achieved if there are corresponding improvements
in the instrumentation and control (I&C) facilities in power plants. This is
necessary as the economic operation of a power system requires the
evaluation of production costs and incremental changes in those costs with
the loading of generating units.

4.2 HEAT SUBSECTOR

The heat sector is characterised by excessive consumption of heat, hot water
and fuels and poor thermal performance. Around 40% of consumers are
connected to the extensive district heating system but the almost total
absence of meters and controls (for both heal/hot water and gas supply) has
resulted in unregulated consumption. Consumers are charged on a flat rate
which bears no relation to the marginal cost of supply and offers no
incentive for investing in energy saving measures. A further consequence is
that data on the heat sector is very unreliable. There is little confidence in
the estimates of how much is consumed, by whom, how large the losses are
and where they are occurring. Nevertheless, a number of options for
reducing losses and improving the supply are easily identifiable and these
are discussed below.

Despite the high consumption levels, comfort conditions are often poor in
the very cold weather due to the poor building insulation. Payment of bills
by consumers is a serious problem since heat prices have been raised
substantially (but are still low in relation to costs). Non-payment has two
consequences; the heat utilities are starved of revenues and cannot afford to
invest in modernising their systems; the heat utilities cannot afford to pay
for their fuel (especially gas) purchases, and deliveries of hot water are often
suspended. Consumers' dissatisfaction could ultimately threaten the viability
of the network as they may disconnect themselves and seek alternative
supplies, further reducing the revenues of the utilities.

A summary of heat subsector options is shown in Table 4.2a.

4.2.1 Demand Side Options

Improved Thermal Performance of Buildings, Internal Measures

An examination of blocks of flats and single dwellings in Lithuania indicated
relatively few areas where insulation could be easily applied to walls.
Windows, many of which are poor-fitting, offer considerable potential for
reducing heat loss by draught stripping, reduction of window area by
insulation and improvement of window performance by addition of another
layer of transparent low cost material such as plastic sheeting. Many of these
measures can be carried out at little cost by the dweller but the lack of any
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real incentive suggests that a concerted government programme, perhaps
including grants, will be required to achieve the potential savings. Based on
experience in other countries, energy savings of up to 15% should be
possible in the long term. This will only be achieved after the system has
been modernised to enable consumers to control their heat use and are given
price signals and incentives to implement conservation measures. In the
short term, the many institutional, physical and financial barriers will limit
the savings to about 5 -10%.

Pitched roofs on individual dwellings also offer potential for insulation,
although it is estimated that only 40% of such roofs are accessible since
many dwellings have attic rooms built into the pitch.

Improved Thermal Performance of Buildings, External Measures

Improvement of the external fabric of buildings is much more expensive than
internal insulation but has advantages as interstitial condensation is less
likely to occur. Insulation work gives the shortest paybacks when carried out
at times when other building maintenance work is being undertaken but is
unlikely to be economic on its own. External wall insulation should therefore
only be considered as part of major refurbishment work.

Replacement of double glazed windows with smaller double glazed insulated
or coated windows that have good draught seals, when the existing
windows have reached the end of their life, should be considered.

New Building Desigtt Improvement

The rate of new building is currently rather low but it is nevertheless
important to gradually upgrade the quality of the building stock by imposing
sensible requirements on new buildings. Lithuania already has an ambitious
set of building standards, comparable to Western European practice.
However, the application of these to refurbishment of existing buildings is
unrealistic and creates a disincentive to carrying out small incremental
improvements to buildings. Some revision of the building standards should
therefore be considered.

Hot Water Demand

Energy use levels for domestic hot water in Lithuania are excessive (for
example, the daily consumption of hot water in Lithuania, estimated at
110 litres per person, is more than double the average for the UK). One
explanation is the use of hot water that runs to drain continuously for some
washing operations, compared to the Western European practice of filling a
basin or bowl with hot water. Consumer education for good housekeeping
practice is recommended; for example, a simple measure such as the
provision of bath and basin plugs could itself yield significant savings.
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Metering and Control of Heat Supply

Heat is supplied to the typical residential or small industrial consumer on a
single pipe system from a jet pump and heat exchanger in the block. Neither
this block supply nor individual consumers' use is metered, and the single
pipe system makes control difficult to achieve. The jet pump system must
run at constant flow and therefore crude control is achieved at the central
boilers through weather-adjusted water temperature control.

Metering of domestic supplies of heat from the district heating can use water
meters (cost per unit USD20 to USD125), or heat meters (cost per unit
USD270 to USD700). Heat meters are water meters which then have added
temperature sensors and an integrating device which converts measurements
of water volume and the temperature difference between supplied water and
returned water to a measurement of heat taken out of the water.

The first priority for measurement and charging for district heat supplies is
the maximum water volume per hour supplied at times of peak demand, as
this directly relates to pipe size and network capacity required. Reduction in
maximum volumes supplied will enable lower maximum distribution
temperatures to be used, thereby reducing the network losses.

The second priority is the volume of water taken. Minimising the volume
taken reduces pumping costs and pipe losses as it encourages people to take
the same amount of heat out of the water but to return the water at lower
temperatures.

The third priority is to consider the actual amount of heat taken from the
water by the consumer, which requires extra capital expenditure to turn the
water meter into a heat meter. For large loads and where the cost of supply
of an extra unit of heat is high, the extra capital can be justified. However
where heat meters are used it is essential that a significant element of any
tariff relates to water volume.

A third measuring device is the simple evaporative apportioning devices.
These can be used to supplement water or heat meters measuring the input
to a block of flats. The device is used to allocate total measured heat between
the different consumers in the building. These devices are low cost but
rather unreliable and difficult to administer.

The choice of metering technology needs to be made on the basis of
economic return; the cost of the meter must be justified against the value of
the savings likely to occur.

Individual Controls

The one pipe loop system which is the most common system in Lithuania
has a three way diverting control valve which when correctly installed
allows each radiator to be turned off. However, at dwellings and buildings
visited during the course of this study these valves were not operational or
installed in such a way that if operated they would turn the whole loop off.
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Table 4.2a Heat subsector Options

No. Option Technical System Benefits Major Constraints Comments

2.1a

2.1b

2.1c

2.2a

2.2b

2.2c

2.2d

2.2e

Demand Side

Improved Thermal
Performance of Buildings

Insulation in existing buildings (including Reduction in max. demands on DH
roof/wall/window insulation, draught stripping, network
glazing balconies). Higher internal temperatures

Total building refurbishment

New building design standards

Metering and Control of Heat Water Meters
Supply

Heat Meters (for domestic heat and/or hot
water)

Evaporative Apportioning Devices

Reduced fuel burn, reduced cost

Reduced fuel burn, higher internal
temperatures

provides price signa

Price signal.

Low cost

Individual controls eg simple radiator control Improved comfort

Block controls (eg jet pump replacement, hot Improved comfort
water control replacement) Reduced fuel burn

Improved heat distribution
Lower return temperatures improve
performance of CHP plant

Ownership of
buildings needs
clarification
Cost/price signal of
energy
Information
dissemination

No control

poor economics for No control
small heat loads

Legality of device for No control
charging No disconnection

possible

Long payback
Limited by existing
piping (single pipe
system)

Ownership of
controls needs
clarification
Current heat utility
structure
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Table 4.2a Heat subsector Options (Continued)

No. Option Technical System Benefits Major Constraints Comments

2.3a Substitution of DH domestic With electricity
heat and/or hot water

Hot water supply available all year
Reduction in peak load on DH
network

Large scale Doubtful cost
conversion needed to savings
achieve savings

2.3b With gas

2.4

2.5a
2.5b

2.5c
2.6

Industrial boiler plant
improvements

Industrial steam and hot
water improvements

Pricing, incentives

Supply side

Boiler blow down control, combustion audit
equipment and burner modifications

Steam and hot water leakage reductions
Use of least cost energy source

Tariffs with effective price signals

2.7a Modification of DH networks Reduce temperature of supply, convert to
variable flow, rehabilitate and maintain
networks

2.7b Complete pipework replacement and
modernisation

2.7c Drain ducts

2.7d Thermovision cameras

Hot water supply available all year
Reduction in peak load on DH
network

Reduced fuel burn

Encourage conservation

Longer life
Low losses in piping
Reduced heat losses in system

Reduced corrosion
Reduced heat losses
Access to drains and anchors
Improved maintenance

Large scale Reduces benefits
conversion needed to of heat grid
achieve savings
Area shut down of
heat grid for further
savings

Uncertainty about
industrial sector
development

Subsidies for
conservation
investment

Additional cost of
improved pipe is
small if existing
pipes already
need to be
replaced

High cost
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Table 4.2a Heat subsector Options (Continued)

No. Option Technical System Benefits Major Constraints Comments

2.7e Mazeikiai DH transmission pipeline

2.8a
2.8b

Modification of CHP/HOB Use CHP for base load
DH heat supply New HOB capacity sited near demand

Reduced fuel burn
Reduced distribution losses

Impact on
environment from
overground/undergr
ound pipeline
Cost and availability
of local heat from
refinery in the long
term

2.9

2.10

2.11

New HOBs at Mazeikiai and Meet heat demand with separate boiler
Elektrenai

Electricity for hot water, Evaluate use of existing electrode boilers
heating supply

Reduction of losses from running
CHP plant at very low loads

Unlikely to be
economic except
with surplus
nuclear capacity

New CCGT CHP New plant on existing or new site High efficiency electricity generation sufficient heat load
must exist
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Effectively in Lithuania there is currently no local control of radiators, the
main control being achieved by varying the temperature of the water in the
radiator.

The control from the central heat boiler, when operating normally, can result
in overheating in some locations and underheating in others due to time
delays in the system responding to weather changes and variations in
temperature in the networks due to losses. Overheating has frequently been
controlled by opening windows.

Block Heating Controls and Hot Water Controls

The temperature and volume of the water circulating around the block
depends on the temperature and difference in pressure across the jet pump
which operates as a mixing device. The devices can only approximately
control the local flow temperature to the block as inevitably the water
temperature varies in different parts of the system depending on its distance
from the heat generator.

The jet pump principle has advantages in terms of its simplicity but
limitations in terms of its ability to provide close control. The device is not a
suitable means to feed variable volume two pipe systems, the most common
type of heating system now installed in Western Europe. The minimum
preliminary action to start a process of conversion which will also give
consumers control over the temperatures in the whole of a block would be
to change the supply of primary water to consumers from a full flow to a
variable flow syf.*.em by replacing the jet pump with a two way electrically
operated valve to inject a varying volume of water from the high
temperature primary side into the lower temperature secondary. The valve
and its controller could be coupled to a weather sensor to vary the water
temperature in the radiators according to local outside temperature
conditions. The controller will allow lower flow temperatures to be used. A
pump to circulate water in the secondary system will be required.

Increased cost options would be to use a heat exchanger in addition to the
injection control valve. Detailed studies for individual cities are being
undertaken for Vilnius and Alytus to examine these options.

Substitution of DH Domestic Heat and/or Hot Water

a) With Electricity

Electricity is generally considered to be a rich cost option for heating and hot
water. Nevertheless, electric hot water tanks could be installed in bathrooms
to supply stored hot water for bath, basin and kitchen sink to some extent in
Lithuania. The main benefits of this option are as follows.
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• Reduction in the peak demand on the district heating network.
• Provision of a hot water supply throughout the year in contrast to the

current practice of turning the system off for several weeks for testing
and essential repairs.

• Electricity is already metered.

Maximum benefit would be achieved if complete blocks are converted so that
the central hot water supply system and its losses could be abandoned. A
constraint is the capacity of the existing wiring in the blocks and the local
network. Also, it would worsen the shape of the electricity load curve by
increasing the peak at certain times of day.

b) With Gas

Small scale local gas combustion will have a slightly lower efficiency than
centralised boilers, but this will be offset by the avoidance of losses in the
heat distribution system. Therefore gas substitution might be attractive
except that local gas must compete against much cheaper CHP produced
heat where this is available.

Gas supplies are already installed in most flats for gas cooking, and where
central hot water supplies are not available, gas or electricity are already
used for hot water preparation. Instantaneous gas water heaters could be
located in the kitchens with a flue through the outside wall. Radiant heat
from the unit would provide useful heat input during winter as well as hot
water supply to the bath, basin and sink. The main benefits of this option
are as follows.

• Reduction in the immediate load for heat consumed for hot water from
the central supply.

• The cost of metering the gas consumption is relatively economic compared
to the cost of metering hot water.

• Very large scale conversion would enable parts of CHP/district heating
system to be closed down during the non-heating season thereby saving
losses.

Industrial Boiler Plant Improvements

Many industrial boiler plants do not have automatic boiler blow down
control equipment and an according improvement should be considered for
all larger steam raising boilers. Alternatively smaller manually operated
valves could be fitted to more accurately control the rate and frequency of
blow down.

There is a lack of basic combustion testing equipment to trim and adjust the
existing burners. The purchase of equipment to measure and monitor
combustion efficiency is a priority. The cost of a chemical combustion test kit
is USD400 to USD500 with electronic devices in the range of USD1500 to
USD6500. For larger boiler plants, consideration should be given to the
installation of automatic equipment to monitor and control excess air. The
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use of such measuring equipment will help in a programme of low cost
rehabilitation to reduce boiler and burner losses.

Industrial Steam and Hot Water Systems Improvements

Central supply of steam from boilers to industry requires careful analysis.
There is a general trend away from the use of steam as an energy carrier in
Western Europe as use of steam as a method of supplying process or space
heating is often less economic than direct gas or oil fired units which provide
localised heat when required and do not freeze. It is dear that substantial
energy savings can be made from reducing energy wastage as a result of
leaking steam valves and flanges and also by insulation of valves and
sections of pipe. Use of hot water where cold water could be used is a
further area for reduction in energy use. However, there are considerable
uncertainties about industrial sector development in Lithuania and
appropriate options will be industry specific.

Pricing and Incentives

To encourage investment in improvements in the thermal performance of the
consumers' premises and in measures that reduce maximum demand for hot
water from the network (eg insulation, block controls), consideration could
be given to charging for heat and hot water on a flat rate basis for the block,
but linked to a rebate scheme. Rebates could be given when householders
had demonstrated that they had implemented certain agreed energy saving
measures. The viability of an appropriate rebate scheme should be
investigated, based on reductions in water volumes taken, that provided
money to the block as a whole to invest in further improvement measures.

4.2.2 Supply Side Options

Modification of DH Networks

Current maximum distribution temperatures of 150°C pre-empt the use of
modern pre-insulated plastic piping (steel in plastic) systems which contain
leak detection systems and have proved effective in resisting ground water
corrosion in Western Europe. Pre-insulated plastic piping systems are more
expensive than the glass wool insulated steel pipes currently used. Whilst the
long term desirable target is 100°C or below the short term target is to reduce
maximum operating temperatures to 130°C to allow steel in plastic systems to
be considered for use.

Reduction in maximum operating temperatures extends the life of pre-
insulated systems as the life of the plastic insulation is temperature
dependent. It also reduces costs associated with pipe movement to allow for
expansion and reduces heat losses in the network. Reduction in flow
temperature however requires an increase in pipe size or water velocity to
supply the same maximum heat load.

When pipework has to be replaced, for reasons of corrosion, the extra cost
for installing a larger pipe is relatively small. It is probably not economic to
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change pipes until they fail but when they do pipes could be installed at a
size such that the eventual system is suitable for either heat exchanger or
low cost direct connection systems (eg as used in Arhus and Odense in
Denmark). Plastic in plastic systems may also be considered, since these have
lower installation costs.

An alternative option is to carry out early replacement of the entire
distribution system, using modern pipes, but this is likely not to be economic.

Existing System Drainage

There is little fundamentally wrong with the existing type of installation
when it is installed correctly and the concrete ducts are drained and dry so
that water cannot saturate the insulation which causes the external corrosion
of the pipework and failure.

The ducted systems in Lithuania have not always been installed correctly.
Simple detection systems, such as a capped inspection pipe, can be used to
identify whether the duct is dry or wet when the ducted systems are being
repaired. Thermovision cameras can detect the difference between dry and
wet pipes and the position of anchor blocks, and priority should be given to
the purchase or hire of this equipment as part of a survey of the condition of
the existing piping systems, prior to improving the drainage.

Mazeikiai DH Transmission Pipeline

A 13km heat pipeline could be built to take heat from the Mazeikiai CHP
plant to the town. For this option to be economic it must compete with local
heat supply. The economics depend critically on the difference of the cost of
heat available from the refinery or the Mazeikiai power plant which supplies
the refinery with steam. Reductions in the amount of heat being used at
Mazeikiai town suggest that earlier estimates of the viability of this scheme
no longer apply.

Modification of CHP/HOB DH Supply

A principal option for maintaining and improving the economic viability of
the DH system is to seek opportunities for extending the use of combined
heat and power (CHP) generation.

Options for improving, expanding or dispatching the heat supply need to be
based on a proper analysis of the real costs of heat supply from each plant.
This is by no means simple in the case of the joint production of electricity
and heat from a CHP plant, since the marginal costs of heat production
change dramatically at different heat to electricity ratios. The present method
of evaluation of CHP is not based on sound economic analysis, since it
assumes a heat cost from CHP to be the same as from a heat only boiler.
District heating utilities connected to CHP have in the past been given the
wrong cost signals through applying this artificially high heat cost rate ie
there has been no cost advantage to them in using CHP rather than HoB. It
is essential as a market economy develops that appropriate cost signals are
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given in order to maximise the benefit of joint production for consumers.
Costs of heat and electricity are being investigated in greater depth by
Kennedy and Donkin, and the results of that study are awaited. However,
preliminary estimates of marginal costs of heat from the Vilnius 3 CHP plant
indicate costs around 30% to 40% of the costs of heat from a heat only boiler.

The current structure of interfaces between CHP heat and electricity
production, distribution, secondary distribution and the final distribution in
buildings as well as associated maintenance and ownership interfaces of
different parts of the system is not dear. The district heating companies are
currently charged a boiler related price for heat and are in a weak position to
negotiate. This implies that there is a cross subsidy of electricity consumers
by heat consumers.

Detailed consideration needs to be given to a more rational structure of
responsibility so that each utility can be given, and respond to, the
appropriate signals to improve efficiency.2

CHP options for investment in improvement of existing capacity and the
building of new capacity depend on fuel costs and fuel availability. The
conversion of existing HoB to CHP will offer a significant cost and efficiency
gain. The opportunity for building combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) CHP
plants using existing heat grids should be carefully evaluated whenever
additional electrical capacity is required. The following Table 4.2b indicates
the total electrical capacity of CCGT CHP that, subject to more detailed
study, could be supported by the heat loads.

Table 4.2b Potential CCGT CHP Electricity Capacity

Location Potential capacity (MW)

Vilnius 800

Kaunas 600

Klaipeda 300

Siauliai 200

Panevezys 140

Alytus 100

Total 2140

Note: Visaginas is currently heated by the Ignalina nuclear power station. Mazeikiai is not heated by Mazeikiai power

station which is 13.2 Km from Mazeikiai and supplies heat to the refinery and a small nearby small town.

Boiler Plant for Mazeikiai and Elektrenai

There is an economic penalty in operating the Mazeikiai power station when
Ignalina has electricity available that exceeds Lithuania's internal demands.

also the World Bank Technical Note 'Lithuania: Redesigning Energy
Subsidies and Support Programs', June 1993.
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Investigations of how steam for the refinery can be supplied from existing or
new boilers without the power plant producing electricity have not yet been
carried out.

A similar situation applies at Elektrenai where it may well be cheaper during
some parts of the year to provide the small heat load for the town from a
boiler. The boiler could also provide heat for power station services.

These options need more careful and in depth investigations of the local heat
and electricity loads before any investment decisions can be taken.

Electricity for Heating and Hot Water Supply

According to LSPS statistics around 1.7 GWs of electric water heating
(electrode boilers of agricultural commoner) was installed, to provide a load
for Ignalina's capacity. The condition and state of this installed capacity is
now highly uncertain and its mode of operation could be the subject of an
independent investigation prior to any considerations of adding further
electrode boiler capacity and direct electric space and water heating.

Further options that have been considered include the use of off-peak
electricity (night-time or summer-time) for electric water or space heating.

Central Heat Only Boilers

A maintenance and rehabilitation programme for the centralised heat only
boilers should be carried out, comprising the same elements as those
discussed for the industrial boilers. When boilers need replacing they should
be sited as close to the demand centres as possible to minimise heat losses.

4.3 OIL SUBSECTOR

A summary of oil subsector options is shown in Table 4.3a. Fourteen
potential projects have been developed. It should be noted that some projects
are inter-related.

Domestic Oil Production

There is a modest but significant potential for Lithuania to produce its own
onshore oil of just over 8 million tonnes of recoverable reserves. Offshore
reserves are also potentially significant but, exploitation will depend on
resolution of boundaries disputes in the Baltic Sea. Further oil exploration is
not required at this stage until development of the existing reserves is
assured.

Import & Export Facilities

The Government of Lithuania has decided to develop a low cost crude oil
import facility at Butinge near the Latvian border. The decision to avoid the
large-scale development of crude oil import facilities is considered correct.
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The export potential of the Mazeikiai refinery is unresolved. There is concern
that the refinery cannot produce products of a type and at cost that will
compete in Western Europe where refining margins are already low. This
whole Issue is being considered by the European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development as a study project for the terminal and refinery.

At this stage there is no reason to believe that Russian oil exports to
Lithuania will not be maintained. Exports from Russia are dropping but it is
expected that economic reforms in Russia will reduce domestic oil
consumption and therefore include oil exports.

No evaluation is included of the role played by Russian exports of heavy fuel
oil via the existing Klaipeda export terminal. The future export of heavy fuel
oil products via St Petersburg is under consideration by Russia.

It is considered that strategic reserves in Lithuania should be concentrated at
Mazeikiai and should be held as crude which lowers costs and losses as
compared to holding white products.

Mazeikiai Refinery

The Mazeikiai refinery does not now operate continuously. Problems have
arisen both with the crude oil supply and the export of products. The
refinery has little storage for crude oil or products. Any disruption of either
crude supply or product deliveries closes the refinery.

The refinery is one of the most modern in Eastern Europe and it could be
upgraded to produce products that are in demand in Europe. The refinery
produces at the moment large volumes of high sulphur heavy fuel oil. The
export price for this is low and its domestic use causes pollution particularly
at the district heating level which often do not have adequately designed
chimneys.

A detailed study of the refinery is currently being made by Foster Wheeler
(USA). The study is evaluating the various technical alternatives for
upgrading and modifying the refinery. A full market study needs to be made
covering the market for its products in Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Belarus,
Kaliningrad and Western Europe. A realistic assessment of the costs attached
to export facilities at Klaipeda and Ventspils is needed. Such a study also
needs to address competition from the refinery in Belarus. In particular
distortions of the market that prevent the Mazeikiai refinery operating such
as internal taxes need to be reviewed in this context.

It is noted however, that a market study will not remove the market risk due
to the unstable market for oil products in the region. The introduction of
foreign capital to Mazeikiai is an important fear of the economic viability of
the refinery.

Three cases have been studied which cover the range of possible options. In
the case where no exports are economic it is unlikely that the regional
demand will exceed 6 million tonnes per year, which is only half of the
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current capacity of the refinery. A partial upgrade of the refinery could allow
the amount of high sulphur fuel oil to be reduced and replaced by low
sulphur oil. However, the market for heavy fuel oil in Western Europe is
weak and therefore additional exports of 2 million tonnes may be a limit,
giving a total throughput of 8 million tonnes per year. The final elimination
of all the high sulphur fuel oil could raise exports by a further 1 mt per year
giving a total throughput of 9 mt per year.

Changes to the configuration of the refinery should be justified by a market
study. At this stage there is no recommendation that any major investment is
considered at the refinery until this study is completed.

Oil Products

Storage facilities for white oil products are in a poor condition and in some
cases are causing environmental and possibly health problems. The condition
of the facility in Vilnius is bad, with substantial leakage of product into the
underlying aquifer.

It is not considered that strategic reserves of white products should be kept
above and beyond what is needed for operational reasons.

A potential product distribution pipeline project could be advantageous. The
use of pipelines in Lithuania is attractive due to the flat terrain and the
compactness of the country. It is considered that unless the future of the
refinery is assured the discussion of the pipeline system based supply around
Mazeikiai is premature.

A number of companies are currently investing in petrol stations in
Lithuania particularly Neste of Finland. Statoil of Norway is also interested
in entering the market. This suggests that private capital will be the main
route for upgrading the facilities.

4.4 GAS SUBSECTOR

A summary table of gas subsector options is shown in Table 4.4a. Ten
potential projects have been developed.

Transportation & Storage Projects

Lithuania has an extensive gas distribution network which is based on the
import of gas supplies from Russia. Due to the reduction of demand many of
the system constraints have disappeared. Typical of these is the expansion of
the line from Panevzys to Klaipeda which was to add an extra line to the
existing system. The meeting of peak winter load has also become easier due
to the reduction of overall demand.
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Table 4.3a Oil Subsector Options

No. Options Cost
($M)

Operating costs
($m/year)

Benefits Major Constraints Comments

3.1 Oil and gas exploration n/a

3.2.a Crude oil production - 360
onshore

3.2.b

3.3.a

3.3.b

3.3.c

3.3.d

Crude oil production -
offshore

n/a

Major new crude oil import 200
facility

Low cost crude oil import 95
facility

Major new products export 250
facility

Use of existing product 10
export terminals at Klaipeda
(heavy fuel oil) and Ventspils
(white products)

3.3.e Provision of a facility at 75
Mazeikiai for a strategic
reserve of crude oil

n/a

Variable

n/a

20

10

25

Increase of reserves Already identified proven reserves
have not yet been developed and at
this stage additional major exploration
is not required

Replacement of crude oil imports Stable fiscal regime and suitable
and attraction of foreign offtake system
investment

Replacement of crude oil imports Offshore boundaries are not agreed
and attraction of foreign although some oil has already been
investment discovered

This would provide security of
crude supply and an alternative
to supply from Russia.

Provides the insurance against
supply problems of crude oil
from Russia at a lower cost than
Option 3.3.a

This would allow products to be It is not clear that markets can be
exported outside the region at a found for products at a price that
terminal controlled by Lithuania reflects the actual costs of their

production

Products would be transported
from Mazeikiai by rail

It is no clear that markets can be
found for products at a price that
reflects the actual costs of their
production

Increases security and replaces
some of the oil product strategic
reserve

Already started with
development of Genciai
field by Svenska
Petroleum.

Crude oil supplied through this
system is unlikely to be cheaper than
from Russia and this is an expensive
insurance policy

Needs to be considered together with
Option 3.3.e

See 3.3.b

See Option 3.3.d

The export of white
products through Ventspils
in Latvia would be a
security of export issue
although a tariff could be
agreed on a mutually
acceptable basis



No. Options Cost Operating costs Benefits
($M) ($m/year)

Major Constraints Comments

3.4.a No expansion or upgrade of 0
the Mazeikiai oil refinery

60

3.4.b Partial upgrade of the 150
Mazeikiai oil refinery

3.4.c Full upgrade of the 500
Mazeikiai oil refinery

3.5.C Replacement/upgrade of oil 40
product storage facilities

80

90

3.5.b Pipeline distribution 140

3.5.c Filling station replacements 5 0.5

At this stage there is no
integrated technical and
marketing study for the
products from Mazeikiai
although this work is being
carried out by Foster Wheeler
(USA)

This would allow the volume of
high sulphur heavy fuel oil
being produced to be reduced
and the amount of low sulphur
heavy fuel oil to be increased.

This would eliminate all of the
high sulphur heavy fuel oil and
substitute more marketable
products.

Many of the existing facilities
have exceeded their useful life
and some are an environmental
hazard

Currently distribution is carried
out by railway. The costs of
doing this by pipeline are likely
to be substantially lower .

Without some modifications the
refinery may not be competitive
particularly at higher throughputs.

This option assumes that
exports from the region
will not be economic and
that the throughput at
Mazeikiai would be 6
million tonnes per annum.
It also assumes that crude
oil supply would be from
Russia.

This assumes that some
exports could be made
raising the throughput to 8
million tonnes per year.

This assumes that further
exports could be made
raising the throughput to 9
million tonnes per year.

It is suggested that
strategic reserves are held
as crude oil and not
products (See Option 3.3.e)

Pipeline distribution requires a stable
situation where the refinery is
operating on a continuous basis. No
economics have been run as the costs
of the rail system have not been
evaluated.

This process has already
begun and has introduced
competition into the sector.
It is likely to continue with
additional competitors
entering the market.

n/a = rvot applicable



In the current situation the existing facilities may generally be adequate.
There is a question of the integrity of some of the older lines and it is
suggested that intelligent pigs are considered to evaluate the condition of
these lines.

Gas is a more environmentally acceptable fuel than heavy fuel oil and coal.
There have been identified a number of distribution extension projects that
may have merit. These could replace heavy fuel oil at the district heating
level or coal at the direct consumer end. It is suggested that part of the costs
in connecting new customers should fall onto the consumer. Any expansion
project needs to be considered as part of the Gas Development Plan being
developed by Dansk Olie & Naturgas (DONG).

It is not believed that a new gas storage project in Lithuania is a viable
project even if a suitable site was to be found. The costs of such a project are
high and even a very high charge for the use of the facilities in Latvia could
be an attractive alternative in this context. There is concern, however, that in
the context of any interruption to supply to Lithuania supply from storage
from Latvia may not be secure.

Metering

The EBRD project for a meter to cover exports to Kaliningrad is supported.
At this stage it is considered that a further investment in impori/export
meters could be delayed.

The existing scheme for the introduction of gas meters is believed a success
and should be continued. Savings are being achieved which are worthwhile
as well as providing greater control over the system operation.

Gas Supplies

It is not considered likely that new gas supplies other than from Russia are
realistic for at least 10 years. Lithuania needs to develop a long term
agreement with Russia. As well as providing some longer term supply
security it should also cover issues of a payment which are under dispute.
Technical assistance to Lithuania in gas contracting would be a cost-effective
method to assist Lithuania.

4.5 RENEWABLE SlIBSECTOR

The centralised energy systems and heavily subsidised energy prices of the
Former Soviet Union (FSU) provided little incentive to evaluate the potential
for renewable energy in Lithuania, and renewable technologies currently
play only a very minor role in the energy balance of Lithuania.
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Table 4.4a Gas Subsector Options

No. Options Cost Operating Benefits
($m) costs

($m/year)

Major Constraints Comments

4.1.a Additional transmission 65 3
line Panevezys to
Mazeikiai and Klaipeda

4.1.b Pipeline replacement 100 n/a

4.1.c Distribution expansion 50

4.2.a Gas storage project - 350
Lithuania

4.2.b Gas storage project-
Latvia

4.3.a Import/export meters 10

4.3.b Domestic meters 15

4.4.a Long term contract n/a
with Russia

4.4.b Norwegian supplies n/a

4.4.c LNG Supplies n/a

15

30

0.2

0.5

n/a

n/a

n/a

Substitution of oil products by gas Existing pipeline from Panevezys to
Klaipeda can cope with the existing
reduced demand

Some of the existing pipelines may be
at the end of their useful life

Replacement of heavy fuel oil at the
district heating plants improving the
environment. Connecting new direct
gas customers as an alternative to coal,
etc.

This could provide security of supply

Some of this pipeline has already been
purchased

Modem pipeline integrity surveys
should be evaluated

New consumers will need to bear the
costs of connection to a greater extent
than has been the case

See Option 4.2.b

The use of this facility could be a
lower cost option than Option 4.2.a

The introduction of meters would
allow the bills from Russia to be
checked and improve operational
control.

The introduction of domestic gas
meters has already shown dramatic
reductions in gas demand

Long term security and reduction of
payment disputes

Alternative supplier

Alternative supplier

The costs of this are very large and
could not compete with any
reasonable tariff charged by Latvia for
their facilities.

This option does not provide full
security as it does not cover a dispute
between Lithuania and Latvia

A meter for gas to and from Latvia is The EBRD is already financing
not currently required. A meter for the Lithuania' s half-share of the cost of a
supply from Russia is required at a meter to measure the supply to
later date. Kaliningrad

Will depend on Sweden and Finland
and not likely in the medium term

May not be economic and would
require a further terminal on the coast

n/a = not applicable



The World Bank has stated that an increase in the share of renewables from
4% to 10% of the primary energy consumption over the next 10 years would
be reasonable. In all cases, technologies which are available in Lithuania, or
could be produced in Lithuania relatively easily are much more likely to
become economically viable.

Table 4.5a lists the technological options available to Lithuania. Several of
the available technologies can be eliminated from further analysis as their
potential is so low that further investment (other than continued monitoring
of R & D developments) is not warranted. These technologies include
photovoltaics, biofuels from energy crops, large hydropower schemes and
large scale peat combustion. Where a particular technology is thought to
have some development potential, it is discussed briefly below. Where
appropriate specific projects have been identified and full Project Profiles are
developed in the Annex.

Hydro-power

The scope for further development of large hydro-power schemes on the
Nemunas and Neris rivers (which represents 80% of the hydro-potential in
Lithuania) is limited for technical and environmental reasons.

It is estimated that the Neris hydro potential could be significant based upon
previous investigations from around 1930. The technical and economic
feasibility of the option have however not been quantified in the course of
the study.

However, rehabilitation and modernisation of the 12 or more existing mini-
hydro power plants, which between them have a capacity of 5.25 MW and
produce 53.57 TJ of electricity per year, may represent a cost effective
investment in local electricity supply.

Existing hydro schemes could be supplemented with additional small or
micro hydro projects at the numerous artificial ponds in Lithuania. The
Lithuanian Energy Institute has estimated a total potential capacity of 17
MW representing an electricity production of 0.31 PJ per year.

Passive Solar Heating

Passive solar heating systems such as the Trombe wall and triple glazing
would be cost-effective for heating of individual houses in winter but only
where applied in optimum locations and built into the design of new
buildings. Passive solar heating installed throughout the existing building
stock could save 2-3% of the total heating energy of Lithuania or about 1%
of total primary energy consumption. However, due to the practical and
economic constraints of retro-fitting passive solar design features the actual
technical potential depends entirely on the rate of new building construction.
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Table 4.5a Renewables

No Options Theoretical
Potential

PJ/Year

Technical

% of
Primary
Supply

Practical
Technical
Potential

PJ/Year

Costs

Levelised
annual cost
US$/GJ

Capital costs
US$/KW
output

Major Constraints Comments

5.1 Small hydro 0.3

5.2 Large hydro 3.42

0.08 0.3 6-12

0.85 0

5.3 Passive Solar 7.4 1
heating

5-25

0.025 32

500-1000 Local resource only Rehabilitation of small
hydro and feasibility
study for new plant

1250-3000 High capital costs
Environmentally acceptable resources
fully exploited

240 Low levels of insolation Part of renewables
Only suitable for new buildings feasibility study
therefore practical potential depends on
rate of new building construction
Need for back-up heating system

5.4 Active Solar 7.4
heating

22-100 217 Low levels of insolation
Need for efficient storage and backup
Long payback periods (>10yrs)

Part of renewables
feasibility study

5.5 Photovoltaics 2.1 x 10s Effectively 0
unlimited

5.6 Wind energy 64.3 16

200-300

15-30

6000-8823 High capital cost
No local manufacture

Monitor R&D

1500-2000 Uncertainty of resource Quantification of wind
(>1MW) Lack of correlation between supply and regime at best sites

demand profiles
450-700 Visual intrusion and noise Part of renewables
(< 500 kW) Loss of amenity on Baltic coast from feasibility study

wind farms
Low wind speeds inland
Lack of infrastructure
No local manufacture



No Options

Geothermal -
heating only

Theoretical
Potential

PJ/Year

7.2 x 106

Technical

% of
Primary
Supply

Effectively
unlimited

Practical
Technica
Potential

PJ/Year

50

Costs

Levelised Capital costs
annual cost US$/KW
US$/GJ output

Major Constraints romments

5.7

5.8

5.9

6.0

Direct
combustion
of wood
waste or
wood chips

4-12 1-3

10-15 1300-3000 High capital and maintenance costs Investment in
development of resource
at Klaipeda (pending
results of current
feasibility study)

No pulp and paper industry producing Danish Energy Agency
wood chips or wood waste (DEA) are funding project
Need for supplementary fuel (preferably to convert existing oil-
gas) fired boiler to wood chips

and if necessary peat.

Part of renewables
feasibility study.

Further pilot projects at
key industries depending
on outcome of DEA
project.

10-27
(heating)
23-68
(electricity)

200-300
(heating)
2000-3000
(electricity)

Biogas from
sewage
sludge (large
scale - CHP)

Biogas from
animal waste
at large farms

4.8

24

0.5

1-3

4-8

4-8

1500-2500 High capital cost

Integrated with use of
supplementary fuels

Part of renewables
feasibility study

54 (200 m3) - Privatisation of large farms into smaller Part of renewables
125 (3500 m3) units feasibility study

Possible pilot plant at
major farms and
investigation of scope for
cooperative biogas
production



No Options Theoretical
Potential

PJ/Year

Technical

%of
Primary
Supply

Practical
Technical
Potential

PJ/Year

Costs

Level ised
annual cost
US$/GJ

Capital costs
US$/KW
output

Major Constraints Comments

6.1 Electricity 0.1
from
combustion
of poultry
litter at large
farms
(50,000
chickens)

6.2 Incineration 4.8
of municipal
waste (large
scale CHP)

6.3 Biofuels from 2.4
energy crops

6.4 Peat
combustion

< 0.01

0.5

0.5

0.05 <42 2500

0.5 11-30

14-67

600-1000 25-50

2800

2000-3000

500-2000

Privatisation of large farms into smaller
units

Possible pilot projects at
large farms

High capital cost

Land availability
Total energy costs of growing energy
crops may be greater than value of fuel
(eg fertiliser, pesticide etc)

Environmental impacts (air pollution
and land take)
Potential conflict with agricultural use

Part of renewables
feasibility studies (major
cities only)

Monitor R&D

Monitor R&D



Active Solar Heating

The main application for active solar heating using solar collectors is
domestic hot water or space heating. More than 70% of buildings in the
larger towns, and 55% of buildings in the country overall are supplied with
heat and hot water from central plants, and solar heating is unlikely to be
economic in these areas. Solar heating is also likely to be more expensive
than woodfuel or kerosene.

The potential for solar heating and hot water is therefore restricted to rural
areas which are currently not connected to district heating systems and
where the supply of coal or kerosene is unreliable. Active solar heating
could also be an appropriate source of hot water for open swimming pools at
the many health resorts, and summer camps and in farms for heating
greenhouses, crop drying and milking.

The production of electricity from photovoltaic (PV) cells is not likely to be a
viable option in the foreseeable future as the capital costs and levelised
annual costs are high (albeit highly variable depending on the scale and
nature of the installation). Furthermore, the equipment is not produced in
Lithuania which means that the foreign exchange requirement for capital
investment, parts and maintenance is high.

Wind Energy

A major constraint in the development of wind energy is the uncertainty of
the wind resource, and the degree of correlation between wind profiles and
demand profiles. However, there is generally some seasonal correlation from
winter to summer in temperate countries such as Lithuania. Unless supply
and demand peaks are closely matched, wind-generated electricity must
compete with cheap, base load electricity.

The greatest wind resource is along the Baltic Coast where large wind
turbines (> 1 MW) could generate up to 8.4 PJ per year (the equivalent of
one 300 MW power unit in the Elektrenai thermal power plant) representing
2% of total primary energy consumption in 1992. However this area is also
an important recreational area, and environmental considerations are a major
constraint. Small 200 - 500 kW wind turbines could be installed over a much
wider area. At 1991 electricity and fuel prices, economic analysis of the wind
power potential in Lithuania has shown that 1 kWh of wind power costs
about 8 USc per kWh (USD22.4/GJ) as compared to about 6 cents per kWh of
electricity from conventional sources. Progress towards market prices for
electricity in Lithuania combined with the anticipated fall in the cost of wind
turbines over the next few years may favour the development of Lithuania's
wind resource in the future.

Geothermal

The most promising geothermal anomaly in Lithuania is in the Klaipeda area
and a pilot 3.5 MW project is under development at Vydmantai with support
from Denmark. One well has already been drilled and the temperature and
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quantity of water produced has met all expectations. The second well is now
under construction and the heat will be used for greenhouse heating.

The Lithuanian government is now seeking funding from the international
community for further projects. For example a larger geothermal project is
planned at Palanga (also in the Klaipeda area) where heat production is
likely to be more efficient than at Vydmantai, although drawn from greater
depths and with a greater capital cost. The implementation of heat pump
technologies for use with geothermal installations is also under
consideration.

Development of geothermal energy requires high capital investment and
substantial operation and maintenance costs. Nonetheless, research carried
out in Lithuania to date and projections of future energy costs indicate that
geothermal energy could be competitive by about the year 2000.

Direct Combustion of Wood Waste

Forest resources in Lithuania represent a significant potential source of
biomass fuel. There are about 2 million hectares of forests in Lithuania,
annual wood production estimates range from 1.4 - 4.0 million m3 and felling
waste represents about 30% of this total. In addition to felling waste,
woodfuels can be obtained as a waste product from wood based industries
such as timber sawmills, wood processing plants and furniture making (the
remaining paper factories in Lithuania use imported pulp and are therefore
not likely to be large producers of wood waste).

Small amounts of wood fuel are used by rural communities, and there is one
commercial sized wood fuel boiler in operation at a furniture manufacturing
plant in Rietavas. Sweden has assisted in the production of a master plan
for the use of wood fuel in Lithuania but lack of funding has so far
hampered promotion of wood fuels. However, the Danish Energy Agency
are currently providing grant funds to conduct a feasibility study and
implementation of a project to convert an existing oil fired district heating
plant of about 4-5 MW to utilise wood chips and if necessary peat as a
supplementary fuel. Site selection is currently underway and the project is
intended for completion by the start of the heating season in 1993.

The capital cost of a wood burning boiler is often 2.5 to 3 times as much as a
conventional gas burner, and the necessity for particulate control adds to the
total costs. Furthermore, the use of a supplemental fuel such as natural gas
is often necessary. Nonetheless the conversion of existing coal or oil fired
boilers at industries where wood fuel and natural gas is readily available
could be an economic alternative as fuel prices rise.

Biogas from Sewage Sludge

The Lithuanian Energy Institute has estimated that about 10 million m3 of
biogas per year is produced from existing sewage treatment plants in major
cities and this is currently vented to the atmosphere. In western European
applications, biogas from sewage sludge is only cost effective when used in a
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CHP system where the biogas is used to produce electricity for nearby users
or for the treatment plant itself, and the heat generated is used to feed the
anaerobic digestion system.

At present the quantities of sewage undergoing biological treatment and
therefore giving rise to potentially useful biogas are too small to be of
significant interest as an energy source. However, as sewerage systems and
sewage treatment facilities become more widespread in Lithuania the use of
this biogas may become viable.

Biogas from Animal Waste

Manure from cattle, sheep, pigs and poultry is estimated to be as much as
2.75 million tonnes of dry product per year. A few pilot biogas projects have
been started in Lithuania such as a pilot plant at a large farm close to
Kaunas where the manure from 500 pigs was used to make biogas.
However this project was never completed due to lack of funds. Now, a
Danish organisation is helping to promote Danish interests in biogas pilot
projects in Lithuania on two large farms near Kaunas.

The residue from biogas production is rich in plant nutrients and can be
spread on crops as natural fertiliser, displacing artificial fertilizers which are
highly energy intensive to produce. Animal waste digestors range from
small-scale family units producing about 2m3 (12-14MJ) of biogas per day,
and requiring the dung from at least 3 cattle or 6 pigs, to large scale
community-scale units where biogas is piped to serve the needs of several
households. All the major components of a biogas plant are available in
Lithuania with the exception of plastics, pumps, gasholders, valves etc.

Biogas can be used in rural areas for drying crops and timber and for
greenhouse heating. Biodigestors are most likely to be economically viable
on large farms where the collection and utilisation of large quantities of
animal waste can be centralised and the heat and'or electricity produced can
supply the wider community. There are currently about 20 large farms in
Lithuania at which biodigestors could be viable.

Direct Combustion of Poultry Litter

There are estimated to be 6.5 million adult chickens in Lithuania, and the
largest farming units may have more than 50,000 chickens. Chicken litter
collected from factory farms has a high calorific value and is ideally suited to
combustion to produce electricity for local use.

For example, a 12 MWe power plant has recently been constructed in the UK
at a capital cost of around USD33 million. This installation produces
electricity at less than 15 USc/kWh.

Incineration of Municipal Waste

A Danish firm is carrying out a feasibility study of a 40MW power plant in
Klaipeda which will burn municipal waste including wood waste from the
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nearby sawmill. Should the feasibility study show promising results the
Lithuanian government will be seeking funding from the international
community to develop the project.

The total annual generation of solid waste from the urban population is
estimated to be between 333 and 456 x 103 tonnes per year which represents
approximately 1 % of total primary energy consumption in Lithuania. The
cost of incineration of municipal waste operating as a CHP plant can be
offset against the cost of sanitary landfill.

Although peat cannot be regarded a renewable energy source in a very strict
denomination it is treated under the renewable options here since it is an
indigenous energy source based upon biomass. It is estimated that Lithuania
has significant quantities of peat which could potentially be exploited.
Constraints to its uses are however given by significant negative
environmental impacts from extraction and burning. In addition peat as an
energy source is competing with its uses as potential additive to soil
improvement at other places.

Because of these constraints no attempt has been made to quantify the
theoretical and economic potential. There may however be room for some
limited local use of peat as a fuel.

4.6 ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS

Table 4.6a shows the main environmental issues relating to the various sub-
sectors of the energy sector. The options for mitigating each of these issues
within the various energy scenarios are highlighted in Table 4.6b. The key
options are briefly discussed below.

4.6.2 Atmospheric Emissions

By far the most important environmental issue pertaining to the energy
sector is air pollution as a result of the combustion of fossil fuels. The
pollutants of concern are sulphur dioxide (SO2), oxides of nitrogen (NOJ,
and participates. All of these pollutants represent a human health hazard
and SO2 and NOX are precursors of acid rain. In addition, although not
strictly pollutants, emissions of CO2 and methane are important in terms of
their contribution to global wanning.

Import of low sulphur crude

Low-sulphur crude for refinery feedstock could be imported either through
the existing pipeline from Russia or from elsewhere via the proposed Single
Buoy Mooring (SBM) near Butinge at which crude could be off-loaded and
delivered to Mazeikiai by pipeline. An added advantage of this option is that
SO2 emissions from the Mazeikiai refinery itself would be reduced.
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Table 4.6a Key Environmental Issues

Source Air Pollution Soil and Water Pollution Solid Waste Land Use and Ecology

Refinery Emissions of SOj, NOW

HCsandCOj; Major HC
losses from water
treatment ponds; issues
include human health,
acid rain, ozone and global
warming

Oil Storage and Transport Fugitive HC emissions

Electricity generation from
fossil fuels

Combined Heat and Power
and Cogeneration from
fossil fuels

Emissions of SOj, ,,
CO^ TSP depending on
fuel used

SO* NOX, CO* TSP
depending on fuel used
but less overall pollutants
(kg/GJ) than for electricity
generation alone

Heat and Power Generation Emissions of SO* NOW

- Wood, Peat and Biomass CO* TSP; provided wood
fuel/biomass is produced
sustainably, net COZ

Heat and Power Generation
- Other Renewables

emissions are zero

Zero emissions (with
possible exception of
geothermal energy)

Waste process water,
leakage from water treatment ponds,
oil leakage/spillage on site

Leakage/spillage during loading,
transportation and storage and
distribution

Thermal plume for cooling water
boiler and pipe wash water, runoff
from coal stockpiles, leachate from
ash disposal sites
leakage/spillage from oil tank farms

Cooling water recirculated as district
or process heating, other liquid
effluents as above

Liquid effluents from wash water

Geothermal schemes may produce
toxic by-products

Tank bottom sludges
(oil), ash disposal
(coal)

Tank bottom sludges
(oil), ash disposal
(coal)

Biomass residues can
be used as fertiliser

Not significant

No new site is required so there
are no significant land use
conflicts, possible
damage to local ecology by air
and water pollution

Conflicts with other land uses, eg
protected areas, agricultural land,
forests

Combined heat and power or
cogeneration plants are located
close to point of use minimising
land use conflicts.

Wind farms require large areas of
land and can be visually
intrusive, windiest areas are often
areas of natural beauty (eg
mountains and coastlines) hydro
schemes may alter local
hydrology and affect ecology
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Table 4.6a Key Environmental Issues (Continued)

Source Air Pollution Soil and Water Pollution Solid Waste Land Use and Ecology

Heat and Power Generation Possible low level Possible low level radioactive Waste storage on-site Safety to people living in
- Ignalina Nuclear Power radioactive emissions to contamination of surrounding soil is under review surrounding area, conflicts with
Station the atmosphere under and water under normal operation, recreational uses of lake and

normal operations capacity of the waste water treatment countryside, possible damage to
plant is inadequate aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems

Transport NO^ HCs, CO, ozone, TSP Lead contamination, oil Engine oil disposal
contamination at filling stations
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Table 4.6b Environmental Options

Option Technical System Constraints and Benefits Costs

Air Pollution - SOt

• Import low sulphur crude as
refinery feedstock

Desulphurisation of Russian
crude at Mazeikiai refinery

Via proposed single buoy mooring
near Butinge or from Russia

Refinery upgrades

Flue gas desulphurisation (FGD) Limestone wet-scrubber with
at Power Stations gypsum by-product or spray dry-

scrubbers

Substitution of natural gas for
HFO

Air Pollution - NOX

• Combustion control measures Low NOX burners, optimisation of
boiler design and operating
conditions

No need for refinery upgrades,
potential domestic and export markets
for low sulphur HFO produced at
Mazeikiai

High foreign exchange
requirement

Domestic and possible export market for High capital cost for refinery
low sulphur fuel oil, lower SOj upgrades, USD4000 per daily
emissions from all sources using HFO barrel processed

Continued use of Mazeikiai high USD225/kW installed
sulphur HFO, high capital cost of
retrofitting FGD at all plants burning U3D0.75/kg SO2 removed
HFO, reduction in efficiency, disposal including levelised capital costs
of FGD by-products, availability of FGD plus operating costs
raw materials eg limestone

No market for Mazeikiai high sulphur Capital investment for high gas
HFO, most power plants are already
designed to run on natural gas, and
HFO.

scenario (all users): USD90 million;
however, total net savings of
USD100 million between high and
low gas scenarios with moderate
reforms

Low capital cost, better fuel efficiency Capital costs: USD7.5/kW installed

Flue gas de-nitrification

Air Pollution - TSP

Selective non-catalytic reduction
(SNCR), selective catalytic reduction
(SCR), combined SOj/NOx reduction
processes

High capital cost Capital costs: USD65/kW installed
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Table 4.6b Environmental Options (Continued)

Option Technical System Constraints and Benefits Costs

• Particulate control for coal fired
boilers

Air Pollution - CO2

• Increase use of renewables

• Substitution of natural gas for
HFO

Soil and Water Pollution

• Cooling towers at power stations

• Monitoring system at Ignalina

Upgrade waste water treatment
plants at power stations and
refinery

Mechanical collectors (cyclones) Low capital and operating costs
80% efficiency for particles below 20
microns, 90% for large particles.

Capital costs: USD2.5/kW installed

Eg mini-hydro, wood fuel, municipal Clean technologies,
waste, biogas from sewage indigenous 'free' energy source,

biomass production must be sustainable
or net CO2 emissions are positive

Only cost effective with local
resources

Import natural gas from Russia or CO2 per GJ for natural gas is lower than Capital investment for high gas
elsewhere to be burned in power for HFO or coal, no market for scenarios (all users): USD90 million
stations and CHP and district heating Mazeikiai high sulphur HFO, most However, total net savings
plants. power plants are already designed to between high and low gas

run on natural gas scenarios with moderate reforms

Reduction of thermal pollution to lakes High capital cost
and rivers

Upgrade of monitoring system
(independent from other NPP
operations) to identify radioactive
emissions to air, soil and water

Protection of ground and surface
waters, as well as soil and air.

Capital cost included within safety
upgrades programme

Physical and biological treatment of Protection of ground and surface waters
waste water. Safe disposal of toxic wastes which
Incineration or controlled disposal of cannot be treated adequately by
toxic chemical liquid wastes. conventional water treatment plant

Land Use and Ecology

• Careful site selection of new
plants.

Site selection for new plants as part Optimum site selected on USD10 000 - 200 000 per study
of overall EIA procedures; public and environmental, social, engineering and depending on size and nature of
inter-agency consultation within the economic criteria (feasibility study) project and the need for
planning process consultants
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Desulphurisation of Russian crude at Mazeikiai refinery

The first step in the hydro-desulphurisation process is to demetallise the oil
to remove catalyst poisons such as vanadium. The second step is to
introduce a catalyst to remove the sulphur. The process could cost in the
order of USD4,000 per daily barrel processed. This option would allow
continued use of the existing pipeline from Russia but would require
significant investments in refinery upgrades and would probably only be
cost-effective under a low gas scenario, in which domestic demand for low
sulphur fuel oil is high. However, it should be noted that sulphur is already
removed from part of the process at Mazeikiai and is sold to a sulphuric acid
plant in another town. However, it is understood that the domestic market
is already flooded with sulphuric acid so the scope for increase production is
limited unless export markets can be identified.

Flue gas desulphurisation (FGD) at power stations

Various FGD technologies are available, the most widely used and in most
circumstances the least expensive is the limestone wet scrubber process
which can achieve 90 - 95% SO2 removal. However, given the much
reduced demand, load factors on the thermal power stations and
uncertainties about future energy scenarios, the installation of FGD
equipment at major thermal power stations would be a risky investment.
Another disadvantage of FGD is that it results in a reduction in system
efficiency of around 8% thereby causing a rise in NOX and CO2 emissions
also of around 8%.

Other factors to be taken into account when considering the FGD option are
firstly that retrofitting FGD can be much more expensive than new FGD due
to engineering and/or space constraints which significantly increase costs;
and secondly that unless a market exists for gypsum, FGD at a 1000 MW
power plant could produce up to 700,000 tonnes of sludge per year for
disposal.

Substitution of natural gas for HFO

The substitution of natural gas for heavy fuel oil in power stations, CHP and
district heating plants could bring about a significant reduction in overall SO2

and participate levels as well as reductions in overall NOX and CO2

emissions. Most of the larger power plants, CHP and district heating plants
are already of dual-fired oil/gas design. Although some new gas
infrastructure would be necessary, this option would in fact bring about an
overall reduction in costs, depending on the relative prices of gas and HFO,
due to the possibility of introducing higher efficiency CCGT technology.
Disadvantages of this option are that the use of natural gas would reduce
the domestic demand for HFO by about 40% which implies that if the
Mazeikiai refinery continues to process high sulphur Russian crude without
desulphurisation, there will be a glut of high sulphur HFO in Lithuania for
which there would be no domestic or export markets.
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Combustion control measures for reduction of NOX

NOX emissions arise during combustion in two principal ways: firstly
through thermal conversion at high temperatures of molecular nitrogen
supplied with the combustion air; secondly as a result of partial oxidation of
the nitrogen contained in the fuel. The quantities of NOX produced
therefore depend on a number of operational parameters (temperature,
residence time, and oxygen concentration in high temperature zones). Hence
there is a large potential for the removal of NOX at source rather than in
downstream flue gas de-nitrification units. Combustion control measures
include the installation of low NOX burners as well as boiler modifications
and optimisation of operating conditions. Combustion modifications can
typically reduce emissions by 40% and can be applied to all combustion
plants although the exact specifications will vary from plant to plant.
Combustion modification is relatively inexpensive and brings with it the
incidental benefit of improved combustion efficiency.

Flue gas denitrification

Various denitrification technologies are available, of which the most widely
used is Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR). However, capital costs are high
especially for retrofitting. The newest technologies available combine NOX

control with SO2 control.

Particulate control at coal fired plant

There are no large coal fired power or CHP plants in Lithuania, and most of
the coal used is burned in individual homes. However, in the few cases
where there are small coal fired boilers supplying district heating networks,
cooperative farms or small industries, the use of mechanical cyclone
collectors to remove participates should be considered.

Increased use of renewable technologies

Increased use of renewable technologies would help to reduce CO2 emissions
as well as emissions of SO^ NOX and TSP (depending on the technology).
However, as discussed in Section 4.5 above, the potential contribution from
renewable technologies is likely to be relatively small in the short to medium-
term and therefore the potential for reducing overall emissions is also limited.

4.6.2 Soil and Water Pollution

Cooling towers at power stations

Currently the major power stations in Lithuania ie Ignalina and Elektrenai
discharge spent cooling water to nearby lakes from which the cooling water
is extracted. At Ignalina there has been a significant rise in the temperature
of the lake as a result of the thermal plume and ecological impacts have been
evaluated by scientists studying the ecosystem around the plant. The
construction of cooling towers at Ignalina and Elektrenai could be considered
as an option to enable the power stations to meet Lithuanian or
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international guidelines on thermal pollution, although given the high capital
costs of retrofitting, and the uncertainty regarding the future of these plants
investment in the short term would be risky.

Monitoring system at Ignalina

Although a properly functioning nuclear power station should not give rise
to off-site radiation, there has been some speculation about the integrity of
the radioactive waste storage facilities at Ignalina and about the possibility
that radioactivity is contaminating the soil, groundwater and the nearby lake.
An integrated monitoring system for radioactive discharges to air, water and
soil should be provided. Such a system should be completely independent of
the power plant operations.

Tank bunding, drainage and waste water treatment at Mazeikiai refinery

At Mazeikiai there are two industrial waste water lines and one municipal
sewage line. Industrial effluent undergoes biological treatment, oil water
separators and chemical treatment. Municipal waste is less complex,
comprising only mechanical and biological treatment. There is a separate
sewage line for site drainage of rain water, which goes direct to the waste
water ponds. Most of the oil that ends up in the ponds is evaporated (1.8%
of the total crude throughput) and what is left is periodically skimmed. In
1992 25,000 tonnes of oil were collected from the wastewater ponds.

At present tank sludges are treated at this effluent treatment plant although
an incinerator (of German design) is currently built to burn the sludge. Oil
storage tanks at Mazeikiai are bunded but not fully impermeable, they are
also not of sufficient size to contain a major spill, risks of spills also occur
during loading operations.

4.6.3 Land Use and Ecology

Site selection of new plants

There are a number of energy sector options which would involve new
installations, (eg power plant, pipelines, refinery upgrades, renewable
technology developments etc). As part of the overall development of the
Environmental Protection Department (EPD) and the structure of
environmental management in Lithuania, all new proposals should undergo
a detailed site selection exercise as the first stage of the process of
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA).

4.7 COAL SUBSECTOR

It was not possible to evaluate projects related to coal distribution and usage
in the time available. Supplies of coal are likely to be available at reasonable
prices and coal is expected to play a part in the energy picture. Investment is
likely to be required in the distribution of coal with storage areas generally
needing improvement.
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SCENARIO DEFINITION AND RESULTS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Decisions about the future structure of the energy sector in Lithuania must
take account of the strong linkage between supply options. The relationship
between electricity generation and heat supply is especially important. For
example, the most economical mix of heat supply options cannot be
considered in isolation from the economical choices made for electricity; the
linkage exists through the significant use of cogeneration of heat and power.
Demand side options must also be considered within the same framework,
since the substitution between electricity and heat in end use is also
interlinked with the supply side choices.

It follows, therefore, that consideration of the restructuring and future
investment in the energy sector must be carried out in a logical and
comprehensive fashion; piecemeal consideration of individual investments is
unlikely to lead to an optimal evolution of the pattern of energy use.

There are two factors which have an over-riding influence on all other
choices:

• the future nuclear generating capacity must be considered before any
other decisions relating to electricity supply, and hence also heat supply;

• the prospects for export of electricity will in turn have a fundamental
influence on the overall electricity capacity need, and thus also on the
requirement for nuclear capacity.

5.2 DECISION TREE ANALYSIS

Consideration of the linkage of options suggests that the supply choices
should be examined in a hierarchical fashion; some decisions must inevitably
precede others. An appropriate analytical approach to this problem is the use
of a decision tree. A simplified representation of the analysis applied is
shown in the decision tree in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Decision Tree of Main Supply Options

{insert drawing of decision tree}

Electricity
exports

H=high

L=low

Nuclear
capacity

H=high
L=low
0=none

H*

Cogeneration
capacity

H=high

L=low

H

Evolution of
heat supply

C=centralised
D=decentra-

lised

D

D

Thermal
plant capacity

H=high
L=low

* These combinations are considered unlikely and are not examined further.
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The decision tree indicates five of the key factors which need to be
considered in developing a strategy for investment in electricity and heat
supply. However, the success of the energy strategy will also depend on the
outcome of a number of other uncertainties. The set of major issues which
we have considered in the scenario definition are:

5.3 POSSIBLE SCENARIOS

Some of the key issues depend on decisions which may be strongly
influenced or controlled by the Government of Lithuania (eg cogeneration
capacity), some are largely outside their control (eg electricity exports), and
some may be primarily under their control but also possibly subject to
uncontrollable or unpredictable external factors (eg risks associated with
nuclear power). A set of scenarios designed and analysed which examine
the most likely combinations of these factors. The possible set of scenarios is
shown in Table 5.3a below.

Table 5.3a Construction of Possible Scenarios

Demand Scenarios A B C

$mmic %f0rm S)pw Reforms? Moderate Itefaorss

End-use Energy Intensity high medium low

Supply Scenarios 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Nttdear Options:

to Meter

Higfc Exports

GOB Penetrafiotu

On the demand side three economic reform cases have been considered, as
discussed in Chapter 3. These demand cases are labelled A, B and C. On the
supply side not all possible cases have been considered. High nuclear has
only been included with high exports, since it is unlikely that a high nuclear
generating capacity can be utilised just to meet domestic demand. Low
electricity exports have been examined with both the low and no nuclear
cases. As a result, there are twelve supply cases and three demand cases, a
total possible set of 36 scenarios.
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This set was reduced further by eliminating from consideration the unlikely
combinations of slow reform with high supply and demand efficiency, and
fast reform with basic supply and demand efficiency. The final set of 24
scenarios therefore includes:

• 12 Moderate reform scenarios covering the three nuclear/electricity export
cases, the two gas penetration cases and the two energy supply efficiency
cases;

• 6 Fast reform scenarios covering the three nuclear/electricity export cases
and the two gas penetration cases (energy supply efficiency always
assumed to be high);

• 6 Slow reform scenarios covering the three nuclear/electricity export cases
and the two gas penetration cases (always basic energy supply efficiency
assumed).

The key assumptions for the supply cases of the scenarios are shown in
Table 5.3b (the assumptions for the demand cases A, B and C have been
given in chapter 3). These assumptions are listed for each of the eight
uncertain factors described in the previous section. The table is intended to
give an overview of the range of assumptions considered. The range given
describes the maximum variation considered between the high and low cases
for each of the key factors. Typically, the maximum value will apply to the
highest case and the minimum value to the lowest case, with other scenarios
taking intermediate values.

Scenarios are named according to the supply and demand case. For example
Scenario 5B is supply case 5 with moderate reforms (demand case B).

5.4 SCENARIO ANALYSIS WITH ENERGY TOOLBOX

The scenarios were analysed using the Energy Toolbox energy planning
system (see Box 5.4a). The main steps in the analysis were as follows:

1 The demand projections were carried out using a disaggregated model
comprising fuel demands in each of 28 end-use categories and for each of
the three economic reform cases.

2 Capacity for electricity and heat generation was balanced to determine the
need for new capacity, taking account of the retirement of old plant; these
assumptions and the demand forecasts were then input to the network
flow model and supply projections made for each reporting year in each
of the 24 scenarios.

3 Energy balances, costs and emissions were calculated. Separate emission
factors were used for each fuel and each main plant, process and end-use
sector.
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Table 5.3b Scenario Assumptions

Factor

Electricity Exports

Nuclear Capacity

Expansion of
Cogeneration

Decentralisation of
Residential Heat
Supply

Range

2 - 6 TVJh/year

High

Low
None

= 2 units oflgnalina
(2500 MW)
= 1 unit (1250 MW)
= early closure of both
units

200 - 550MW

0-5?}

Continents

6 TWh corresponds to high exports, 2
TWh corresponds to low exports

Both units require safety measure
improvements

Maximum expansion considered
includes repowering and new build
possibilities, after allowing for
retirement of old plant

Heat substitution options considered
are gas and electric heat/hot water
boilers

Thermal Power Plant 600 - 1850 MW by year 2010
Capacity

Gas Penetration

Energy Demand

25% - 57% gas share in total
primary demand by 2010

TPER = 472 - 638?] in 2010.
8,527 - 10,380 P] total
consumption 1995-2015

Energy Efficiency Heat distribution losses reduced
Improvements (supply by up to 7%
side) Gas leaks reduced by up to 6%

Operation of Refinery 6 Mtoe

Domestic Oil
Production

1 Mtoe

Options include partial retirement of
plant, rehabilitation and repowering at
Vilnius, and new built CCGT

Gas penetration is considered in end-
use consumption and in substitution
for heavy fuel oil in power and heat
generation

See chapter 5 for discussion of
resulting figures

Supply efficiency improvements also
assumed to occur in refining, power
and heat generation. The results of the
implied efficiency improvement are
shown in chapter 3

The refinery is assumed to operate at
around 6 Mtoe (245 ?]) with a
constant output structure reflecting no
upgrade. The level of output depends
only on domestic demand for oil
products and surplus products are
assumed to enter the export market

Domestic supplies of crude oil are
projected to increase to 1 Mtoe in
all scenarios by 2000
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Box 5.4a Scenario Analysis Methodology

"ENERGY7 TOOEffOX^

Energy Toolbox is a set of powerful software tools for the analysis of energy supply and
demand and their impacts, including environmental impacts, at the national, regional or
sectoral level. Using the 'toolbox' approach, it makes available a wide range of alternative
modelling tools, including all those most frequently used by energy planners and analysts;
energy balance tables, emissions reports, reference energy system network flows,
disaggregated demand analysis, econometric analysis, supply optimisation using linear
programming and simulation.

All the modelling tools are integrated through a common database, allowing the rapid
switching between the use of tools and the minimum entry of new data. The principle
modelling tools used to analyse the scenarios in this study are shown below:

ENERGY & EMISSIONS <-
BALANCES

• SUPPLY DEMAND

R E P O R T - ; . : ; ;
Energy;' • - ;
Balance; .: ::
Tables • , ' , "
f o r e a c h : • ; *

. . • s c e n a r i o ' : <
• • r e p o r t i n g y e a r

Emissions*"

foreach: . •;. p
• scenario - \ ' ; p ;

•-reportingyear. l |

for each:
'•scenario,

The Disaggregated Demand Analysis System (DDAS) was used to input, model and
project demand data disaggregated according to the sectoral structure of energy demand
in Lithuania.

The Reference Energy System (RES) was used to create a network flow simulation model
of the Lithuanian energy sector. Supply projections were made for each capacity
expansion plan developed for each scenario. Network flows can be displayed using the
network graphics module.

The Report Generator was used to create energy balances, emissions reports, costs and
other results.
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4 The final cost calculation comprised three components:
• Annual fuel, operating and maintenance costs were derived for each

reporting year based on the calculated energy flows.
• Investments in energy savings on the demand side were calculated

using a simple cost function based on the energy savings between the
high efficiency and basic efficiency cases.

• Capital costs were taken from the set of projects covered in the project
profiles for each scenario, together with their required phasing to
balance supply and demand.

• All three sets of costs were allocated over the planning horizon and
discounted back to give 1990 present value, using a 10% discount rate.

5.5 SCENARIO RESULTS : ENERGY QUANTITIES

The results of the scenario analysis reflect the different possible structures of
the energy sector and identify some of the key issues influencing its
development in Lithuania to 2015. In order to present the findings of the
scenarios, the results are summarised by highlighting the differences in a
series of figures.

Figure 5.5a shows the four levels of demand: slow reforms, moderate reforms
with basic efficiency, moderate reforms with high efficiency, and fast reforms
(characterised in 6A, 6B, 5B, and 5C). The variation in profile is influenced by
assumptions regarding fuel price changes, GDP growth, and economic
structural change.

The cumulative energy supplied during the years from 1995 to 2015 is shown
in Figure 5.5b. It is interesting to note the offsetting effect of faster reforms
which lead to increased activity on the one hand while encouraging energy
efficiency efforts on the other. This effect has led to a smaller variation in the
energy scenarios and highlights the need to consider indicators which link
energy and economic parameters such as energy consumption/GDP or
energy supply costs/GDP.

Figures 5.5c (Moderate Reforms scenarios) and Figure 5.5d (Fast and Slow
Reforms) show the structure of energy supply in all 24 scenarios in 2010. The
impact of nuclear power (high nuclear scenarios 1-4), different levels of
gasification (high gasification scenarios 1, 2,5, 6, 9,10) and the effect of
enhanced efficiency (high efficiency scenarios 1, 3, 5, 7, 9,11) on the supply
mix can be seen. Figure 5.5e shows the primary energy profile for the
preferred Scenario 5B and Table 5.5a contains the primary energy demand
data for 5B.
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Table 5.5a Primary Energy Requirement (PJ) in Scenario 5B (1990-2010)

1990

1995

2000

2010

OU

317

157

155

146

Gas

198

96

131

196

Solids

48

26

26

27

Renewable
(inch
Hydro)

7

8

11

20

Nuclear

178

66

77

77

Total

749

353

399

467

The structure of electricity supply in Lithuania will look very different
depending on the future of the two 1250 MW units at Ignalina. Figures 5.5f-h
show how the mix may vary between nuclear, fossil fuel generation, CHP,
and hydro. The figures show the growing importance of CHP plant to the
Lithuanian electricity supply system in all scenarios while linking the future
of fossil-fueling electricity generation to the future of nuclear power.
Coal-fired generation was considered an unlikely option and has not been
included in any scenario.

The implications for electricity generating capacity in 5B is shown in Table
5.5b.

Table 5.5b Projected Electricity Generating Capacity by Plant Type for Scenario 5B

1990

1995

2000

2010

Fossil

Condensing CHP

1800

1500

15001

1500

795

795

869

630

Hydro

RoR

106

106

106

106

PS

0

400

600

600

Nuclear

2500

1250

1250

1250

Total

5,200

4,052

4325

4,086

1 The capacity requirement at Elektrenai is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7

The penetration of gas in the high and low gas scenarios is only slightly
influenced by the level of nuclear output. Figure 5.5i shows that gas could
vary its contribution from 25 to 57% of the primary fuel supply. An
additional effect of the increased penetration of gas is a reduction in
consumption of heavy fuel oil in Lithuania and the resulting need to find
markets for this low value product. Figure 5.5j shows the level of oil product
exports in the 12 scenarios identifying the contribution of HFO. Export
markets will need to be found for the products to balance the refinery
output product mix. The level of exports is scenario specific and constant for
the planning horizon.
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Energy efficiency can be improved at all points in the energy network- The
demand side improvements have been discussed in Chapter 3 and are shown
graphically in Figure 5.5k in the form of an energy intensity index. Figure 5.51
shows an index for the supply side improvements, based on the ratio of
energy end-use and primary energy supply, for four different scenarios. The
scope for supply side efficiency improvements is smaller though still
significant (up to 23%).

The scenarios have examined three options for the development of the
structure of heat demand including substitution of district heat with gas and
electricity. These are characterised in scenarios 5B, 6B, 7B, and 8B and the
differences are shown in Figure 5.5m. In high efficiency, high gasification
(5B), district heat (DH) is substituted with gas (41% of heat demand is
switched to gas in 2010) while in high efficiency, low gasification DH is
substituted with electricity (12% in 2010). In the basic efficiency scenarios DH
maintains its 1990 market share of 43%.

In the heat sector, total transmission and distribution losses in 1990 were
assumed to be at 18%. This figure will increase due to the sharp fall in
demand for heat and associated reduction in load factor on the system. In
the scenarios losses are reduced to 17% in basic efficiency and 12% in high
efficiency. This effect is shown in Figure 5.5tt which shows a range of
scenarios with different levels of nuclear, efficiency and gasification.

Figure 5.5n also shows the changes in the structure of heat supply and the
contribution of heat only boilers (HOB) and CHP. CHP share remains fairly
constant, in 2010 the contribution of CHP (including renewables) varies from
24 to 31% compared with the 1990 figure of 28%.

5.6 SCENARIO RESULTS : EMISSION LEVELS

Environmental emissions from the energy sector in Lithuania are not as
severe as in other countries in transition to a market system but neither are
the levels low enough to conform to EC standards. With the anticipated
growth in activity in all sectors, it is essential to integrate environmental
considerations into development decisions wherever possible.

Sulphur dioxide emissions in 1990 were 266 kt, corresponding to 71 kg per
capita per year which can be compared with 100 kg in former-
Czechoslovakia and a range of 20-45 kg across the 12 EC Member States. On
the other hand, with the existence of the nuclear option and the absence of
coal-fired generation, the electricity sector accounts for only 20-30% of total
SO2 emissions {see Figure 5.6a) compared with figures of greater than 50% in
most EC countries.

Nitrogen oxides emissions in 1990 were 138 kt. The sources are shown in
Figure 5.6b and, as with many countries, the highest proportion (45%) is due
to activity in the transport sector. Given the under-developed nature of this
sector in Lithuania, as activity increases, NOX levels could increase
dramatically if not controlled.
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Figure 5.5a Primary Energy Supply Proflles for the Four Main
Demand Scenarios
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Figure 5.5c Primary Fuel Mix in Moderate Reforms for Scenarios
2010
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Figure 5.5f Electricity Generation Mix in Scenario IB (Typical High
Nuclear)
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Figure 5.5g Electricity Generation Mix in Scenario 5B (Medium
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Figure 5.5i The Range of Gas Penetration in the 24 Scenarios
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Figure 5.51 Supply Side Energy Efficiency Improvement Index for High
and Basic Efficiency Scenarios
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Both carbon dioxide and methane contribute to the greenhouse effect and
global warming. CO2 is produced as a result of combustion of fuels for
theproduction of energy while CH4 is released as a result of leakage of
natural gas. The 1990 level of emissions is 46 Mt.CO2-equivalents, the
breakdown is shown in Figure 5.6c. Once again, due to the existence of
Ignalina, overall emission levels are low compared with other countries in
transition.

The scenario results can be examined by assessment of the preferred scenario
(5B), the lowest (IB), and the highest level emissions (12B). Figure 5.6d clearly
shows the benefit of high efficiency and high gasification with respect to
reduced pollutant emissions levels. This is further demonstrated in Table 5.6a
where for Scenario 12B, (basic efficiency, low gas penetration), emissions
levels in 2010 will be greater than the preferred strategy (5B) by 10.2 Mt
134 kt SOj, and 52 kt of NOX. While it is difficult to monetarise the
environmental costs of such emissions, benefits of this magnitude across
scenarios indicate the advantages of pursuing the 5B strategy.

Table 5.6a Range of Possible
Preferred Scenario

Scenario

2B

5B

12B

Benefit (12B -5B)

Emission Levels
(5B)

COS (Mt)

28.4

29.6

39.8

10.2

in Lithuania

so,

101

107

241

134

(2010) and

(kt)

the Benefit of the

NO, (kt)

98

102

154

52
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Figure 5.6a Sources of Sulphur Dioxide Emissions in Lithuania in
1990
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Figure 5.6d C02, S02, and NOx Emissions Profiles Under Different Scenarios
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SCENARIO COMPARISON AND ASSESSMENT

6.1 CRITERIA FOR ASSESSMENT

From the set of scenarios it is necessary to identify those which are internally
consistent and technically, economically and institutionally attractive for
Lithuania. The assessment of scenarios is made by applying expert
judgement according to well defined strategic criteria. Those strategic criteria,
naturally, reflect the energy policy objectives adopted by Lithuania which are
embodied in the principles laid down in the Energy Law. The criteria which
measure the achievement of energy policy objectives include

• Cost Effectiveness

In comparing the scenarios, cost effectiveness is measured in terms of total
system cost (ie accumulated investment costs, operating and maintenance
costs and fuel costs over the period 1990 - 2015) in net present values.

• Supply Security

Supply security can be defined in many ways. For Lithuania it is
particularly important to evaluate the supply security against dependence
on supplies from Russia. In the scenarios therefore, supply security is
measured in terms of the maximum value of the oil and gas net import
shares during the period 1995 - 2015 of the total primary energy
requirement (TPER).

• Environmental Compatibility

In the assessment of scenarios, SO2 NOX and CO2 emissions are taken as
the most relevant issues of environmental concern in the energy sector.
The environmental compatibility is measured in terms of the accumulated
emissions during the period 1990 - 2105 of each of the three pollutants.

• Technical Safety

It is anticipated that the same rules for technical safety in the energy
sector system operation apply to Lithuania as in countries of the
European Community in all of the 24 scenarios. This implies that nuclear
safety upgrades have to be implemented in the short-term, ie between
1993 and 1996, on the Ignalina RBMK reactors, as described in Chapter 7.
This assumption underlies all 24 scenarios, so the technical safety criterion
is considered as being equally fulfilled in every case.

• Energy Efficiency

In the restructuring of Lithuania's energy sector, fundamental changes
towards efficiency will be achieved in all of the scenarios. There are
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substantial additional improvements to be gained if the shift from "basic"
to "high" efficiency can be achieved.

• Social Acceptance

Social acceptance could be difficult if society were not convinced that the
costs of adjustment were necessary and fair. Particular problems might
have to be expected if

• price reforms were introduced without adequate explanation, unfairly
and without compensating measures of income redistribution

• society were unconvinced that the technical safety questions of nuclear
power plant operations had been adequately resolved.

In both these cases a determined presentation by government of the policies
and their justification will assist acceptance.

6.2 CHOICE AMONG SCENARIOS

Table 6.2a lists, for the 12 scenarios of the moderate reform paths, the
quantitative performance for the indicators measuring the strategic criteria
Cost Effectiveness, Supply Security and Environmental Compatibility. Table
6.2b contains the overall assessment and a priority ranking for these
scenarios.

Observations

There is apparently little variation in cost among the 24 scenarios. This is
because the costs calculated are the entire costs of running the energy sector
rather than the differential change from a base case. The full range is from
14.2 to 15.5 billion USD, a variation of about 9%. Lithuania has excess
capacity for a long time to come, and therefore needs only relative small
capital expenditure. Approximately 90% of the cost of supplying heat,
electricity or fuel to the final consumer are fuel costs and
operating/maintenance costs; only 6-12% is needed for investment. Most of
the investments are attributed to rehabilitation and refurbishment of plants.

Among the scenarios for each path of economic growth (speed of reform),
the high nuclear options are estimated to be a little more costly than the low
nuclear options. Too much significance cannot be attributed to the
numerical conclusion, because the differences are small, but there is a strong
suggestion that a low nuclear option need not entail high costs.

The costs of the energy sector increase in moving from slow to moderate to
fast reforms, but only slowly and much less rapidly than does GDP. The
cost of the energy sector as a proportion of GDP would fall significantly as
the pace of reforms was stepped up.
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Table 6.2a Indicators of Moderate Reforms Scenarios

SCENARIO DESCRIPTION INDICATORS

Code

High

IB
2B
3B
4B

Low

5B
6B
7B
8B

No

9B
10B
11B
12B

MODERATE

Electricity Exports

Nuclear

High
High
High
High

Nuclear

Low
Low
Low
Low

Nuclear

Low
Low
Low
Low

REFORMS

Gasification

High
High
Low
Low

High
High
Low
Low

High
High
Low
Low

Efficiency

High
Basic
High
Basic

High
Basic
High
Basic

High
Basic
High
Basic

Cost
Effectiveness (1)

(10' USD)

14.6
14.9
14.6
14.9

14.4
14.8
14.4
14.5

14.9
15.3
14.4
15.0

Supply Security m

(%)

58
65
58
61

66
72
63
69

85
85
85
85

Environmental Compatibility m (10't)

SO2

3.3
3.9
4.0
4.9

3.4
4.0
4.3
4.9

3.9
4.6
5.0
5.7

NOX

2.4
2.9
2.5
3.0

2.5
3.0
2.5
3.1

2.8
3.3
2.8
3.4

CO,

581
683
599
719

591
651
626
731

688
747
725
817

( l ) Total discounted system cost during 1990 - 2015

<2) Maximum share of oil and gts net imports of the TPER during 1995 - 2015

(3) Accumulated emissions during 1990 - 2015
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Table 6.2b Assessment and Priorities for Moderate Reforms Scenarios

Code

High

IB
2B
3B
4B

Low

5B
6B
7B
8B

No

9B
10B
11B
12B

Electricity

Nuclear

High
High
High
High

Nuclear

Low
Low
Low
Low

Nuclear

Low
Low
Low
Low

SCENARIO DESCRIPTION

MODERATE REFORMS

Exports Gasification

High
High
Low
Low

High
High
Low
Low

High
High
Low
Low

Efficiency

High
Basic
High
Basic

High
Basic
High
Basic

High
Basic
High
Basic

ASSESSMENT

Cost
Effectiveness (1)

(10' USD)

o 
+ 

o
 

+

• •

o

o

Supply Security'"

+
+

+

o

o

1 
1 

1 
1

1 
1 

1 
1

Environmental
Compatibility <3»

(10't)

+
+

+

o

-

Exports

-

•

Priority "'

2
3
3
3

1
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

( l ) Total discounted system cost during 1990 - 2015

*2' Maximum share of oil and gas net imports of the TPER during 1995 - 2015

(3) Accumulated emissions during 1990 - 2015

<4) 1 = high, 2 = medium, 3 = low
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Differences in environmental performance are mainly seen in the SO2

emissions, while substituting oil products by natural gas. Differences among
scenarios between NOX and CO2 emissions are not at all so significant.

Probabilities

It is difficult at this stage to assess which of the three different growth
developments (moderate, fast and slow reforms) will materialise, because the
outcome depends in large part on political will and skill and social
acceptance. Accordingly, the moderate reform scenario has been taken as the
most likely development path and the basic strategy proposed later reflects
this assessment. If fast reforms were to be achieved then the strategy could
be modified appropriately.

Preferences

Within the set of 12 scenarios for the moderate reform case, scenario 5B has
the highest priority under the strategic criteria discussed above: it exhibits
the lowest cost combined with high security of supply, low emissions,
highest efficiency and does not postulate unsecured exports. All other
scenarios rank lower, and would not provide the same benefit to the
country. Either costs or emissions would be higher or supply security and
efficiency or the secured level of exports would be lower.

In terms of priorities preference is therefore given to the low nuclear
scenario 5B, while the other low nuclear scenarios (6B, 7B, 8B) rank second
together with scenarios IB, 3B and 9B. The other scenarios of the moderate
reform path (2B, 4B, 10B, 11B and 12B) rank third because of even larger
differences in the essential indicators.
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NATIONAL ENERGY STRATEGY

7.1 CHARACTER OF THE STRATEGY

The overall strategy is described in this chapter, first in its overall character,
and then the detailed reflection of that character into recommendations for
each of the main sub-sectors.

The strategy gives guidelines for actions in the near, medium and long term;
more precise in the near term, less in the long term. Some projects are
defined for short term action but others require further investigation or will
need to be reviewed in the light of changing circumstances; a strategy is not
a fixed plan but needs to be continuously revised.

The strategy is tailored to the financial resources of the Lithuanian energy
sector, taking into account the revenues from domestic and export markets
which are reasonably assured, but being cautious about speculative markets
which may not exist in the future. Large investments, particularly in new
plant, are not recommended without clear justification on cost-effectiveness
grounds; existing plant and projects are recommended for maintenance and
rehabilitation only where future revenues are likely to justify the costs.

The general thrust of the strategy is based on three underlying driving
factors:

• the introduction of commercial relationships and market disciplines;

• least cost rehabilitation of selected infrastructure and new investment;

• cooperation among Baltic states and negotiation of satisfactory
arrangements for supply and support from Russia, whilst strengthening
ties with Western Europe, to reduce the risks of insecure energy markets.

The main actions recommended within the strategy are as follows:

• promotion of energy efficiency should pervade all other actions, to reduce
the overall burden of the cost of energy supply (both to the country and
to individual consumers);

• maintenance of the viability of the district heating system, which is a
principal asset for Lithuania, and investment in combined heat and power
generation whenever it is economically feasible;

• matching the capacity of Ignalina to demand; if demand does not rise,
then only capacity equal to one unit of Ignalina may be required
(improvement of nuclear safety is a pre-requisite to long term operation of
the plant);
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completion of the third unit at Kruonis pumped hydro storage scheme,
but the fourth unit only if justified by increased nuclear generation or
cooperation within the IPS;

rehabilitation of Elektrenai at minimum cost, principally for reserve
function duty only;

modernisation of the district heating supply, metering and controls to the
extent that it is justified on cost-effectiveness grounds;

increased penetration of gas, and substitution for HFO, at a pace which is
affordable and meets the objective for convergence on EC environmental
standards;

development of (limited) technical opportunities to improve security of
supply, which Lithuania can afford, such as the Single Buoy Mooring and
the natural gas storage facilities;

continuation of institutional reform based on separating the political and
administrative functions from the commercial functions of energy
organisations; gradual elimination of subsidies and introduction of fully
cost-based tarrifs.

7.2 SELECTED SET OF SCENARIOS

The recommended strategy is primarily built on the philosophy underlying
scenario 5B (low nuclear, low electricity exports, high gasification, high
efficiency scenario following the moderate reform path), but takes
implications from other scenarios into account as well. The recommendations
expressed with the strategy are conditional therefore, in the sense that
priorities for actions are given according to the scenario preferences.

7.3 ROBUSTNESS AND FLEXIBILITY

The strategy satisfies two important conditions, the aspects of robustness and
flexibility. The strategy has to be robust against any perturbation in its
fundamental assumptions (eg economic growth assumptions) and the given
boundary conditions (eg international fuel price trends, consumer behaviour,
etc). The strategy has at the same time to retain flexibility for the decision
maker in order for him to react on new developments, should that become
necessary.

Risks and uncertainties can then be taken into account in an appropriate
manner, while the strategy itself is covering a time horizon of more than 20
years which includes a large range of unpredictable elements. The character
of the strategy is thus one of stability and hedging (1)) at the same time.

'"' The Model of "hedging" is used in the decision making process to evade the risk of commitment or to minimise the
financial commitment. The model is widely applied in the context of strategic energy planning in the USA.
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Considering the elements of robustness and flexibility in the following
sections of Chapter 7, the National Energy Strategy is presented for each
subsector below.

7.4 ELECTRICITY SUBSECTOR

The modernisation of the Lithuanian electricity system should be based on a
strategy of Least Cost Planning (LCP), considering the optimum mix of both
demand and supply side measures as summarised in Table 7.3a. The key
elements of the strategy for the electricity sub-sector are:

• the matching of the capacity of Ignalina to demand indicates the
requirement for capacity equal to only one unit of Ignalina, under current
and expected future conditions;

• no investment in new capacity is likely before 2000; when it is required,
priority should be given to investments in CHP capacity;

• Elektrenai will be required mainly for reserve duty and should be
rehabilitated to the minimum extent necessary for this restricted role; the
provision of reserve within the IPS will reduce the need for reserve
capacity at Elektrenai;

• Kruonis provides valuable services to the network: completion of the third
unit at Kruonis is justified but, without the generation from full capacity
at Ignalina, the cost of the fourth unit may not be recoverable;

• regional cooperation should be pursued and this may bring many
potential benefits: reduced cost of providing reserve, selling network
services such as the peak-lopping or frequency control functions of
Kruonis, development of export markets (instead of the building of
capacity in neighbouring countries), securing realistic export prices.

7.4.1 Demand Side

End Use Efficiency and Demand Side Management (DSM)

On the demand side it is necessary to determine the marginal costs of
electricity supply and identify the marginal tariff rates applicable to each
consumer class. It is also important to perform an objective analysis of the
potential future demand, by estimation of market penetration of major
appliance loads in the industrial and residential/commercial sectors. In
addition, an estimate should be made of the proportion of system peak load
and total energy sent out by major end-use category.

A series of DSM strategies should be developed, which considers the patterns
of energy usage and system supply costs. The strategies to be considered
should include the following.
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• Programmes aimed at adequate electricity tariff structures and rates to
stimulate efficient use of electricity and to eliminate wasteful use of
electricity;

• Programmes in cooperation with electrical utilities and appliance
distributors to achieve improvements in the energy efficiency.

• Programmes aiming at the shifting of load from higher cost periods to
lower cost periods for large industrial consumers

• Direct load control and voluntary load curtailment for individual large
loads

• Programmes concerning efficient street lighting.

The programmes should address in all consumer sectors including the
residential/commercial sector.

It is recommended to continue industrial auditing with the aim of identifying
and planning industrial efficiency measures. Some essential work in this
direction is being undertaken by the EC-OPET initiative and through other
institutions. The initiatives should be intensified and extended to a more
widely employed industrial energy saving programme.

It is recommended that an Energy Agency be established advising industrial
and residential/commercial consumers on energy saving possibilities and
helping to finance investments.

Labelling electrical appliances to visualise their energy consumption, coupled
with a consultative programme on energy efficiency is recommended.
Responsibility for implementation of such an activity could be assigned to
the Energy Agency.

Exports

There is concern regarding the ability of neighbouring countries to purchase
electricity from Lithuania in substantial quantities and at prices that are
favourable to Lithuania. This is particularly so due to an overcapacity in
Russia which is expected to be maintained in the future.

It is recommended that Lithuania plans its electricity generating capacities for
a low-level export to neighbouring countries of 2 TWh/year altogether, which
represents exports to Latvia and Kaliningrad that cannot easily be replaced
by subsidised electricity from Russia. It remains to be proven whether there
is a long-term market in Belarus, which is profitable and justifies additional
capacities allowing the export of 4 TWh.

It is further recommended that Technical Assistance is sought in carrying out
a study (involving both LEI and LSPS) to investigate the prospect for
electricity export markets in Belarus and other neighbouring countries. This
study should cover the future supply and demand balance for electricity in
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Table 7.4a Recommended Strategy for the Electricity Subsector

Subsector System Recommendations Time Horizon Implementation

Demand

DSM in Residential and Initiate DSM programmes (e.g. for energy conservation in public buildings, 1993-1998
Commercial Sector street lighting, household energy conservation, labelling of household

appliances)

DSM in Industry

Exports

Continue industrial audits and support financing of investments 1993-1998

Develop a regional masterplan with Belorus, Latvia and Kaliningrad; seek
long-term export agreements

Examine feasibility of interconnections with Poland and Scandinavia

Develop export markets for UCPTE and NORDEL 1993-1996

Energy Agency/MoE/
LSPS

Energy Agency/MoE

LSPS/
MoE

LSPS/MoE

Supply Nuclear

(i) Unit #1

1993-1996

Immediate implementation of safety upgrades for Units #1 and #2 and 1993 - 1994
train operators to Western standards in reactor operation

Operate Unit #1 in short-term

Remove Unit #1 from service
1994 - 1996

1996

Reinstall Unit #1 for operation if export markets have been proven and a
full safety upgrading programme completed 1996 - 2010

LSPS/MoE

LSPS

MoE

MoE

MoE

(ii) Unit #2 Stop operation and make full safety upgrades, operate Unit #2 for meeting 1994 - 1996 MoE
domestic baseload and some export demand 1996 - 2010 MoE

New Reactor Develop plans for new reactor units, should export markets improve 1995 - 2005 MoE
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Table 7.4a Recommended Strategy for the Electricity Subsector

Subsector System Recommendations Time Horizon Implementation

Kruonis pumped storage Complete 3rd unit and use 3 x 200 MW for peak capacity and 1993
hydroplant

Local CHP Plants

Elektrenai

frequency/voltage controls

Completion of 4th unit in conjunction with decision on nuclear plant

Defer Stage 2 until export markets develop and additional peak load is
required

Rehabilitate CHPs at Vilnius, Kaunas, Mazeikiai and Klaipeda following a 1993 -1998
detailed costing exercise

Repower CHP at Vilnius with CCGT to provide additional flexibility and
dispatch economy

Rehabilitate 1500 MW to the extent necessary for use as reserve capacity 1993 - 1998

LSPS

LSPS

LSPS

LSPS

LSPS

Renewables Add small scale renewable capacity (mini-hydro, wood) where local
conditions are technically appropriate and economically sound

1993 - 2010

1993 - 1994Transmission and 330 kV, 110 kV and 35 Technical audit to prioritise refurbishment measures
Distribution kV lines and transformer

equipment Study need for reactive power compensation and loss reduction. Identify
and control "loop flows" with neighbouring networks 1994 -1998

LSPS, Private investors

LSPS

LSPS

System Dispatch Control and data
acquisition facilities.

Replace SCADA facilities with state-of-the-art EMS 1993 - 1996

Supplement supervisory control programmes at VECC to include event 1993 - 1996
logging, disturbance recording and spinning reserve monitoring
Provide facilities for switching, AGC, economic dispatch, and spinning
reserve functions and a suite of security analysis programs

1993 - 1996
Examine data for accuracy and uniformity and review I & C systems and
procedures

Undertake technical audit 1993 - 1996

LSPS

LSPS

LSPS

LSPS
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each country, the impact of price reforms and the trading relationship with
Russia. Following this investigation, the strategy should be reassessed and
the scenarios re-evaluated in the light of the new information.

It is also recommended that Lithuania calls for Technical Assistance in
electricity export contract negotiations.

Lithuania could benefit from interconnection with Western Europe to
provide additional security of supply and generate opportunity for exports.

Long term possibilities include connections with the UCPTE network of
Western Europe through Poland and also interconnections with the
NORDEL network of Scandinavia. The feasibility of these interconnections is
the subject of ongoing studies under the EC-Phare programme and of others
and should include the technical issues (eg the stability standards of UCPTE
and IPS) and cost implications.

It is nevertheless recommended that Lithuania in addition to these studies
develops long-term electricity trade contracts with the potential customers in
its neighbouring countries and in western and northern Europe. This would
provide a more secure basis for estimating future exports.

7.4.2 Supply

Nuclear

In determining the nuclear strategy four essential factors have been
considered: electricity demand and required generating capacity, technical
constraints, nuclear safety aspects and economics. Although more and
deeper analyses on the nuclear strategy are worthwhile, since only
preliminary information could be obtained on some aspects during the
course of the study, a clear recommendation can be given as to which
decisions should be taken now and which additional investigations are
needed.

Domestic demand and export demand (of 2TWh) can be met with fossil fuel
fired plants and 1250 MW of nuclear capacity as can be seen from Table 7.3b
showing the capacity requirements for scenario 5B in 2000. This table also
shows the reserve function of Elektrenai if no assured reserve is available
through the IPS. Current analyses indicate that a combined high domestic
electricity demand and a high export demand (eg 6 TWh) are unlikely to
occur in the near to medium term. In the majority of scenarios the required
nuclear capacity is below 1250 MW.
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Table 7.4b Maximum Required Capacities (MW) in 2000, Scenario 5B

Plant

Ignalina # 1

Ignalina #2

Elektrenai

CHP

Hydro RoR

Kruonis PS

Total

Installed
Capacity

0

1250

1800

869

106

600

4625

Normal
Operation

0

1250

300

869

106

0

2525

Required Capacity

Loss of biggest
Unit for <6h

0

0

90O')

869

106

600

2475

Loss of biggest
Unit for >6h

0

0

1500b)

869

106

0

2475

Notes a) 600MW immediately operational (hot reserve) in addition to normal operation
b) as a), but another 600MW reserve or support from the IPS or the UCPTE required.

On the basis of current available understanding of demand, and likely
demand development, the costs of reactor operation, the need for substantial
nuclear safety upgrades and technical feasibility, the operation of only one
unit of Ignalina (#2) at full capacity in the base load would be preferential as
opposed to the operation of two units at half capacities. It is recommended
therefore that the other unit (#1) would be removed from service unless
Lithuania could enter into a contract which paid for the upgrading of the
reactor up front in return for assured exports, or more detailed investigation
shows that operation of two reactors at reduced capacity offers significant
safety advantages.

Further technical issues need to be addressed in considering the proposed
strategy of operating only one unit at Ignalina. Technical systems for
providing electrical and heat services when the sole unit is not operating
(especially to prevent freezing of pipes in winter) should be assessed.
Flexibility of operation of the power system should be compared for the cases
of one unit of Ignalina operating close to full capacity versus two units
operating at half capacity. If unit #1 at Ignalina is only required for reserve
capacity for the unit #2, then the cost of maintaining unit #1 should be
compared to the alternatives of providing reserve at Elektrenai or through
agreement in the IPS. These cases also need to be compared for their relative
safety of operation, to determine whether there is a significant improvement
in safety when two units are derated in their operation to 50% capacity.
These issues should all be addressed in detail by Ignalina NPP, and their cost
and revenue implications fully described over the plants' operating lifetime,
and compared to earlier projections *''

Safety upgrades are an essential prerequisite for the continued operation of
Ignalina NPP, and the Western donor community is prepared to support

<" The Alternative Power Supply Study", World Bank, 1W2
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Lithuania in this task. Several elements for safety upgrades have been
defined already, as shown in the Project Profile (P.P. Electricity-2) in the
Annex.

But in addition to these suggested safety measures and to those which have
already been implemented a detailed safety programme is urgently needed
specifying all the necessary steps to maintain safe operation over the
reactors' useful lifetime and identifying the full cost of the required
measures. The cost is expected to be substantial but has not yet been
estimated. It should be identified separately for each unit and justified in
relation to the expected generation and revenues. The international donor
community would expect to see such a fully-costed programme before
entering into financial commitments.

It is also essential that the reactor operators are trained to apply advanced
standards in reactor operations. A Technical Assistance Programme, partly
financed by the EC, has already been initiated for this purpose.

To achieve the early retirement of Ignalina unit #1 a phased safety
programme may be implemented in which full safety upgrades are carried
out on unit #2 during 1994-96, while unit #1 is still in operation. Following
the completion of the upgrades, unit #2 would be operated at close to full
capacity in base load over its remaining lifetime and unit #1 should be
removed from service. This decision can be reviewed at that time in the light
of a revision of the strategy, should major new information warrant it.

An alternative option that has been raised is to install a new nuclear reactor
of the latest LWR design, if the RBMK reactors were decommissioned. This
option should be examined and tested in terms of its economic viability so
that when decisions associated with Ignalina are being considered Lithuania
is in a good position to evaluate the LWR option against the RBMK upgrades
option and the alternative available fossil-based technologies.

For any new power plants serving the export as well as domestic market
consideration should be given to a joint ownership model with Lithuania's
neighbouring countries and to sharing the generated electricity through
long-term arrangements.

Pumped Storage

With the Kruonis pumped storage hydro plant, Lithuania is strategically
placed to provide immediate frequency-regulation reserve, emergency
support and peaking power to IPS participants, and these services could be a
highly-valued source of export income beyond of the potential for energy
trading otherwise. Pumped storage hydroplants offer several benefits, and as
part of Stage 1 can be completed for a modest marginal cost, it is
recommended that the first three units of Stage 1 are completed without any
undue delay. The fourth unit would be completed in conjunction with the
second nuclear reactor if re-commissioned, or if trading contracts with other
countries presumed to use its extra 200 MW of peaking capacity and justified
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the extra investment, there does not appear to be any benefit for Lithuania
in installing the fourth unit at a cost of USD150kW otherwise.

As the fourth unit of Stage 1, Stage 2 should be deferred and investment in
the capacity and the extra transmission systems reinforcement should not be
a speculative Lithuanian effort. Finance for such a project could form a part
of an integrated contract for the export of electricity from reactors at
Ignalina.

Thermal Generation

Since CHP plants directly supply local loads and offer high efficiency, low
cost production when supplying both heat and power, it is recommended
that repairs and maintenance should be undertaken on the more modern
facilities to ensure 1990 levels of production to the extent practicable. The
age of some of the existing plant will necessitate refurbishment of all high
pressure components as a minimum requirement and this should only be
done where it is economic to do so. Recent experience in the proposed
refurbishment of similar plant suggests that the cost may equate with that
of replacing two-thirds of old plant capacity with new higher performance
capacity. A detailed costing exercise is thus recommended before committing
scarce financial resources particularly as there are significant heal grids that
could support new CHP at Klaipeda, Siauliai and other towns.

A detailed study of the most economic mix of power plants and the effect of
significant CCGT capacity at Vilnius, Kaunas and other major cities on
transmission system reinforcement needs to be considered.

With appropriate repairs and maintenance to existing CHPS and potential
CCGT additions Elektrenai is needed for reserve capacity in the order of 1500
MW, which is the necessary capacity should the largest unit in the system
(Ignalina Unit #2) be lost for long periods or on occasions of scheduled
outage. In order to avoid operating Elektrenai as a permanent hot reserve,
guaranteed support from the IPS and as soon as possible from the UCPTE is
a prerequisite. Immediate effort to establish an appropriate contractual
framework is recommended. Table 7.4b illustrates the capacities required
under normal and abnormal system operation.

It is recommended that upto 1500MW of Elektrenai be refurbished to the
level necessary to fulfil this cold reserve function. Refurbishment should
proceed in stages and the volume of plant to be refurbished should be
reviewed regularly according to the evolution of demand. It is recommended
that 300MW of this total be refurbished to a level allowing its operation as a
hot reserve.

In the longer term it will be necessary closely to study the evolution of
demand. If new capacity is needed, possibly around the year 2000, then it
may be obtained either from a greenfield CCGT or from repowering and
deep rehabilitation of units at Elektrenai or by repowering of existing CHP
plant or by installation of CCGT CHP at new sites against existing heat
loads. Profiles for all these projects are included in the Annex. At this stage it
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seems likely that repowering of the large CHP units at Vilnius and Kaunas
would be the most attractive option, but this conclusion should be carefully
checked in the light of the prevailing circumstances when new capacity is
needed.

Renewables

In general renewables based electricity generation is unlikely to be economic
in large units or contribute significantly to meeting national load demand.
The exploitation of available options is only recommended for Lithuania, for
small isolated loads, where supply alternatives may be difficult and
expensive. Among the most favourable systems are mini-hydro plants and
small woodfuel fired electricity generators.

7.4.3 Transmission, Distribution and Control

The overall performance of the power system is good, but there is a
tendency for high voltages under light load conditions, and there is thus a
need for reactive power (VAR) compensation. Detailed studies will need to
be undertaken, as recognised by LSPS. These studies should be combined
with a loss reduction study including 330kV, HOkV and 35kV the
transmission grids. The results of such a study will not only identify loss
reduction strategies, but also show how voltage profiles can be improved by
tap-change management and the control of VAR flows. As the 330kV system
is part of the IPS, it is particularly important to identify and control "loop
flows" with neighbouring networks.

The frequency of transformer equipment failures is increasing, with
insulation becoming brittle due to aging resulting in a loss of electrical and
mechanical design strength. Tap change mechanisms are wearing out and
replacement parts are difficult to obtain. It is reported that mechanical
failures and flashovers with disconnects are commonplace, and that circuit
breakers may not be able to interrupt maximum fault currents. Most of
these problems are on the HOkV and 35kV networks. It is recommended
that a technical audit be undertaken so that refurbishment measures can be
properly prioritized and implemented without delay.

There is an urgent need to replace the present system control and data
acquisition (SCADA) facilities, based at the Vilnius Energy Control Centre
(VECC), with a state-of-art energy management system (EMS). This is
mandatory if there is to be links with UCPTE, as there must be full
conformity with UCPTE frequency standards, and some key generating units
must be equipped for automatic generator control (AGC). With modern EMS
facilities and the Kruonis Pumped Storage plant, Lithuania can play a key
role in providing reserve capacity and frequency control to the Baltic IPS.
This is very necessary if sufficient leverage is to be attained to regain export
markets, on the basis that some nuclear capability is retained.

In VECC the present supervisory control programmes must be supplemented
to include event logging, disturbance recording and spinning reserve
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monitoring. In addition, facilities should be provided to perform switching
operations, AGC, economic dispatch (ED) and spinning reserve functions.
These facilities must be backed up with a suite of security analysis
programmes.

It is necessary to examine data used in the calculation of generating unit
performance for accuracy and uniformity. This must be done in conjunction
with a review of instrumentation and control systems and procedures for
monitoring fuel input, and in particular, the maintenance of operating
efficiency. The tasks cover all power system plant that impact on system
integrity and operating economics. It is suggested that an Audit is
undertaken without delay and the results are to specify actions necessary to
maximize the benefits of EMS. It would be prudent to extend this technical
audit to include all system plant and operating procedures. The products of
this exercise can then be applied to prioritize the replacement of technically
inadequate plant and measures for supply-side energy savings.

Modernisation of the control and dispatch facilities must be accompanied by
policy measures to achieve a greater independence from the IPS and the Riga
control centre, whilst recognising the intrinsic difficulties of controlling a
small power system with large plants. One option which should be studied is
to operate the combined systems of the Baltic states (and possibly Belarus) as
a single power pool with an ability for frequency and interchange regulation
with the remainder of the IPS. This would be a requirement if the countries
were to join the UCPTE.

7.4A Concluding Remarks

This summary has identified that there is substantial potential for improving
the efficiency of the electrical sub-sector with both demand and supply side
mechanisms. In order to properly adjudicate these options a full economic
ranking must be undertaken within the framework of an integrated resource
plan (IRP) that combines both LCP and DSM technologies and groups
options to meet assigned development objectives.

Most of the immediate options are supply-side. The highest priority is proper
maintenance and refurbishment and improvements to existing plant
particularly where such improvements reduce current fuel burn and to
ensure the integrity of both generating plant and the transmission system.
The prerequisite for retention of a nuclear capability must be safety
upgrades.

Thermal station development should focus on high overall plant efficiency,
and upgrades or replacements given the availability of gas should therefore
be Combined Cycle Gas Turbines (CCGT), and the advantage of existing heat
grids should be used wherever economic to build the CCGT plant as CHP
plant. Transmission and system control facilities must be upgraded to
improve integrity and consummate economics in energy production.
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7.4.5 Project Profiles

Following the recommendations Project Profiles for 8 projects have been
developed, and are shown in the Annex. These Project Profiles include:

1. Technical Audit Programme
2. Nuclear Safety Upgrades
3. Completion of Kruonis Stage 1, Unit #3, Pumped Storage Hydroplant
4. Thermal Plant Refurbishment Programme
5. Thermal Plant Repowering Programme
6. New Combined-Cycle Thermal Plant
7. Network Equipment Upgrade Programme
8. SCADA Upgrade Programme

7.5 HEAT SUBSECTOR

Many opportunities exist to improve the performance of the heat subsector,
both on the demand side and the supply side. Efficiencies can be raised, and
losses reduced, in heat production, distribution and end-use. With the
current price of heat not all of the options will be economic.

The Strategy for the heat subsector comprises five principal elements:

• the district heating network is a principal asset of Lithuania's energy
sector with the potential to provide low cost heat (and electricity through
the use of CHP), and its viability should be maintained; all other actions
that are taken should be designed to support this decision;

• investment in plant should give priority to combined heat and power
(options include conversion of existing HOBs to CHP, rehabilitation and
repowering of existing CHP and new CHP/CCGT);

• reductions in heat losses should be pursued through cost-effective
insulation of buildings and efficiency improvements of industrial boilers
and steam systems;

• the approach for the district heating network is to change from the
current constant flow system to a variable flow system and to reduce the
peak temperature as low as possible. Metering should be introduced
where cost-effective, probably involving the use of water meters (which
are considerably more cost-effective than heat meters for small
consumers);

• a system of effective price signals and other financial incentives would
facilitate the implementation of energy efficiency investments.
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7.5.1 Demand Side

Buildings

The thermal performance of buildings is considered to be unsatisfactory,
partly through original design and partly through poor maintenance
standards. However, the current lack of metering and the flat rate heat
charge create very difficult conditions for providing an economic incentive to
efficiency improvements. Consumers will not noticeably receive the monetary
benefits of any investments they make into building performance. Until these
deficiencies are corrected it is necessary to focus the recommendations on
those measures which are low cost, offer a very clear economic return, and
are likely to provide benefits to consumers in terms of the comfort conditions
inside the dwellings.

The existence of a single organisation such as an Energy Agency, with a
clear mandate to implement a programme of energy conservation, will help
to overcome the barriers, which include:

• institutional: ownership of buildings, heat distribution systems inside and
outside the building, controls ; administration of billing systems

• information: lack of awareness of heat consumption, sources of losses and
opportunities for saving

• financial: lack of adequate pricing signals and investment incentives.

The recommended measures for dwellings include window and roof
insulation and draught stripping. An effective low cost solution to window
heat losses is to cover across the inside frame with plastic sheeting. The large
window areas in many dwellings suggests that this measure alone may
reduce building fabric losses by up to 5% at minimal cost (the material cost is
around USD10 per dwelling), to give a payback of less than one year. It will
also help to reduce cold draughts. A reasonable target is to achieve a 50%
implementation. Government institutions and public organisations should be
encouraged to implement this measure rapidly to provide an example.

Simple draught stripping of windows can be carried out by consumers
themselves. They should be encouraged with information explaining the best
methods and the benefits they will receive.

Insulation of roofs is very poor in many buildings and accounts for a
significant part of the total loss from individual dwellings. Insulation is
difficult on flat roof apartment blocks, and also on those individual dwellings
which have an attic room built into the pitched roof (this severely restricts
access to the roof space for installing the insulation). It is estimated that
about 40% of the individual pitched roof dwellings can be insulated in the
roof and this will yield a very short payback at an estimated cost per
dwelling of about USD60. It is recommended that this measure be carried out
as fast as possible.

More extensive refurbishment of existing buildings is likely to be much more
costly, especially for providing external wall insulation and replacement of
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windows with improved (triple glazed) units. However, the additional cost of
raising the thermal performance when building are being refurbished for
other reasons is small, and energy measures should therefore be carefully
considered for implementation as these opportunities arise.

The current building standards are high and the main problem is likely to be
implement them, as they will require a very high standard of construction
work The standards for the external fabric apply to each building element
rather than the fabric as a whole. It is recommended that a change to an
average k-Value (heat loss coefficient) for the whole fabric will give
constructors greater flexibility in finding economic solutions to achieve the
same results in energy terms.

The same standards apply to refurbishment as to new buildings.
Achievement of these standards is much more difficult for existing buildings
and this may create a disincentive for refurbishment. It is recommended that
the standards are differentiated for new and existing buildings to provide
more realistically achievable standards for refurbishment.

Heat Supply: Metering and Controls

Heat meters are expensive and unlikely to offer an economic return
compared to water meters on the hot water supply, since the additional
savings will be too small to offset the additional cost. It is therefore
recommended that water meters be installed on the district heating flow into
the block for the hot water and heating supply. Billing can then be based on
the water flow, which encourages consumers to minimise the water flow and
maximise the extraction of heat. This gives a further benefit of returning
water to the district heating at a lower temperature, thus reducing the losses
on the return flow.

The recommended control system is designed to form part of the conversion
from the current constant flow system (which is required for the jet pumps
in use in the blocks) to a variable flow system. The jet pumps and domestic
hot water supply should be replaced by electrically activated hot water
control valves. These can be substituted in the present system and should be
carried out as fast as possible, since each replacement allows a further
section of the DH to be changed to variable flow (this is discussed further
below). The conversion is an important step in the modernisation of the DH
system.

Current ownership of the jet pumps and block controls is uncertain and the
conversion process will be substantially facilitated by transferring clear
responsibility for them, together with the hot water heat exchangers, to the
heat utilities. Common ownership of the DH network, pumps, meter and
controls with also facilities future important, maintenance and operations.
The conversion is likely to be economic in its own right but to speed up the
process it is recommended that external funding is sought. There are an
estimated 21,000 consumer points which require conversion and the efficient
management of the project will benefit from external technical assistance.
(See Heat Project Profile 4)
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Industrial Boilers and Steam Systems

Improvements in boiler and burner efficiency are likely to be economically
achievable at relatively low cost. Further improvements in industrial systems
will be obtainable through improved insulation of pipes, heat recovery and
blow down control. A programme for carrying out these measures should be
implemented immediately. To improve the diagnosis of the problems it is
recommended that boiler combustion measuring equipment (1000 kits)
should be purchased by the proposed Energy Agency. For small industrial
users a rental or loan system may be required.

Pricing and Incentives

Many energy efficiency investment decisions would be facilitated by price
signals to consumers which enabled them to determine easily the value of
savings made. Effective price signals and incentives for investment are
difficult to achieve with the current flat rate charges but, in the absence of
individual consumer metering, an element of incentive could be provided by
a system of rebates on the flat rate related to the energy saving measures
implemented by consumers. This idea should be investigated to determine if
a viable approach can be developed, within the current institutional
structure, which achieves the aims of both economic and administrative
efficiency.

Substitution of DH Domestic Heat and/or Hot Water

Substitution of district heating heat or hot water supply, either by direct gas
appliances or electrical appliances, is not economic so long as a significant
proportion of district heating is provided by CHP. The viability of the DH
system depends on the density of consumer connections; viability will
deteriorate if individual consumers start to switch to their own local heat
supply.

It is recommended that these options be discouraged.

7.5.2 Supply Side

District Heating Network Improvements

The recommended approach for the DH network is to change from the
current essentially constant flow system to a variable flow system, and to
reduce the peak temperature as low as possible. A low temperature has two
benefits

• it reduces the heat losses;
• it enables cheap and effective plastic pre-insulated pipes to be used.

The change from jet pumps to valve controls already recommended is a
necessary pre-requisite for this change. The further change required is to
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gradually replace the existing pipework, as it fails, with larger sized pipes
able to cany a larger flow at lower temperature. The aim is to reduce the
final maximum temperature to below 100°C to allow the use of plastic pipes.

Current maintenance programmes should improve the drainage where pipe
ducts are wet, to reduce corrosion of the pipes. A thermovision camera
survey will help to detect leaks, and the purchase of a camera is
recommended.

The completion of the recommended improvements is expected to reduce the
heat losses in the transmission and distribution systems by up to 10% of heat
supplied (ie to drop from the estimated 1993 losses of 23% to around 12%).

Replacing pipes, when they fail, with improved pipes is a low cost option
since only the additional cost of the improved pipe need be included in the
evaluation; the pipe would have to be replaced anyway. Early replacement of
the pipework at a more rapid rate is not economic since the total cost of the
new pipes would have to be justified against the heat savings, and this is not
recommended.

Mazeikiai DH Transmission Pipeline

The proposed Mazeikiai pipeline project would take heat generated at the
Mazeikiai refinery CHP plant to the town, a distance of 13 km. At present
the availability of low cost electricity from Ignalina relegates Mazeikiai to a
low load factor plant, with a consequent increase in the marginal cost of
heat. The economic return on the project is poor at the current heat loads,
suggesting that investment in the pipeline should be postponed. This project
is a less cost-effective alternative to the project to install Heat Only Boilers at
M?zeikiai (see below) and to avoid the out-of-merit running of the power
plai:t and the inefficient use of the large steam boilers.

New CHP Plant

A substantial excess exists in both heat and electricity generation capacity
and will remain until demand recovers from its current reduced levels and
the older plant of the system is retired. New capacity for electricity is not
anticipated before around 2000. When new capacity is required, the superior
economics of CHP compared to all other options indicates that this plant
type should be selected wherever a sufficient heat load exists.

For existing heat loads four options need to be considered: maintain existing
HOB; convert HOB boiler to CHP operation by adding a steam turbine;
convert to CCGT CHP operation; build new CCGT CHP plant. For each site
the local conditions will determine the technical and economic viability,
based partly on the local electricity and heat loads. Priority should be given
to one of the CHP options whenever possible which is likely to be the case
in areas of high consumer density. This is also the subject of the ongoing
District Heating Pilot Project and Strategy Study (1)

<'» COWl Consult
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Table 7.5a Recommended Strategy for the Heat subsector

Subsector System Recommendations Time Horizon Implementation

Demand Side

Buildings

Heat supply

Insulation

Refurbish existing
buildings

Carry out low cost insulation measures; pitched roof insulation where ASAP
feasible, plastic window sheeting, draught stripping

Only when buildings are being refurbished for other reasons, then include
energy measures

New buildings standards Implement current building standards (under revision) and adopt average
U-valucs for whole walls, revise (relax) standards for retrofit

Metering

Controls

Industrial boilers and
steam systems

Pricing & incentives Price signals and
incentives for
conservation

Install water meters for the heat supply for housing blocks and large
consumers

Install block controls (eg jet pump replacement, hot water control
replacement) for first phase of conversion to a variable flow system;
transfer responsibility for block controls and hot water heat exchangers to
heat utility

Purchase boiler combustion measuring equipment;
improve burner and boiler operation;
reduce steam and heat losses; insulation, heat recovery and blow down
control

Keep flat rate heat tariff until individual supply and metering becomes
economic
Consider rebate structure to provide incentives for carrying out insulation
and improvements to heating systems within blocks

As opportunities
arise

With all new
buildings

1993 - 2000

1993 - 2000

ASAP

ASAP

Energy Agency/
financed by consumers
supported by grants

Energy Agency/
financed by consumers

Ministry of Building and
Urban Planning

Siluma/LSPS/heat suppliers

Siluma/LSPS/heat suppliers
Seek immediate funding
and technical assistance

Cooperation between
industry and Energy
Agency/
Seek external funding

Cooperation between
Energy Agency, consumers
and heat suppliers

Supply Side

DH network Network improvements Reduce peak water temperature, maintain existing pipework but replace
with larger pipes when replacements are necessary (target is a final
temperature below 100°C to allow use of plastic in plastic pipes), dry out
existing ducts, purchase thermovision camera

As opportunities
arise
ASAP

Siluma/LSPS/heat suppliers
in cooperation with Energy
Agency
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Table 7.5a Recommended Strategy for the Heat subsector (continued)

Subsector System Recommendations Time Horizon Implementation

CHP plant Rehabilitation and
repowering of existing
CHP

New CHP

(see also Section 7.3.2 Electricity Subsector)

Consider CHP plant (either new or conversion of existing HoB whenever
local heat and electricity load justifies)
(see also Section 7.3.2 Electricity Subsector)

As opportunities
arise

LSPS/Siluma/heat suppliers

Heat only boilers New boilers at Elektrenai Feasibility studies of new heat only boilers at Elektrenai and Mazeikai to
and Mazeikai supply heat and steam loads when power station on stand-by duty;

evaluate least cost boiler options (possibly small electrode boiler) and load
requirements

Existing boilers Improve burner and boiler operation; reduce steam and heat losses;
insulation, heat recovery and blow down control

Immediate LSPS
seek loan agreement

ASAP Siluma/LSPS/heat suppliers
in cooperation with Energy
Agency;
seek loan agreement
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New CCGT CHP should be sited as close to the heat load centre as possible
to minimise the heat losses in the distribution system. The six principal
locations for CHP plant have a combined heat load which could eventually
support over 2000 MW of electricity capacity in CHP plant, but this capacity
need is not foreseen in any of the scenarios within the current planning
horizon.

Heat Only Boiler Plant and off-Peak Electricity

The current operation of the CHP plant at Mazeikiai and the 150 MW CHP
unit at Elektrenai are very high cost solutions to delivering small heat loads
at both locations when there is insufficient electricity demand to provide an
economic load factor on the plant. Very high economic returns will be
achieved by providing heat only boilers at both sites.

It is recommended that the most appropriate plant type and capacity be
investigated and both plants should be installed as soon as possible provided
that further studies confirm the technical and economic feasibility of the
projects (see PP Heat 5).

The possibility of installing electrode boilers is unlikely to be economic unless
there continues to be substantial surplus nuclear capacity; this is in any case
an undesirable situation and therefore the option should not be pursued.
Once a proper balance is established between electricity supply and demand
any electrode boilers on the system would be creating an uneconomic
marginal load for fossil fuel power plant.

The central heat only boilers should be brought up to efficient operation
following a programme similar to that recommended for industrial boilers.

When heat only boilers require replacement they should be resited as close
to the demand centres as possible, consistent with attaining satisfactory
environmental standards.

Rural Heating and Small Towns

7.5.3 Project Profiles

Following the recommendations Project Profiles for 6 projects have been
prepared and these are given in the Annex. The following Project Profiles are
included:

1 Network Improvements
2 Metering of Heat Supply
3 Heat Only Boilers at Elektrenai and Mazeikiai
4 Insulation of Houses
5 Steam Use in Industrial Boiler Plant
6 Block Controls for Heating and Hot Water
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7.6 OIL SUBSECTOR

A summary table of eight recommended oil subsectors projects and measures
is shown in Table 7.5a. Generally only modest expenditure is proposed in the
absence of an overall marketing plan for the Mazeikiai refinery products. The
main proposed expenditure on a rapid expansion of Lithuania's oil
production is likely to be financed by foreign oil companies.

The key elements of the strategy for the oil subsector are:

• the promotion of diversification of supply and improved security through
development of domestic production and a low cost crude import facility;

• the reliance on a market study (and possible private capital) to provide the
setting for any investment in the refinery.

7.6.1 Domestic Oil Production

Although it is recommended that the oil reserves are placed under licence to
speed up development there is concern that there is no overall development
plan for the reserves. This is important as many of the fields are small and
co-operation between different fields for the sharing of facilities may be
difficult without government intervention. For example, there should be a
pipeline connection to the refinery which may only be economic if shared by
a number of fields.

7.6.2 Import and Export Facilities

The decision to develop a low-cost crude oil import facility at Butinge is
supported. It is recommended that in the absence of the overall market study
no new facilities for product export should be considered.

7.6.3 Mazeikiai Refinery

The Foster Wheeler (USA) study will be finalised shortly and should provide
a basis for evaluating options at Mazeikiai. Investments at Mazeikiai will
need to be carefully considered and may need to be evaluated in the context
of the requirements of private capital. No investment proposal can be
realistic unless it is set in the context of an overall market study. It is not
clear whether the Foster Wheeler study contains a market study and it is
suggested that this will be required to provide a setting for any investment
strategy.

In the absence of the market study any upgrade plans of the processing
units should be suspended. An increase in the crude oil storage facilities at
Mazeikiai is essential as it is the best way to provide some security.
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Table 7.6a Recommended Strategy for the Oil Subsector

Project Description Total cost 1993-5 cost 1995-2000 cost Operating
(USD (USD (USD million) Costs
million) million) (USD million

per year)

Recommendations

Onshore oil development 360 110
Programme

Low cost crude oil import 95 70
facility

Use of existing oil products 10 10
export terminals at Klaipeda
and Ventspils

Development of strategic 75 50
crude oil reserves at the
Mazeikiai Refinery

No Immediate upgrade of 0 0
the Mazeikiai refinery

Regional oil products market 0.5 0.5
study

Replacement and upgrade of 40 20
oil product storage

Filling Station Replacement 5

250

25

Variable

10

25

60

20

0.5

Licence the proven developed reserves to enable Lithuania to produce 1 million
tonnes of crude oil by 1998. The project would both save import costs and
generate investment.

Move ahead with the proposed scheme at Butinge subject to the overall
objectives of the market study relating to the Mazeikiai refinery. If possible the
export pipeline from Butinge to Mazeikiai should make provision for its use by
the domestic oil fields. The project would provide a security of supply in the
case of problems with supply from Russia

The use of these terminals may allow some oil products to be exported from
Mazeikiai. Products would be transferred by rail to the terminals. The viability of
exports depends on the overall market survey. This is the least cost alternative if
exports can be justified.

Strategic reserves should be maintained in crude oil at Mazeikiai rather than in
products distributed around the country. The existing level of crude oil storage
at Mazeikiai is low and needs to be increased. This project will increase the level
of security.

The viability of the refinery depends on the market study. Development of the
refinery needs to be considered in conjunction with the oil import terminal and
product export capability

This work should be done as part of the Foster Wheeler (USA) study. If this is
not the case or the work needs to be extended it is recommended that this
further work be commissioned.

Replacement of some of the storage should be done immediately as the existing
facilities are causing environmental damage. Strategic reserves of product should
be eliminated so that product storage is only that required for operational
reasons

Private operators should continue to be encouraged to provide new facilities
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7.6.4 Oil Products

The replacement of operational storage is urgently required in view of the
environmental and health damage being caused by some of the facilities. The
upgrading of new filling stations by private enterprise should continue to be
encouraged.

7.6.5 Project Profiles

Following the recommendations Project Profiles for eight projects have been
prepared and these are given in the Annex. The following Project Profiles are
included:

1. Onshore Oil Development Programme
2. Low Crude Oil Import Facility
3. Use of Existing Oil Products Export Terminals at Klaipeda and Ventspils
4. Development of Strategic Crude Oil Reserves at the Mazeikiai Oil Refinery
5. No Immediate Upgrade of the Mazeikiai Refinery
6. Regional Oil Products Market Study
7. Replacement and Upgrade of Oil Product Storage
8. Filling Station Replacement

7.7 GAS SUBSECTOR

A summary table of four recommended projects is attached. The strategy for
gas envisages increased penetration of gas by balancing off two
considerations which will determine the pace of penetration:

• the affordability of gas as a substitute for HFO, depending on the relative
price and cost-effectiveness in various end-uses of the two fuels;

• the contribution of gas to reducing air pollution and the speed with
which Lithuania wishes to converge on the environmental standards of
the EC.

The use of gas in Lithuania will be influenced by the role of Ignalina and
Mazeikiai. If Ignalina were to be shut down it is likely that a gas powered
generation station would be considered due to the rapid construction
programme possible. If Mazeikiai were to be run in its existing configuration
at high throughputs there would be large volumes of heavy fuel oil
available. A major use for this would be the thermal stations in Lithuania
which could run on cheap heavy fuel rather than gas.

At this stage only modest expenditure is proposed in areas which can
produce economic or environmental advantages.
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Table 7.7a Recommended Strategies for the Gas Subsector

Project Description Total Cost
(USD
million)

1993-5 cost
(USD
million)

1995-2000 cost Operating Costs (USD Recommendations
(USD million) million per year)

Gas distribution expansion 50 10 40

Imporl/export meters 10 0.2

Domestic Meters

Long term gas contract

15

0.1

0.4

0.1

Expansion of the gas distribution system is recommended to supply
domestic customers who currently use coal or for district heating
systems that use only heavy fuel oil. Outline details of some
possible schemes have been developed but each project should be
evaluated on a stand-alone basis. Training in economic analysis
should be considered. This is a long-term project which should
show environmental benefits.

The purchase and installation of a meter station on the Kaliningrad
border is considered essential to enable control of the system to be
maintained. Other meters may be required at the border of Latvia if
the storage system in Latvia is used. A third meter on the Belorus
border is considered a lower priority subject to Russia continuing to
provide accurate readings from their meter.

The small amount of domestic meters in Lithuania does not
encourage conservation. Experience to date has shown that
consumption can be reduced by the introduction of gas meters both
in individual dwellings and apartments.

Technical assistance should be given so that the capability to
negotiate long term gas contracts can be developed in Lithuania.
The current system where "agreements" are negotiated on an
inter-governmental basis is not recommended as it is leading to a
series of disputes. A number of terms in the current agreement are
particularly unfavourable to Lithuania such as only 5 days credit.
This work could be extended to cover gas storage agreements.
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7.7.1 Gas Distribution Expansion

It is suggested that an expansion of the distribution system should take place
over the next ten years. A large number of potential customers are not
connected to the grid. Depending on the heating system being used at the
moment these customers could be connected as direct gas users or via their
district heating system.

7.7.2 Metering

The use of the EBRD funds to install a meter at the Kaliningrad border is
supported. The continued expansion of the number of domestic meters is
also supported.

7.7.3 Gas Contracts

It is proposed that technical assistance is given to Lithuania to allow the
development of gas contracting expertise. Such assistance could be extended
to cover the negotiation and evaluation of gas storage contracts.

7.7.4 Project Profiles

Following the recommendations Project Profiles for 4 projects have been
prepared and these are given in the Annex. The following Project Profiles are
included:

1. Gas Distribution Expansion
2. Import/Export Gas Meters
3. Domestic Gas Meters
4. Long Term Gas Contracts

7.8 RENEWABLE SlIBSECTOR

The overall strategy for renewables should be to encourage their
development for their potential contribution to both security of supply and
environmental objectives. However, there is only limited scope to increase
the share of renewables in cost-effective applications and a reasonable target
is therefore to double the share from the current 3% of total energy supply
to about 6% by 2015. The priority actions are for further development of
small and mini-hydro power and for feasibility studies into other renewables
with potential, such as combustion of wood chips and wind power.

No renewables technologies, except mini-hydro and in certain circumstances
wood chip boilers, are likely to be competitive in the short to medium-term
(< 10 years) with heat or electricity generated from fossil fuels. However, in
the longer term, rising energy prices combined with falling costs for
renewables technologies, may change the economic viability of some of the
more promising renewables options. In addition, the increasing emphasis on
environmental protection combined with transfer of technology and know-
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how from western Europe and elsewhere could provide a stimulus for
increasing development of renewables.

The development of renewables technologies in Lithuania will be localised
and on a small scale. Promotion of renewables technologies will not
therefore affect the overall strategy for generation to meet the national
demand for either heat or power. Table 7.7a summarises a number of
existing feasibility, or pilot projects, currently underway in Lithuania. The
progress and success of these projects should be closely monitored within a
recommended renewables feasibility study.

In addition a number of specific renewables development projects are
recommended at this stage and these are shown on Table 7.7b. Further to
implementation of mini-hydro and wood chip projects, a detailed feasibility
study is recommended to investigate the economic potential of the most
promising renewables technologies, and if appropriate to define pilot projects
for the most cost effective applications. Project Profiles are provided in the
Annex.

The most promising renewable technologies are divided into first and second
priority technologies as follows.

7.8.1 First Priority Projects

Hydro-Power

Rehabilitation and development of existing small hydro-power schemes
should be encouraged to supply local loads near to the hydro sites. Existing
small hydro-power schemes represent a capacity of about 5.25 MW.

Of the total unexploited mini-hydro potential of about 17MW, a reasonable
target would be to exploit about 50% or 8 MW by the year 2000, if
economically justified. Investment would have to come from the private
sector and electricity would have to be consumed locally.

Investigations dating back to around 1930 showed an alleged significant
theoretical and technical hydro potential on the Neris river which could be
exploited. No attempt has been made to quantify the potential since figures
were not available during the course of the study.

It is however worthwhile to include the Neris hydro potential in the
feasibility studies on various renewable energy sources in Lithuania.

Direct Combustion of Wood Waste/Wood Chips

It is recommended that the outcome of the Danish Energy Agency feasibility
study and pilot project is monitored closely and if successful further grants
or incentives should be provided to wood based industry to convert existing
boilers to burn their wood wastes. The economic feasibility of improving the
infrastructure for collecting forest wastes for use as a fuel should be
investigated as part of the overall renewables feasibility study.
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It should be notei hat in most cases a supplementary fuel will be required
in wood chip boile. ; to improve combustion and to maintain adequate fuel
supply. The use of natural gas as a supplementary fuel is preferable to oil,
coal or peat as participate and SO2 emissions are greatly reduced when
burning natural gas. The added cost of installing filters to remove
participates from the flue gases of boilers burning wood and peat should be
taken into account at the feasibility stage.

Wind Energy

A detailed study of the wind regime along the Baltic coast and at other
potential sites inland should be undertaken. This information should then
form an input to the renewable technologies feasibility study, in which
potential sites for wind turbines would be identified and their economic
viability assessed. The feasibility study should take full account of the
sensitivity of potential sites along the Baltic coast.

Geothermal Energy

Considerable efforts are already being devoted to development of the
geothermal resources in the Klaipeda area. These efforts are fully supported
by this Energy Strategy report and the results of the pilot projects should be
closely monitored to identify potential improvements in conceptual design
and project economics.

Biogas from Sewage Sludge

Any future plans to build new sewerage systems in Lithuania should include
close examination of the potential use of process biogas to produce heat and
electricity for use within the sewerage plant and in the digestion process
itself as well as help satisfy local demand for heat and electricity.

The possibility of retrofitting biogas boilers into existing sewerage treatment
facilities should also be investigated.

Incineration of Municipal Waste

It is recommended that serious consideration is given to the feasibility of
municipal waste incineration operating as CHP plant in the major cities. The
cost of the plant can be offset against the costs of sanitary landfill, and there
are no additional fuel collection costs.
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7.8.2 Second Priority Projects

Passive Solar Heating

It is recommended that simple passive solar heating methods are considered
in the design of all new buildings in Lithuania. Low cost design measures
include zoning and orientation of buildings, heat storage capacity of walls,
large/small windows south-northwards.

Active Solar Heating

It is recommended that consideration is given to the use of solar collectors
for provision of heat and hot water at summer camps and health spas, in
areas of high summertime insolation.

Farm Produced Biomass

Farm produced biomass includes biogas from animal waste as well as direct
combustion of farm wastes such as poultry litter to produce heat and
electricity. The economic viability of farm based biomass schemes depend
upon the size of the farm and the comparative price and availability of
centrally generated heat and electricity. For this reason, it is recommended
that these technologies are included within the feasibility study but
development is postponed until such time as the future of the large collective
farms becomes clearer, and market prices are achieved for conventional
sources of heat and electricity.

Both, environmental and economic reasons, limit the use of peat as an
energy source severely. The overall contribution to Lithuania's energy
balance will thus continue to be negligible. But limited local use of peat
might be viable, when the effect from exploitation upon the natural
environment is small and emissions from burning can be controlled. The
technical and economic potential to using peat as an indigenous energy
source is currently evaluated (1)

( l ) Study on Lithuanian Indigenous Energy Sources, EC-PHARE, 1993
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Table 7.8a

Table 7.8b

Existing (on-going) Renewables Feasibility Projects in Lithuania

Project Description Size (MW)

Direct combustion of 4-5
wood waste (wood chips)
with peat as a
supplementary fuel

Geothermal pilot plants at 3.5
Vydmantai and Palanga
near Klaipeda

Feasibility study for plant 40
near Klaipeda to burn
municipal waste and wood
waste from nearby sawmill

Pilot biogas projects at 2
large farms near Kaunas

Recommended Renexvables Projects

FundingTechnical
Assistance

Danish Energy
Agency

Denmark

International
funding needed for
further projects

Denmark

International

Status

Completion by late
1993

Vydmantai is under
construction
Feasibility Study for
Palanga complete and
site selection
underway
Long-term projects.

Feasibility study to be
completed in 1994

funding required for
implementation.

Danish funding for
pilot projects

Project Total Cost 1993-1995 1995-2000 Operating
Description Cost Cost

million USD

Rehabilitation 2-3 1 1-2
and
modernisation of
the existing small
hydro plants

Construction of 5-10 3 2-7
small and micro
hydro plants on
existing grounds

Feasibility study 0.5 0.5
to investigate
economic
potential of most
promising
technologies

Costs
Million
USD/Year

Negligible

Negligible

Under construction

Recommendations

Provide low cost local
electricity supply.
Participation of private
capital would help to
stimulate competition
in the energy sector.

Private investors
should be encouraged
to finance, own and
operate the plants.

Detailed feasibility
study of first and
second priority
renewable technologies
and applications
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7.8.3 Project Profiles

Following the recommendations Project Profiles for 3 projects have been
prepared and these are given in the Annex. The following Project Profiles are
included:

1. New Small Hydro Plants
2. Rehabilitation of Small Hydro Plants
3. Renewables Feasibility Study

7.9 ENVIRONMENTAL STRATEGY

The environmental strategy is formulated on the stated assumption that
Lithuania would like its environmental standards and performance to
approach the level of countries of the EC. The recommendations given below
are based on achieving that goal over the transitional period and
implementation dates have been set accordingly. These recommendations will
need to be kept under review in the light of Lithuania's ability to afford the
cost of the indicated measures. In particular, this may be a major factor in
the pace of the increase of the use of gas and other measures to reduce the
emissions of SO2.

The recommended environmental strategy follows the philosophy of the
recommended energy strategy in that minimum investment is proposed in
the short term. The various elements of the recommended strategy are
highlighted in Table 7.8a and are briefly discussed below. The recommended
strategy gives rise to specific projects for which Project Profiles are presented
in the Annex.

7.9.2 Atmospheric Emissions

The high gasification strategy is supported as this will bring about a
significant reduction in emissions of SO2 and participates as well as a
reduction in total NOX and CO2 emissions.

In addition, the environmental strategy also supports the recommendation to
focus refurbishment efforts on CHP plants at Vilnius and Kaunas through
the installation of CCGT technology. Combined cycle CHP plant produces
considerably less gaseous emissions per GJ of heat and power output than
power only generation, and the increased use of natural gas at these plants
will reduce emissions still further.

Sulphur Dioxide (SOJ

Even under a high gasification scenario the domestic demand for HFO
'ould be about 60% of the current level. This implies that there will

continue to be a need for low sulphur fuel oil at the larger installations
where emissions will be in excess of EC emissions limits for large combustion
plants and where local air quality problems are likely.
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Table 7.9a Recommended Environmental Strategies

Project Description Total Cost (Million USD) 1993-1995 Cost (Million USD) 1995-2000 Cost (Million USD) Recommendation

Substitution of natural gas for Capital investment: US$ 90
HFO in power stations and CHP million. However, total net
plants to reduce SOj particulates savings between high gas and
and CO2 low gas scenarios (for all uses)

with moderate reforms is US$
100 million

Net savings Net savings

Import of low sulphur crude via
Butinge as refinery feedstock or
desulphurisation of Russian
crude at Mazeikiai

Refurbishment of existing CHP
plant as opposed to power only
generating plant

Must await outcome of Mazeikiai
refinery market study.

Desulphurisation costs of
approximately US$ 4000 per daily
barrel processed

See Heat Subsector (Chapters 4
and 7)

See Heat Subsector (Chapters 4
and 7)

See Heat Subsector (Chapters 4
and 7)

Combustion controls in all power 11
stations and CHP plants to
reduce NO,

Review of oil loading, unloading, 1
storage, drainage and waste
water treatment at Mazeikiai
refinery

Upgraded monitoring system for See Ignalina Safety Upgrades
radioactive discharges at Ignalina study

See Ignalina Safety Upgrades
study

Capital investment decisions to
await market study on future of
Mazeikiai refinery.

See Ignalina Safety Upgrades
study

Gasification should reduce
demand for HFO by about 40%
and will effectively reduce
emissions for major pollutants.

One of these projects will be
necessary towards the end of the
decade if emissions from oil
combustion are to be reduced to
meet EC emission limits.

CCGT CHP plants are preferred
to power only generation as
emissions per GJ are lower.

Low NO, burners Reduction of
combustion temperatures
Reduction of boiler residence
time
Reduce excess air
P.P. Environment 1

Detailed review of opportunities
to minimise risk of oil spills and
to reduce emissions to land and
water.
P.P Environment 2

Upgrading of independent
monitoring system for radioactive
discharges to air, water and land
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Table 7.9a Recommended Environmental Strategies (Continued)

Project Description Total Cost (Million USD) 1993-1995 Cost (Million USD) 1995-2000 Cost (Million USD) Recommendation

Environmental audits at 0.5
Elektrenai and large CHP plants
(Vilnius, Kaunas and Klaipeda)
and oil storage and distribution
centres

Institutional strengthening of 1.2
Environmental Protection
Department (EPD)

0.5

1.2

Environmental audits of existing
large plants to identify specific
measures to reduce emissions to
air, water and land.
P.P. Environment 3

Strengthen the capability of EPD
to carry out/evaluate
environmental audits,
environmental impact
assessments, and enforcement of
environmental law.
P.P. Environment 4
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The options for reduction of remaining SO2 emissions are to import low
sulphur crude via the new SBM and pipeline from Butinge as a refinery
feedstock, upgrades at the Mazeikiai refinery to enable desulphurisation of
Russian crude or the installation of FGD at the largest plants. The
installation of FGD is the least preferred of these options as it could only be
installed in the largest emitters, has a high capital cost and produces large
quantities of gypsum by-product for which there may not be a market.
However, a decision on the most appropriate solution must await the
outcome of the market study for the Mazeikiai refinery. The EPD have
already set SO^ NOX, CO and TSP emissions targets for new boilers for 1993
and 1995 and the objective should be to comply with EC directives on
emissions from new plant by the end of the century. A target should also be
set for existing plant to meet EC legislation on emissions by the year 2005.

Oxides of Nitrogen (NOX)

Although emissions of SO2 will be significantly reduced by high gasification,
further measures are required to adequately reduce emissions of NOX which
is produced whenever fossil fuels are burned at high temperatures. Due to
the high capital costs of retrofitting de-nitrification equipment, it is
recommended that low NOX burners are installed at Vilnius, Kaunas and
Klaipeda CHP plants and at Elektrenai power plant. In addition operational
measures to control combustion temperature, residence time and excess air
should be implemented. Taken together, these measures should reduce
overall NOX emissions from these plants by about 40%. A Project Profile for
NOX control is presented in the Annex.

Partiailates (TSP)

Particulate emissions should be controlled in coal fired boilers serving district
heating systems, agricultural cooperatives or industry. Given the low level
of coal usage in Lithuania, the use of mechanical cyclone collectors is
recommended in preference to more expensive technologies such as fabric
filters or electrostatic precipitators.

Carbon Dioxide (CO2) and Methane (CHJ

The recommended energy strategy, which includes high gasification and
high efficiency measures is the best way to minimise CO2 emissions.
Methane emissions can be reduced by minimising losses of natural gas in
transmission and distribution networks.

7.9.2 Soil and Water Pollution

Although of lesser immediate priority than atmospheric emissions, emissions
to soil and water, particularly at Mazeikiai and Ignalina are of concern.

At Mazeikiai it is recommended that a review is undertaken of oil loading
and unloading facilities, oil storage facilities, site drainage, and waste water
treatment facilities. The objective of this review would be to identify
appropriate measures to prevent contamination of soil and water in the
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vicinity of the plant as a result of refinery operations. Decisions on
investment in new equipment must await the outcome of the refinery
market study and recommendations on the future of the plant.

It is recommended that a review of the monitoring system for radioactive
discharges at Ignalina be undertaken as part of the overall safety upgrades
project and is therefore not detailed in this report. This monitoring system
should be independent of power station operations.

7.9.3 Other Specific Recommendations of the Environmental Strategy

Environmental Audits

It is recommended that detailed environmental audits are undertaken at all
major power plants and oil storage and distribution centres in Lithuania.
The objective of these audits will be to identify ways to minimise waste
discharges to air, water and soil, with the aim of saving money currently
spent on raw materials and money that may need to be spent on
environmental remediation in the future. A Project Profile for the
environmental audits is presented in the Annex.

Institutional Strengthening of EPD

In order to achieve many of the above objectives, and to ensure that future
planning of energy sector developments takes full account of potential
environmental impacts it will be necessary to strengthen the capabilities of
the EPD and its regional agencies. Institutional strengthening will include
training in EIA and auditing, environmental planning and management
(including data collection, analysis and management) and policy
development. A Project Profile for this activity is presented in Annex 1.

7.9.4 Project Profiles

Following the recommendations Project Profiles for 3 projects have been
prepared and these are given in the Annex. The following Project Profiles are
included:

1. NOX Control at Large Power and CHP Plants
2. Review of Oil Loading, Unloading, Storage, Drainage and Waste Water

Treatment Facilities at Mazeikiai Refinery
3. Environmental Auditing of Large Power and CHP Plants
4. Institutional Strengthening of EPD
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8 LEGAL AND INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

8.1 REVIEW OF MAJOR PROBLEMS

Need for Restructuring

Lithuania has, after 45 years as part of the Soviet Union, inherited a legal
and institutional framework characterized by a highly centralized
competence in the energy sector managed by state owned enterprises
supervised by the Ministry of Energy, and with no dear separation between
the political and commercial parts of the system.

The preconditions for this system no longer exist and as part of the
transition process towards a market oriented economic system a restruc-
turing of the legal and institutional system in the energy sector has been
initiated.

The present situation is characterized by a number of legal and institutional
problems which are summarized below for the different levels of the system:

Institutional Deficits on the Governmental/Policy Level

On the governmental/policy level the following deficits can be pointed out:

• Lack of a standing parliamentary committee for energy, which among
other things can ensure a qualified political debate on the national energy
strategy.

• Lack of expert committees preparing the regulations necessary to
implement the energy strategy. The Energy Conservation Committee is an
example but the responsibility and competence of this committee is not
quite clear. The Electric Regulation Working Group as proposed by the
World Bank is another example.

• A clear separation between the responsibility and competence of the local
governments in relation to the central government.

• A clear separation between institutions responsible for policy making and
institutions with expertise necessary for implementation of the policy.
Some of these institutions could equally be non-governmental.

Institutional Deficits on the Non-Governmental Level

On the non-governmental level initiatives have been taken to establish
institutions related to the implementation of a new policy. As an example the
Energy Efficiency Programme can be mentioned since 1991, with the
proposal, to establish a Heat Consultant Scheme. Another example is the
price regulating committee as proposed in the Draft Energy Law (or the
Energy Regulating Commission proposed by the WB). However, a clear
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structure has not yet been established and the institutions are therefore not
yet operational.

Institutional Deficits in Other Institutions

Concerning other institutions (research, development, education and
financing) it seems that there is a high technical expertise in Lithuania with
the Energy Institute in Kaunas and other technical research institutes and
universities who are able to provide research and development as well as
training and education. The main problem is lack of experience in man-
agement under market conditions and a shortage of experienced financial
institutions.

Institutional Deficits of Manufacturers

Many manufacturers in Lithuania should, from a technical point of view, be
able to produce materials and equipment necessary to improve the efficiency
in the energy sector. Lack of capital is, however, a problem. Manufacturers,
ie part of the commercial energy sector, are now allowed to organize as
private enterprises to attract foreign and domestical capital. But to be
attractive for investment or loans there has to be a market for the products
and state initiatives are necessary to create this market. New standards are
important as well as supervision and transparent approval procedures. For a
period it can be necessary to support demand by incentives, as currently
used to disseminate meters.

Institutional Deficits at Supply Companies

The supply companies are also part of the commercial level of the energy
sector. In part of the petroleum sector competition and private ownership is
already introduced and the petroleum sector in general is under
reconstruction. However, the political goals for this development, and the
necessary legal background have not yet been fully formulated and
politically approved, eg. there is not a clear separation of responsibility of the
Government and the enterprises regarding import contracts.

Protection of national resources, as well as import/export relationships of oil,
gas and electricity, requires formulation and implementation of a national
energy policy as well as an appropriate set of regulations.

For the electricity and heat supply the main problems from an institutional
point of view is the relation between the state and the companies as well as
within the different functions of the companies.

The network utilities (power as well as district heating) have no autonomy
and no incentive to improve efficiency.
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Institutional Deficits at the End-users

One of the major problems in Lithuania is how to reduce energy consump-
tion by end users without reducing the comfort level. There are technical,
financial and institutional problems especially with heat consumption.

From an institutional point of view the problems are to identify responsible
institutions. Multifamily houses are occupied by a mixture of owners and
tenants with no organization responsible for maintenance including
improved insulation and installation of valves. With introduction of valves
and meters it is necessary to have rules for division of expenses which are
accepted as fair by the consumers. There are no sanctions when consumers
do not pay, which has resulted in extremely high arrears, both at consumers
and suppliers level.

Proposals for Restructuring

Many relevant institutions already exist in Lithuania and several experts are
working on the institutional and regulatory framework in Lithuania. The
two major deficiencies are:

- unclear structure of responsibility as regards policy making,
administration and implementation

- lack of committees or working groups responsible for the preparation of
regulatory rules and principles.

Based on a thorough evaluation of the institutional and legal struc-
ture,(included in Volume 2) a strategy for restructuring has been elaborated
taking into account both the current situation with several acute severe
problems and the national political goals expressed by the Lithuanian
government and in their draft energy law.

The evaluations of the PHARE team have continuously been coordinated
with the World Bank team, and in general the two teams agree on the
proposals for restructuring.

8.2 PRESENT INSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL SET-UP

A detailed description of the present institutional set-up is given in Volume
2.

Institutions connected to the energy sector can be separated in three main
groups: The Parliament, policy executing institutions, enterprises and others.

Parliament, Government and Ministries

The Parliament (Seimas) is the highest body of state power in Lithuania. The
parliament has under its legal competence appointed several standing
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committees. A special Committee for energy has not yet been established and
the energy sector is temporarily covered by the State Security Committee.

Govenunent,the highest level of policy executing institutions, is formed by
the Prime Minister and all sector ministers.

The Ministry of Energy is responsible for all questions concerning supply of
energy and relations to other countries in energy questions.

Other ministries such as Ministry of Financial Affairs, Ministry of Construc-
tion and Urbanistics, Ministry for Trade and Industry, and Ministry of
Transport are all involved in problems concerning energy consumption. No
interministerial coordinating committee is institutionalized to coordinate inter
ministerial relations and this is seen as a major deficiency.

Besides the ministries there are committees with relation to the energy sector
such as the Energy Conservation Committee who answers directly to the
Government and with a secretariat - Energy Conservation Directorate. In
reality this commission is not empowered with any competence as a
regulating institution.

Municipalities

The municipalities are also involved in activities related to energy supply
and consumption, mostly within the heating sector. Building standards are
supervised by the municipality and the municipalities are involved in deci-
sions concerning heating in development areas.

Enterprises

Energy supply is handled by several state owned enterprises. Generation of
electric power is provided by Lithuanian State Power System (LSPS) and
Ignalina Nuclear Power Station. Planning and coordination of operation is
the responsibility of LSPS. LSPS furthermore is responsible for transmission
and export of electricity. The authority for contract negotiating with foreign
countries is not clearly separated between Government and LSPS.

Seven regional network utilities are responsible for distribution of electricity.
Formally the regional network utilities are independent of LSPS but in reality
the network utilities have very limited financial autonomy. There are no
financial incentives for the regional network utilities to improve efficiency.

Heat for district heating is produced by LSPS, Siluma and large industries.
LSPS is responsible for distribution of heat in major cities through five
regional heating enterprises. Alytus district heating the sixth regional en-
terprise has lately been separated from LSPS. District heating supply to small
cities is under the responsibility of the state owned enterprise Siluma.

The oil and gas supply is provided by state enterprises (Lietuvos Kuras and
Lietuvos Dujos) but both sectors are now under reconstruction. There is no
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clear separation between the responsibility of the Government and the
enterprises regarding import contracts.

The Energy Law

Since independence the Government has been preparing an Energy Law for
Lithuania.

The draft energy law is now formed as a general energy law defining
objectives as well as functions and assignments of the institutions involved
in the energy sector. This general energy law, which is supposed to pass
parliament in 1993, will be followed by a set of by-laws addressing specific
areas such as electricity, oil, gas, district heating, etc.

Legislation concerning exploration and exploitation of petroleum products
and legislation concerning Ignalina is under preparation.

The legislative process and the present legislation is described and evaluated
in detail in Volume 2.

The Draft Energy Law defines the following objectives for the Lithuanian
energy policy:

- Improved efficiency
- Diversification of energy resources (primary fuels) and sources (countries)
- Promotion of domestic and renewable resources
- Improved reliability in supply of energy
- Improvement of the environment

These are recommended for the future development of the Lithuanian
energy sector. The structure and form of the draft energy law, however, is
still considered to be too centralists and rigid.

It is recommended that the energy law itself should be short, broad, enabling
and generic with greater details contained in instruments such as regulations
and licensing rules subsidiary to the energy law.

A restructuring of the law into the following six parts has been suggested by
the PHARE team and the World Bank team in cooperation:

• Objectives/goals and definitions
• Responsibilities and competencies
• Management and implementation
• Pricing and tarification
• Regulations and supervision and
• Enforcement/penalties.

Further transitory provisions, including time schedule for their
implementation, as well as the relationship between the energy law and
other relevant laws, should be specified.
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8.3 RECOMMENDED INSTITUTIONAL RESTRUCTURING

First Step: Prepare Legislation for Energy Sector

The first important step in the transition of the energy sector in Lithuania is
to establish institutions that can prepare the legislation for the energy sector.

As mentioned, the General Energy Law defining the energy goals as well as
functions and assignments of the institutions in the sector, has been under
preparation for some years. To speed up the adoption of the energy law a
coordinating parliamentary committee on energy has to be established. This
coordinating committee shall be supported by the Ministry of Energy and
therefore further legal expertise should be allocated to the ministry.

To prepare the by-laws and the decrees it is suggested to create ad-hoc
working groups on specific items, representing relevant ministries and
expertise.

To ensure a good coordination within the Government it is suggested to
create a coordinating committee with representatives from the Ministry of
Energy, other ministries, supply enterprises, municipalities and consumers.

Second Step: Empower New Institutional Structure

The second step is to adopt the Energy Law and the by-laws and to
empower the new institutional structure.

It is suggested to strengthen the Ministry of Energy with legal and economic
expertise to support the legislative functions as well as the strategic
functions. Other regulatory and administrative functions, however, should
be separated from the ministry. The most important is price regulation.

With the restructuring of the Ministry of Energy new regulatory and
supervising institutions should be established. Furthermore the enterprises
must be commercialized to improve efficiency and attract capital necessary
for the rehabilitation of the infrastructure.

Suggested Institutional Structure

The suggested institutional structure is presented in Table 8.3a:
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Table 8.3a Suggested institutional Structure

Function

Legislative
and Executive
Control
Institutions

Political
Institutions

Administrative
Institutions

Supervising
Institutions

Price Regula-
tion & Supervi-
sion

Parliament

Price
Committee

Energy Sector
Regulation &
Supervision

Parliament

Ministry of
Energy

Energy
Agency

Supervising
Institutions

Nuclear Safety
Regulation &
Supervision

Parliament

Nuclear Safety
Inspectorate

Environmental
Protection

Parliament

Environmental
Protection Dep-
artment

Price Regulation and Supervision

The price regulation and supervision should be the responsibility of an
independent regulatory committee to be established under the general
energy Law. To support the commercialization of the enterprises in the
energy sector price regulation and supervision must be given to an indepen-
dent institution and the institution should be on a national level to ensure a
uniform administration all over Lithuania. Further description is included in
a specific Project Profile on the topic (see Annex).

Energy Sector Regulation and Supervision

The energy sector regulation and supervision should be the responsibility of
the Government ie the Ministry of Energy. The energy minister must be
responsible to the Seimas for his decisions on energy policy. The
administration and implementation of specific legislation as well as plans and
programmes should be carried out by an Energy Agency (ie administrative
authority).

Energy Agency

It is suggested that an Energy Agency is appointed with the following
functions:

• Practical implementation of energy strategy

• Administration of energy legislation (heat and electricity supply, energy
conservation, energy statistics, oil and gas exploration and production,
Research and Development programme administration)

• Providing information and expert advice to the Government in the field of
energy.
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The Energy Agency could be created by transferring personnel and functions
from LSPS as proposed by the Ministry of Energy in their Plan of Action for
the restructuring of the electricity sector, and from the Energy Conservation
Directorate.

Some competence could be transferred to the municipalities or to specific
institutions with the relevant expertise. The task of regulation and
supervision can, for the transition period, be placed with the Ministry of
Energy and the Energy Agency, until the municipalities have had time to
build up the necessary capacity for the task. This two step approach must be
reflected in the Energy Law and the supplementary legislation.

As basis for these functions an updated national energy database is
necessary. To establish such a database the legal and administrative aspects
in connectin with collection of data, registration, obligations and restrictions
etc has to be clarified.

A Project Profile for establishment of an Energy Information System is
included in the Annex.

Nuclear Safety Regulation

To avoid the problem that considerations regarding need for generation
capacity may have a negative influence on the nuclear safety the nuclear
safety regulation should continuously be the responsibility of an inspectorate
independent of the Ministry of Energy. The Nuclear Safety Inspectorate,
however, does not have sufficient resources and enforcement authority to
perform its mandate adequately, and the resources should be provided.

Enterprises

The organization of the enterprises in the energy sector must be reviewed to
promote commercialization as an important measure to improve the
efficiency in the sector. When commercialised both private and public
ownership can be considered. Management must establish a clear under-
standing of costs associated with production, transmission and distribution of
energy. For this purpose the enterprises need training in accounting,
budgeting and corporate planning, and the billing and collection procedures
must be strengthened. Training of personnel in negotiating long term
contracts also is an important issue. The enterprises must have an
operational autonomy which allows the enterprises to enforce tariffs that can
ensure financial viability.

Electricity, District Heating and Natural Gas must be subject to special
consideration concerning restructuring compared with the oil subsector.

Within the oil subsector competition has been introduced and part of the
subsector is now operating under market conditions. In this part
privitisation could be a measure to attract foreign as well as domestic capital.
Lithuanian Fuel is now being restructured and the possibility of privatisation
should be considered.
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For Electricity, District Heating and Natural Gas the networks are natural
monopolies and shall be regulated as such. It is recommended to ensure a
clear separation between the financial and operational management of these
companies and Ministry of Energy. The companies, however, must operate
within the framework given by the Energy Law, the by-Laws and
concessions.

When the current financial problems are solved and the necessary
management competence is established the DH-companies should be
seperated from LSPS and Siluma as independent companies.

Concessions

The draft general energy law declares that all primary energy resources
extractable from Lithuania underground and the continental shelf of the
Baltic Sea are state-owned, while energy enterprises and objects may be of
any legal ownership with the exception of those of state-wide importance.

The enterprises supplying energy in Lithuania are presently structured as
vertically integrated state owned monopolies.

When energy is transported through networks (electricity, district heating
and natural gas) generally an exclusive monopoly right will be a cost
effective way of organizing the subsectors. Concessions and licenses have
proven to be efficient regulatory tools regarding natural monopolies in the
energy sector in most countries.

Production of electricity and district heating, however, are not natural
monopolies, as several production units often is an optimal solution and
steps could be taken to change the regulation in the power generation from
exclusive monopoly rights to a competitive market.

In Lithuania the efficiency in the power and heating sectors can be improved
substantially by coordinated decisions on investments in combined produc-
tion. To ensure a close coordination between decisions taken by the enter-
prises supplying energy, by individual consumers and by the authorities
(Government and Municipalities) a regulation through concessions will give
the regulating authority the necessary possibility to influence the
development of the sector in accordance with the objectives set by the
Seimas. Therefore it is recommended that for a transition period enterprises
supplying energy should be regulated through concessions given and
supervised by the Ministry of Energy and the municipalities. When the
major investment decisions are taken and the decentralized and commercial
structure has become active, the regulatory system could be decentralized.

Import and export contract relations as well as primary energy resources are
of vital economic importance for Lithuania. The right to import and export
energy and extract resources should therefore in the long term be regulated
according to concessions.
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Pricing and Tarification

When energy is supplied by enterprises with monopoly rights, it is necessary
to protect the consumers against monopoly prices through a price regulation.

The present system in Lithuania has resulted in acute economic problems
and unacceptable behaviour both at suppliers and consumers level as eg
disconnection of industrial consumers, lack of interest in energy saving
measures and build-up in arrears.

The traditional mechanism for regulation in the power and district heating
sectors has been the cost of service regulation ie setting overall revenues
equal to total cost (operating expenses, capital cost) and an allowed rate of
return on the invested capital. The cost of service regulation is a
performance regulation focusing on the outcome. The regulating regime in
some countries is now changing from performance regulation towards incen-
tive regulation.

Performance regulation is quite easy to administrate but does not include an
incentive to control costs for the enterprises as increases in costs can be
passed on to the consumers.

The incentive regulation, (price cap regulation), is developed in the UK and
allows a company to raise its rates on regulated services from a base level by
the change in the retail price including an incentive factor.

Higher energy prices would have two effects on demand: they would
promote energy conservation by reducing the energy intensity of the
economic activity, and they would improve energy efficiency by inducing a
shift in the composition of fuel use. In addition, an appropriate tariff increase
program that allows cost recovery and the profitable operation of energy
suppliers would generate internal funds necessary to help finance
improvements and to open access to future foreign borrowing by energy
companies.

The decision to reform the subsidies and support program should include an
institutional revision designed to make explicit and more transparent the
division of responsibility between Government and enterprises.

Table 8.3b summarizes the recommendations as regards restructuring of the
legal and institutional framework. The recommendations are organized as a
tentative list of actions.
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Table 8.3b Restructuring of Legal and Institutional Framework - Action List for Restructuring

Subject/Area Action Actors Recommendations Prerequisite Implementation

Energy law Define policy Parliament Government
Adopt Strategy Min. of Energy-
Structure energy actors, Energy supply
their responsibilities and companies and
relationships consumers

Energy sector-bylaws Define responsibilities
Concessions and decrees Restructure

administrative systems
Implement efficiency
improvements
Restructure pricing and
budgeting principles

Economic restructuring Clarify and change
national financial flows
Restructure social
security system

Technical standards and Elaborate specifications
approvement
procedures

Training programmes

for local manufacturers
Ensure approvement of
locally produced and
imported equipment

Assess training needs
throughout the entire
energy sector

Government
Min. of Energy
Energy Supply
companies and
Consumers

Parliament
Government
Interministerial
Committee

Min. of Energy
Energy companies
Manufacturers
Technical experts

Min. of Energy
Municipalities
Energy companies
Manufacturers

Reduce state control
Improve possibilities of
commercialization
Clarify and separate
responsibilities

Ensure clear
responsibilities for
decision making and
implementation
Cost regulated systems
Management training
Decentralisation
Commercialization

Change the present
subsidy system
Separate social policy
from energy policy

National policy for
restructuring a
centralised system into
mar'' . t oriented system

National Energy
strategy
Regulatory framework
Restructuring of the
financial sector

National policy for
restructuring and
energy efficiency

1993

1993-1995

Introduce energy Technical expertise
efficient equipment Financial possibilities
Metering and regulation
Building materials
Develop local industries

1994

1993-1995

Training in:
Decision making
Management
Contract negotiations

Consumer organizations Operational strategies
Economic and financial
evaluations
Budgeting and
accounting

Domestic and
international expertise
Willingness
Financing

1993-1997
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Table 8.3b Restructuring of Legal and Institutional Framework - Action List for Restructuring

Subject/Area Action Actors Recommendations Prerequisite Implementation

Energy law Define policy Parliament Government
Adopt Strategy Min. of Energy
Structure energy actors, Energy supply
their responsibilities and companies and
relationships consumers

Energy sector-bylaws Define responsibilities
Concessions and decrees Restructure

administrative systems
Implement efficiency
improvements
Restructure pricing and
budgeting principles

Economic restructuring

Technical standards and
approvement
procedures

Training programmes

Clarify and change
national financial flows
Restructure social
security system

Elaborate specifications
for local manufacturers
Ensure approvement of
locally produced and
imported equipment

Assess training needs
throughout the entire
energy sector

Government
Min. of Energy
Energy Supply
companies and
Consumers

Parliament
Government
Interministerial
Committee

Min. of Energy
Energy companies
Manufacturers
Technical experts

Min. of Energy
Municipalities
Energy companies
Manufacturers

Reduce state control
Improve possibilities of
commercializa tion
Clarify and separate
responsibilities

Ensure clear
responsibilities for
decision making and
implementation
Cost regulated systems
Management training
Decentralisation
Commercialization

Change the present
subsidy system
Separate social policy
from energy policy

Introduce energy
efficient equipment
Metering and regulation
Building materials
Develop local industries

Training in:
Decision making
Management
Contract negotiations

Consumer organizations Operational strategies
Economic and financial
evaluations
Budgeting and
accounting

National policy for 1993
restructuring a
centralised system into
market oriented system

National Energy 1993-1995
strategy
Regulatory framework
Restructuring of the
financial sector

National policy for 1994
restructuring and
energy efficiency

Technical expertise 1993-1995
Financial possibilities

Domestic and 1993-1997
international expertise
Willingness
Financing



Subject/Area Action Actors Recommendations Prerequisite Implementation

Energy Information
System

Prepare Legal Basis Ministry of Energy Data for annual national Legal background

Appoint responsible
organisation

Decide methodology
Establish initial system

Specify administrative
procedures

Energy Agency
Municipalities

Statistical Bureau

Energy Supply
Companies

energy balance

Geographical
dimensions
AH supply companies
included
All consumer categories
included
Annual updating
procedure

Administrative body

Information and
justification towards
suppliers

1994-1998



CONCLUSIONS

9.1 JUSTIFICATION OF STRATEGY AND IMPACTS OF STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION

Geo-Political Character of Strategy

Lithuania and neighbouring countries are experiencing rapid internal and
external change. The country has inherited a technical infrastructure which
exceeds its requirements, but is old and possibly in some respects technically
unsafe. It depends on Russia for almost all its fuel supplies.

In these circumstances there is a tendency to believe that the problems of
adjustment can be solved with heavy investment in new plant and in
extensive modernisation of old plant. A great deal of technical advice and
assistance is offered under a range of cooperation programmes, which
naturally tends to support this view when individual projects are examined
out of the context of an overall analysis.

It is an important general conclusion of this study that heavy investments
are not only unnecessary at this stage, but unlikely to solve many of the
problems which arise inevitably as a result of the geo-political structure of
the region. It is intrinsically difficult to manage the large energy systems in
small countries firmly tied into a giant neighbour. As the problem is of a geo-
political origin the solutions must have a geo-political element.

The general thrust of the strategy proposed is therefore fourfold:

• introduction of commercial relationships and market disciplines.
• least cost rehabilitation of selected, existing infrastructure.
• cooperation among Baltic states to reduce risks.
• negotiation of satisfactory arrangements for supply and support from

Russia whilst preparing to strengthen ties with the West.

The strategy is also in full compliance with the principles of the European
Energy Charter, of which details are now under further discussion with the
Commission of the European Community.

Justification of Strategy

Lithuania, though lacking a significant primary fuel basis, is equipped with
its present technical infrastructure to produce quantities of derived fuels
needed for its domestic and some export markets.

Fuel import dependence, however, remains considerable and most of the
existing energy conversion, transportation and distribution capacities will
have to be improved to meet modern standards in terms of capacity
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performance, technical security and reliability. This therefore requires a
rehabilitation program, which must be evaluated carefully.

The dominating issue on the supply side is the fuel input of the Mazeikiai
refinery and the Ignalina NPP. In the refinery sector Lithuania could and
should maintain its nuclear option, given that substantial nuclear safety
upgrades are performed. The nuclear option is by far the lowest cost source
of electricity generation for Lithuania and prevents the country from using
otherwise needed imported fossil fuels. Its position with respect to fuel
import dependence could be strategically improved by both developing long-
term oil and gas contracts with suppliers and by diversifying supply sources
for crude oil.

Environmental issues should not give rise to larger concerns than in other
European Countries, if the nuclear and the high gasification options were
continued. This would in particular reduce the emissions of SO2 from
combustion of fuel.

It is anticipated that efficiencies in the energy sector would be significantly
enhanced by a plant rehabilitation programme and more efficient end uses.
There remains, however, room for further improvements in conservation,
which can only be stimulated through appropriate price signals, consumer
education and government incentives.

Under all of the studied scenarios, clearly Scenario 5B (low nuclear and low
electricity exports, high gasification, high efficiency scenario), emerges as the
preferred constellation assuming that the moderate reform route is the most
likely one to occur. A high nuclear Scenario (ie a scenario with continued
operation of two reactors) would only be justified, if a substantial export
market with preferable economic terms could be developed for Lithuania,
which would pay for the additional rehabilitation costs needed. In the
absence of scarce resources no substantial investments should be made
unless justified by the demand from the markets.

There is sufficient robustness and flexibility in the proposed strategy built
around Scenario 5B, so that shifts to other demand profiles (fast reforms -
scenarios, slow reforms - scenarios) as well as to other options (high nuclear,
or low gasification scenarios) could be absorbed without excessive costs,
should that become necessary during future years.

Costs for switching from the moderate reforms to the fast reforms scenarios is
in the range of 440-570 million USD for a 25 year horizon between 1990 and
2015, a 21 million USD per year on average. Costs for switching to the slow
reforms scenarios save 20 million USD per year on average. Similarly, the high
nuclear or low gasification scenarios would result in annual cost changes of
+8 and +6 million USD respectively.

Subsector Strategies

The main elements of the strategic conclusions for each subsector are
summarised in the following:
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Electricity Subsector

There is no additional capacity needed up to the year 2000. The nuclear
option should be maintained, provided that nuclear safety upgrades are
completed immediately. Unit #1 of Ignalina should be commissioned until
long-term exports justify re-commissioning. CHP stations should be
rehabilitated to secure 1990 levels. Elektrenai should be rehabilitated to serve
mainly as long-term reserve should unscheduled outages of the nuclear plant
call for it. System rehabilitation, repairs and maintenance in the transmission
network and controls are also needed.

The interconnection within the IPS is needed for short-term reserve and to
provide for export possibilities. A shift to the UCPTE should be made jointly
with the Baltic countries joining the network. After 2000 capacity additions
might become necessary, depending on the pace of economic reforms and
demand development. Repowering of Vilnius CHP, new CCGT construction
in areas where electricity and heat loads exist, repowering of Elektrenai or a
new CCGT plant are possible candidates. From todays viewpoint a larger
CCGT-CHP plant at Vilnius seems preferential, but this decision has to be
examined in the light of the condition prevailing at the end of the decade.

Heat Subsector

Considerable opportunities exist to increase the efficiency of heat production,
distribution and end use. The scenarios assume that significant proportions
of this potential will be realised. This will require a concerted effort by
consumers, the utilities and government agencies. If an Energy Agency is
created it should play a key role in motivating all the parties and overcoming
the information, institutional and financial barriers which exist. Until the
time when all consumers will be individually metered, it may be necessary to
provide grants for insulation to provide some incentive. Recommended low
cost improvement measures for buildings include draught stripping and
insulation of windows in dwellings, and insulation of pitched roofs wherever
possible. More extensive measures for the external fabric can be carried out
along with other building refurbishment, but not otherwise. The building
standards should be revised to incorporate an overall U-value for the
external facade and provide differentiated standards for new buildings and
refurbishment.

The eventual aim for the heat supply and distribution system is to move
towards as low a temperature as possible and a variable flow system. This
will require a phased programme including the following elements.

• replacement of the jet pumps in dwelling blocks with control valves and
pumps;

• maintain the existing pipework in dry condition with adequate drainage,
but when replacement is necessary install larger pipes which can carry a
larger volume, lov/er temperature flow;

• install water meters for the heat supply in dwelling blocks and for large
consumers.
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Future economic management of the system will be improved by transferring
responsibility for the block controls to the same utility who owns the heat
distribution system. Options should be reviewed for providing effective price
signals and conservation incentives to consumers.

Existing boilers, both centralised and industrial, should be refurbished at low
cost to improve burner and boiler efficiency and reduce steam and heat
losses.

New heat only boilers should be installed at Elektrenai and Mazeikiai to
supply heat when the electricity generators are on standby duty. When new
capacity for electricity is required, new CCGT CHP should be considered a
top priority wherever the electrical load can be matched by a heat load.

Oil and Gas Subsector

Domestic Crude Oil production should be encouraged to ensure a level of
45PJ (1 million tonnes) per year. The Single Buoy Mooring facility should be
built as a low cost system to provide security for fuel imports. Long-term
contract arrangements for oil supplies should be developed. The Mazeikai
refinery should be operated mainly to serve the domestic market mainly;
refinery upgrades and capacity use should be made dependent on export
market developments.

In the gas sector, dependence from Russian deliveries are likely to prevail,
given the economic constraints for additional pipelines or LNG shipping.
Long-term contracts with Latvia for use of the underground storage would
reduce potential supply fluctuations.

Renewables

The contribution to be made by renewables in the short to medium term is
likely to be small. The greatest immediate potential exists for mini-hydro and
the renewables strategy recommends specific projects for the rehabilitation
and modernisation of existing mini-hydro plants and for the installation of
some new mini-hydro plant.

In addition, an overall renewables feasibility study is proposed to evaluate in
detail the potential for renewable technologies in appropriate applications.
This study would include a review of the progress and success of other on-
going renewables feasibility and pilot projects in Lithuania. Particular
attention should be given to the outcome of the current projects concerned
with wood chip boilers, geothermal energy, municipal waste incineration and
biogas projects.

Environment

The principal environmental strategy associated with development of the
energy sector concerns the reduction of gaseous emissions, in particular SO^
NOX, particulates (TSP) and CO2. By far the most cost-effective option
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considered for reducing these pollutants is the substitution of natural gas for
HFO in power stations and CHP plant. This gasification strategy should be
supported by the refurbishment/repowering of CHP plants (as opposed to
power only generation) with gas turbine units in order to increase the
efficiency of fuel use and reduce emissions per GJ of energy produced.

In addition, combustion controls, including low NOX burners and boiler
modifications where necessary are recommended for the largest power and
CHP plants ie Elektrenai, Vilnius, Kaunas and Klaipeda. Additional elements
of the environmental strategy include the upgrading of the monitoring
network for radioactive discharges at Ignalina, environmental auditing at
Elektrenai and the larger CHP plants, and institutional strengthening of the
EPD.

Impacts of Strategy Implementation

The macroeconomic impacts from strategy implementation can be sustained
without major disturbances. The total system cost as a percentage of GDP is
in the range of 12 to 17% per year, which is a rather substantial figure
compared with other European countries. The largest proportion of the total
system cost is, naturally, cost for fuels and all of it, with the exception of a
small fraction of domestic oil production and renewables, is imported.

Therefore, with the foreign cost share as over 90% of the total system cost
this is very significant. The energy trade balance for the year 2010, which
takes export and imports into account shows a deficit of 1800 million USD,
which compares to 1,650 million USD in 1990.

All of this foreign cost, (average 1500 million per year), has to be financed
through equivalent amounts of exports, placing a considerable burden on the
industrial and agricultural sector to produce commodities in these quantities
for exports.

To sustain this economic burden, it is therefore absolutely necessary that

• supplying companies can recover costs for production, transportation and
distribution of energy

• energy prices to consumers reflect the true costs of delivered energy and
cross subsidisation is eliminated as soon as possible

• efficiency measures are implemented to the extent possible in the short
term at all levels of consumption

• exporting industries are developed rapidly to generate the required
revenues

• long-term arrangements are negotiated with foreign fuel suppliers to
enhance reliable fuel supplies.
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Other impacts from strategy implementation include those upon the
environment. From the following analysis it is concluded that emissions in
the preferred Scenario 5B would be considerably lower than anticipated in
1990. For the most relevant emissions the figures are presented in Table 9.1a

Table 9.1a Emissions in Scenario 5B

1990

2000

2010

so2
(10't/yeai)

0.27

0.13

0.11

NO,
(lO'J/yeai)

0.14

0.08

0.1

co2
(10't/yeai)

37

18

23

Under the recommended high gasification strategy the introduction of
abatement equipment (with the exception of measures to reduce NOJ or
low-sulphur oil would not be necessary. However, under lower gasification
scenarios it may be necessary to introduce SO2 and particuk.e abatement
technologies and/or low sulphur fuel oil towards the turn of the century,
when economic recovery materialises, to comply with the European
Community standards.

Social impacts of Strategy implementation are not expected to become severe,
if a prudent policy of conviction of energy consumers and "selling" of the
strategy was pursued. The most important issue is the gradual increasing of
energy prices and tariffs to cost covering levels for all consumers. Social
subsidies instead of energy price subsidies should be implemented to ensure
energy payments and compensate for cost escalations, where socially
justified. It is also particularly important for a social consensus on the
strategy to convince the consumers about the appropriate policy actions. This
could be achieved through public debates and information, creating a broad
understanding of the apparent needs for the adoption of the Strategy.

9.2 PROJECT ASSESSMENT AND FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

9.2.1 Project Assessment

Table 9.2a provides a summary assessment of the projects which were
identified in the Strategy. The performance of each project was judged
according to a qualitative scale since a common denominator such as the
monetary value associated with the project effects cannot be constructed.
The rating scales used are as follows:

Cost-
Effectiveness: 1 = Yes 2 = Unsure 3 = No
Environmental
Effects: 1 = Beneficial 2 = Neutral 3 = Detrimental
Supply Security: 1 = Enhancing 2 = Neutral 3 = Reduced
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Environmental effects were rated as beneficial if they contributed to a
reduction of environmental problems damages as against the present
situation or the do-nothing situation, and as detrimental if the opposite holds
true.

Supply security was considered to be enhanced by a project if it contributed
either to an increase of domestic supply or to a reduction of demand. Also if
the effect consisted in a more diversified structure of supply in terms of the
fuel mix or the origin of the supplies it could be considered as positive.
The performance in terms of these criteria and the importance of the project
for supply reliability and the achievement of the restructuring of the energy
sector implied by the strategy led to a prioritization of each individual
project in question as shown in the shaded column of Table 9.2a according
to the following scale:

Project Priority 1 = High 2 = Medium 3 = Reduced

The priority index is understood as an overall rating of each project given
the present state of information.

Also indicated in Table 9.2a are the capital costs together with an indicative
schedule for implementation and, if possible, the envisaged source of
financing.

9.2.2 Financial Implications

The financial requirements are illustrated in Table 9.2b in time intervals of
five years until 2015 for the preferred Scenario 5b (moderate reforms, low
nuclear, high gasification, high efficiency). Unlike the comparison of the net
present value of costs shown in Chapter 6, these are expressed in
undiscounted USD at 1990 constant prices. Thus they provide an overview of
the cost profile over the planning period until 2015 for which financing
needs to be found in due time. Costs arising on the demand side eg for the
insulation of buildings are not included in these cost profiles, because it is
understood that these are to be financed by the consumers themselves.

The salient facts of this comparison are summarized below:

• Total investment costs amount to approximately USD 2,300 million.1 The
bulk of these costs, ie more than 72%, occur after the year 2000, which is
a reflection of the overcapacity presently existing in Lithuania.

The costs are not fully comparable to those given in Chapter 6, where in some cases
only cost differentials between the various cases and not absolute costs were accounted for.
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Table 9.2a Project Assessment Summary

No. Description Capital Cost- Effects on Supply Priority Implementation Financing
Costs Effective- Environment Security Period
Mill. USD ness

Remarks

ELECTRICITY SECTOR

1 TECHNICAL AUDIT

2 NUCLEAR SAFETY UPGRADES

3 PUMPED STORAGE HYDRO PLANT
- PHASE 1. 3rd UNIT (200 MW)

-PHASE 1,4th UNIT (200 MW)

4 THERMAL PLANT REFURBISHMENT
PROGRAMME:
a) ELEKTRENAI

b)CHP

5 THERMAL PLANT REPOWERING
PROGRAMME:

a) Vilnius 3 (100 MW)

b) Kaunas (18 MW)

0.3

136

2.4

35

300

30

50

1 ASAP

1 1994/1995

1 1993/1994

2 2000/2010

proposed:
EC, Phare Programme

EBRD: 25 Mill. USD
further funds to be
sought

LSPS

LSPS

.1 1993/2000 to be sought

1 1993/2000 to be sought

1 1994/2000 to be sought

2 1995/2000 to be sought

Necessary to provide information
for least cost planning

Prerequisite for operation

Cost-effective against any other
alternative to provide peak power;
improves reliability and grid stability
at modest costs.
Unit 4 contingent on peak power supply
agreements with neighbouring countries.

Required as reserve capacity; Measure
to be taken should be based on Technical
Audit
Essential to maintain efficient
operation of CHP; extent dependent on
detailed cost estimate

Efficiency benefits; also repowering
Vilnius 3 leads to cost savings in O&M
and fuel costs of about USD 60 million
(NPV1990) as against the alternative,
repowering Elektrenai.

6 NEW COMBINED CYCLE GAS TURBINE 340
PLANT (300 - 450 MW)

7 NETWORK EQUIPMENT UPGRADE unknown
PROGRAMME

8 SCADA UPGRADE PROGRAMME 5

2 after 2000

ASAP

1995/2000

to be sought

LSPS
from revenues

proposed: World Bank
Power Sector Investment
Programme

Most economic alternative
for system expansion in
comparison to other power
plant types according to
present information
Measure to be taken should
be based on Technical Audit

prerequisite before joining UCPTE or
NORDEL power exchange agreements;
expected annual benefits up to USD 4
millions
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Table 9.2a Project Assessment Summary (Continued)

No. Description

HEATSECTOR

1 DEMAND SIDE

BUILDINGS

a) Retrofitting/Insulation of
Old Buildings

b) Renovation of old buildings

c) Improved Insulation of New
Buildings

HEAT SUPPLY

a) Introduction of Metering
and Controls

b) Industrial Boilers and Steam

Capital
Costs
Mill. USD

10

unknown

unknown

83

7

Cost-
Effective-
ness

1/3

unknown

unknown

1

1

Effects on
Environment

1

1

1

1

1

Supply
Security

1

1

1

1

1

Priority

1

2

1

1

1

Implementation
Period

ASAP

1993-2010

ASAP

ASAP

ASAP

Financing

by consumers supported by
incentives

by consumers supported by
incentives
by consumers supported by
incentives

by consumers and heat .
suppliers

to be sought

Remarks

Insulation of window/walls economic
(payback 1-2 years); limited
cost-effective potential for roofs
only cost-effective when buildings
undergo total renovation
new buildings should comply with
improved standards to be introduced

payback period 3-4 years

payback period 3-9 years

2 SUPPLY SIDE

DISTRICT HEATING NETWORKS
Network Improvements 100

HEAT ONLY BOILERS IMPROVEMENTS

a) New Boilers at
- Elektrenai 10
- Mazeikiai 10

b) Existing Boilers 0.5

CHP PLANTS

New CCGT CHP (300 MW) 240

1995/2005

1 ASAP
1 ASAP

1 ASAP

after 2000

to be sought

to be sought
to be sought

to be sought
proposed: World Bank

Cost-effective only when replacing old
pipes after expiry of their useful life

Based on preliminary findings, payback
period is less than two years

As an alternative to system expansion
with CCGT in condensing mode
(see electricity sector, section 7.3.2)
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Table 9.2a Project Assessment Summary (Continued)

No. Description Capital Cost- Effects on Supply Priority Implementation Financing
Costs Effective- Environment Security Period
Mill. USD ness

Remarks

OIL SECTOR

1 REGIONAL OIL PRODUCTS
MARKET STUDY

2 ONSHORE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
including pipeline to Mazeikiai

3 LOW COST CRUDE OIL IMPORT
FACILITY (Single Buoy Mooring)

4 USE OF EXISTING OIL PRODUCTS
EXPORT TERMINALS AT KLAIPEDA AND
VENTSPILS

5 UPGRADE OF THE MAZEIKIAI REFINERY

0.5

360

95

10

1 ASAP

ASAP

1 ASAP

to be sought

Joint Venture:
Gargzdai State Oil
International Oil
Company

to be sought

- to be negotiated

Prerequisite for further
gas and oil sector
development

In terms of the economic return, the
solution including a pipeline, although
burdened by higher costs of USD 100
millions, turns out to be more
profitable: NPV is USD 50 million
higher after ten years of production

Cost-effective in
comparison to extension of
Klaipeda port (estimated
costs: USD 200 million) on
the assumption that this
facility will not be used
for an extended period

contingent on refinery development;
least cost solution if exports for
Mazeikiai refinery products aro secured

- contingent on results of market study

6 DEVELOPMENT OF STRATEGIC CRUDE 75
OIL RESERVES AT MAZEIKIAI
REFINERY

7 REPLACEMENTS UPGRADE OF OIL 40
PRODUCT STORAGE

8 FILLING STATION REPLACEMENT 5

2 1995/2005 Private Sector

2 1995/2005 Private Sector

capital costs include value of oil
stored (approx. USD 50 million); present
product storage should be replaced by
crude oil storage; proceeds from sale of
products will reduce capital costs
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Table 9.2a Project Assessment Summary (Continued)

No. Description

GAS SECTOR

Capital
Costs
Mill. USD

Cost-
EHective-
ness

Effects on
Environment

Supply
Security

Priority Implementation
Period

Financing Remarks

1 GAS DISTRIBUTION EXPANSION

2 IMPORT/EXPORT GAS METERS

3 DOMESTIC GAS METERS

4 LONG TERM GAS CONTRACTS

50

10

15

0.1

2 1995/2005 proposed: World Bank

2 1995/2000

1 ASAP

ERBD: Kaliningrad;
Latvia/Belarus: to be
sought

,2 1995/2005 Domestic Gas Company

to be sought

contingent on gas tariff increase to
cover costs and results of market study

Internal Rate of Return >
10% assuming savings of
>100 n\3/a per connection
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Table 9.2a Project Assessment Summary (Continued)

No. Description Capital Cost- Effects on Supply Priority Implementation Financing
Costs Effective- Environment Security Period
Mill. USD ness

Remarks

RENEWABLES

1 NEW SMALL HYDRO PLANTS 10

2 RENOVATION OF EXISTING HYDRO
PLANTS

3 FEASIBILITY STUDY ON RENEWABLES 0.5

site
specific

unknown site
specific

n.a.

2 1995/2005

2 1995/2005

2 ASAP

Private Sector
to be sought

Private Sector
to be sought

to be sought

Contingent upon project screening and
investment plans

Contingent upon project screening and
investment plans

ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS
(excludes projects mentioned under other sectors)

1 COMBUSTION CONTROLS IN POWER 11
STATIONS AND CHP

2 ENVIRONMENTAL AUDITS 0.5

3 REVIEW OF OIL HANDLING AND WASTE 1
WATER TREATMENT AT MAZEIKIAI

4 INSTITUTIONAL STRENGTHENING OF
EPD

1.2 n.a.

1 1993/2000 to be sought

1 1993/1995 to bo sought

1 1993/1995 to be sought

1 1993/1995 to be sought

Mainly justified for environmental
reasons

Mainly justified for environmental
reasons

Mainly justified for environmental
reasons

Mainly justified for environmental

Total Capital Costs (approximately) 1818

Legend:
Cost-Effectiveness
Effects on Environment
Effects on Supply Security
Priority

1 = Yes
1 = Beneficial
1 = Enhanced Security
1 = High

2 = Unsure
2 = Neutral
2 = Neutral
2 = Medium

3 = No
3 = Detrimental
3 = Reduced Security
3 = Reduced

n.a. = not applicable
- = must await more information
ASAP = as soon as possible
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TABLE 9.2b: COSTS IMPLIED BY THE STRATEGY

SCENARIO 5B: MODERATE REFORMS, LOW NUCLEAR, HIGH GASIFICATION, HIGH EFFICIENCY

(Million USD in 1990 constant prices)

YEARS 1995-2000 2000-2005 2005-2010 2010-2015 2015 TOTAL

INVESTMENT COSTS

SUBSECTOR

Electricity Sector
Heat Sector
Oil Sector
Gas Sector
Renewables

TOTAL INVESTMENT COSTS

Approximate NPV in 1990
Discount Rate 10%
Annuity 1)

180.4
101.5
315.0

25.0
5.0

627
27.6%

306.7
73.6

578.0
44.0

420.0
50.0
41.0

1,133
49.8%

344.2
206.7

225.0
40.0

0.0
0.0

72.0

337
14.8%

63.6
246.3

80.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

18.0

98
4.3%

11.5
257.8

70.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

70
3.1%

6.5
266.0

1,133.4
195.5
735.0
75.0

136.0

2,265
100.0%

740.3

49.8%
8.6%

32.3%
3.3%
6.0%

YEARS 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015

OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND FUEL COSTS

Supply
Conversion (Refinery)
Power Generation
Co-Generation
HOB

Transmission/Distribution

TOTAL O&M AND FUEL COSTS

Exports

NET OPERATING COSTS
(O&M AND FUEL)

1,162
54
91
22
39
4

1,372

360

1,012

1,495
54

104
25
41

8

1,727

434

1,293

1,831
53

109
24
43
9

2,067

500

1,567

2,166
52

113
22
44

9

2,406

566

1,840

2,502
51

118
21
46
10

2,746

632

2,114

YEARS 1995-2000 2000-2005 2005-2010 2010-2015 2015

AVERAGE ANNUAL TOTAL COS 1,226 1,636 1,950 2,235 2,380
(NET OPERATING COSTS AND
AVERAGE ANNUAL CAPITAL COSTS)

of which:
O&M and Fuel Costs 94.0%' 87.4% 87.4% 88.5% 88.8%
Annuities on Capital Costs 6.0% 12.6% 12.6% 11.5% 11.2%

1) Annuity calculation based on the following assumptions:
Discount rate 10%
Useful Lifetime of Investment 20 Years

Note:
Demand side investments by consumers not considered:
NPV = USD 905 million C:\LITH\WQ1\COSTS\CASHFLO1 .W
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The majority of the costs are to be incurred for the electricity sector (50%),
followed by the oil sector (32%). If, based on a deeper insight into the
economics of renewable projects, these turn out to be feasible, their share
in total financial costs would amount to 6%.

Based on an average useful lifetime of the projects of 20 years, the
equivalent annuity payments, ie the average debt service payments in the
case of a total outside financing assuming a real interest rate of 10%,
would build up from approximately USD 75 million during 1995-2000 to
USD 266 million at the end of the planning period.

Yet, in comparison to the operation costs including fuel costs, the burden
imposed on the country by the envisaged investment is comparatively
low. Operating costs account for some 94 % to 87 % of total annual cost
over the whole period.

Nevertheless, given the present state of the economy, the weak financial
status of the energy companies, and the limited government budget, the
majority of the projects will, at least in the short term, will have to come
from outside financing in the form of foreign loans (preferably at soft
conditions) and foreign grants as well as from private investments.
Domestic financing in the form of equity investment and loans would
most likely play only a minor role for the next few years until economic
growth picks up again and the financial sector will have developed.

It is estimated that about two thirds of the investments of USD2,300
million, ie in the order of USD 1,500 million, could be financed through
agreements with the World Bank, the European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development, the European Investment Bank and the Nordic
Investment Bank. The remaining USD 800 million are assumed to be
financed by domestic sources, mostly from the government of Lithuania.

The latter financing component will mainly be needed to cover
expenditures for locally produced equipment and services and the civil
engineering parts.

As most of the financial requirements come from operating tor which in
general foreign financing at comparatively soft conditions will not be
available, it is even more essential that the companies acting in the energy
sector as suppliers or distributors, should be placed in a position to
recover current costs from internally generated funds by granting them
adequate tariffs. This would also predictably be a precondition of any
engagement of bilateral and multilateral donors to provide both technical
and financial assistance in restructuring and developing the energy sector.

9.3 ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

Recommendations as regards the legal and institutional structure of the
Lithuanian energy sector should be seen in the context of the entire energy
system ie from exploration and extraction of energy resources through
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conversion and transportation of fuels and energy products to end use
consumption/requirements of different energy services.

The main objective behind the recommended restructuring is:

• to establish a legal and institutional structure ensuring a development of
the Lithuanian energy situation in accordance with the defined policy
goals on energy efficiency,diversification of resources,promotion of
domestic and renewable resources,reliability and environmental
improvement

The restructuring process should cover all the phases from the present
technical,economic and institutional situation in Lithuania to a future market
oriented situation. This requires a structure which is characterized by a
strategic overview, flexibility and effective revision- and follow up
mechanisms.

During the restructuring process decision makers,administrators and imple-
menting organizations should be trained in decision making and evaluation
of different options presented to them by experts as decision basis. Further a
continuous updating of the decision basis will be required as the
technical,organizational and economic system changes according to imple-
mentation of the national strategy plan.

It is recommended to establish an institutional structure where responsi-
bilities are clearly allocated. On the other hand the structure should
stimulate new initiatives within all levels and sectors of the energy system.
Too rigid decisions as regards the future organization of the energy sector
might damage development of free initiatives.

A supervision structure ensuring that initiatives are carefully evaluated in
relation to policy objectives, national economy and commercial principles is
essential to a successful developrnentThe establishment of an Energy Agency
under the Ministry of Energy responsible for administration and practical
implementation of the national energy strategy is recommended.Initiatives at
different levels from different actors of the energy sector should be
coordinated and compared to the national policy goals Further operational
guidelines for actors within different parts of the system should be
elaborated.

In Table 9.3a some specific recommendations within the different energy
sectors represented at different levels of the energy system are given.

9.4 THREATS AND OPPORTUNITIES

The recommended strategy is based upon satisfying a number of criteria and
is preferred on the basis of its expected results. To demonstrate the
robustness of the strategy it is also necessary to examine the threats and
opportunities; that is:
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• under what circumstances might uncertain future events lead to the
decisions taken now turning out to have been wrong?

• what actions can be taken to increase the probability of success of the
strategy?

The main uncertainties surrounding the development and implementation of
the strategy are summarised in Table 9.4a. It is clear that many future
economic and political developments, which are inherently unpredictable,
could threaten the feasibility of the recommended strategy. Nevertheless, it is
also clear from the table that the GoL can take many actions to reduce the
risk of taking the wrong decisions and ensure that each major decision is
preceded by a review of the relevant elements of the strategy. Planning for
uncertainty must be a continuing process, particularly while the economy is
in a state of rapid transition.

The strategy has avoided recommending expensive investments unless the
requirement is clearly demonstrated and cost-effective. Nevertheless, the do
nothing option is the worst cost case for all scenarios. The actions
recommended will therefore reduce the overall cost of energy supply while
carrying out the necessary modernisation of the energy sector.

The recommended strategy might be compared to a strategy of a "do-
nothing-situation", ie a situation where no strategic decision was taken.
Such a strategy would closely be developed around scenario 4B ie a high
nuclear, low gas, low efficiency scenario, if a moderate reform path
materialised. The accumulated costs over the 25 year horizon 1990-2015
would exhibit an increase of 500 million USD, equal to an annual average of
20 million USD, compared to scenario 5B.

It is however questionable whether under a "do-nothing-situation" a
moderate pace of economic reforms could be achieved. Very likely in a "do-
nothing-situation" is a retarding effect on the economy, which together with
other deficiencies may result in a slow reform path. The accumulated
growth losses between the moderate and slow reform paths are estimated at
30-46 billion USD.

In addition, in a "do-nothing-situation" accumulated emissions of SO2 would
be approximately 50% higher and also NOX and SO2 emissions would be
significantly higher due to a larger oil consumption.
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Table 9.3a Organisational Structure

ENERGY SYSTEM
LEVEL

Exploration and
extraction of
national resources

Refining

National fuel sto-
rage

Transport of fuels

Electricity and heat
production

ENERGY
SECTOR

OU
Gas

Renewables

OU
Gas

OU
Gas
Nuclear

Oil

Gas

Electricity

Heat

SUBSECTOR
ELEMENT

Ofshore and onshore
activities

Geothermal
Biomass(wood')
Hydro power

Mazeikiai

New central storage
facilities for oil and
gas

Road and railway
transport

Oilpipe-system

National gas
transmission system

Large units
-Nuclear
-Condensing
-Extraction CHP

Medium/small units
-CHP
-Hydro power
-Industrial

CHP - plants

Boiler plants

Industrial surplus
production

Geothermal plants

RECOMMENDATIONS

According to law the extractable resour-
ces are state owned
A policy on extraction should be formu-
lated and concessions for extraction
defined

Private and public initiatives should be
promoted and supported.
Guidelines and environmental criteria
might be specified.

Commercial principles should be applied
A regional market analysis should form
the basis for a technicaLeconomic and
managerial restructuring.

A national policy on short-,medium-,and
longterm fuel storage should be formula-
ted
The Min.of Energy should be
responsible for storage of national fuel -
reserves

Private initiatives and market mecha-
nisms should be given opportunities

Natural Monopoly
State owned or semi public organization.
Pricing supervised by Committee

Obligation to ensure electricity supply
Load dispatc system
Regional and international relationsships
Public or semipublic entreprice
Commercial management principles
Pricing supervised by Committee

Private,public (Municipal) or semipublic
enterprices
Commercial management principles.
Should be ensured access to the electrici-
ty marked on competiting principles

No monopolistic national heat
production company
Private,public or semipublic enterprices
on commercial principles.
Access to heat marked on competiting
principles or according to political
priorities specified in a national energy
strategy.
Prices to be supervised by Committee.
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ENERGY SYSTEM
LEVEL

Transmission of
Energy

Distribution
systems

Individual heat
production

House installations

ENERGY
SECTOR

Electricity

Heat

Electricity

Heat

Gas

Oil boilers

Gas boilers

Electric boilers

Coal/coke

Heat

Electricity

Gas

SUBSECTOR
ELEMENT

National transmission
system

Local or
regional transmission
pipelines

Local
distribution compa-
nies

Installations
in private or public
buildings
appartment houses
etc.

Electric appliances.
Heat and gas
installations

RECOMMENDATIONS

Natural monopoly
Similar recommendation as for gas trans-
mission system

Private, public (municipal)or semipublic
enterprices
Based on commercial management prin-
ciples
Similar recommendation as for heat
production

Private, semipublic or public (municipal)
enterprices.Could be intergrated "energy
companies"
Similar recommendation as for heat pro-
duction

Installations owned by house or flat

owners.
Gas and electricity prices superviced by
Committee.
Oil and coal prices free marked prices

In principle recommendation for these
systems should be similar to those for in-
dividual heat production units.
However it might be considered to tra-
nsfer ownership and responsibility for
heat and gas installations to the dis-
tribution companies at least for a
transition period.
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Table 9.4a Tlireats and Opportunities in the Recommended Strategy

Future Uncertainties Threats Opportunities; actions to reduce
risks

Pace of economic recovery slow recovery reduces need for
capacity but also reduces ability to
pay for imports

Energy efficiency
improvements

fast recovery

substantial efficiency improvements
assumed in scenarios may not occur

Electricity exports export demand may not recover,
prices may not fully recover costs

avoid commitment to high cost
investments over next few years

earlier capacity additions than
expected

monitor energy intensity indicators
for each sector, establish appropriate
market price signals and incentives,
strengthen agencies for disseminating
technical know-how and financing
for energy efficiency

avoid planning capacity only to serve
export demand, improve contractual
basis of trade with neighbouring
countries, develop integrated
approach to trade in all products

Terms of trade in energy all export products (ie electricity and cooperation among Baltic States,
products petroleum products) depend on integrated approach to strengthening

Russian imports; Russia has trading terms with Russia while
comparative advantage in all regional further developing trading business
product markets with the European Community and

other countries

Reserve capacity far
electricity

operational loss of Ignalina requires
large spinning reserve

Where to invest in CHP preferred investment in Vilnius 3
and electricity may not be least cost

Viability of district
heating system

Markets far refinery
products

Financial viability of
utilities

Overall: recommended
strategy

poor service quality may lead to
consumers disconnecting, further
worsening the financial viability of
district heating

refinery products may become
uncompetitive in the domestic and
regional markets

non-payment by consumers,
revenues not recovering full cost

all the above

negotiate trade in services with IPS,
Lithuania buys reserve capacity and
sells frequency control

undertake feasibility study covering
all options (Vilnius, new site or
Elektrenai) before selecting least cost
option, carry out technical audit

provide incentives for consumers to
stay connected through price signals,
ensure all consumers pay for heat
and at full cost

regional cooperation, trading
relations with Russia, consider
protecting the domestic market with
import tariffs on products

strengthen institutional and legal
basis, introduction of management
disciplines, commercial relationships
and market disciplines

strategy to be revised periodically,
technical assistance in strategy
planning and implementation
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P.P. ELECTRICITY-1

PROJECT PROFILE

TECHNICAL AUDIT PROGRAMME

Objective:

To affect direct reductions in imported energy, enhance the reliability of the
existing electric power system and more effectively utilise available capacity.

Description:

The project is conceived as a Technical Audit of the total electrical power
system, including generation, transmission, distribution and energy
utilization. Within this audit approach the first priority is to reduce technical
losses resulting from operational modes and maintenance procedures. Design
practices will also be icviewed where they have an impact on loss reduction
and improve the quality and reliability of supply.

In generation the emphasis is on identifying and reducing production costs.
Similarly in transmission and distribution the audit will concentrate on
voltage and VAR control as a means to contain losses. In the overall
operation of the power system the policies and procedures for economic
operation will be examined. Generator unit commitment and reserve policies
will be critically examined, together with the techniques applied for hourly
and daily prediction of load demand.

The technical audit will also address the efficiency of energy utilization by
electricity consumers. Load research and load management analyses will be
conducted. The former will establish the character of load demand by
geographic area and consumer category. Load management studies will be
particularly directed towards identifying opportunities for energy
conservation, peak load reduction and optimization of end-uses of electricity.

Finally, the audit will address those issues which impact directly on fixed
asset cost assessment in planning the development of the power system.
Attention will focus on formal methods and procedures of forecasting load
demand in the medium and long term and risk analysis to assess the
probable costs of underpinning or overplanning. The methods applied in
assessing risk and uncertainty will take account of the uncertain nature of
demand and the randomness of generation availability due to unexpected
failure or outage.

Justification:

The products of this exercise can be developed as a series of proposals to
progressively replace technically inadequate plant and equipment, and make
other improvements that achieve assigned economic efficiency objectives. It is
expected that some of these proposals could become candidates for
incorporation into an Aid Program for investment in the electricity sub-
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sector. Gains in the overall efficiency of the sub-sector arising from
implementing proposals, including both supply and consumption, would
result in direct reductions in imported energy and improvements in the
national economy.

Cost and Financing:

It is estimated that this project can be undertaken for about USD300,000,
with funding through the CEC PHARE Program as an extension of the
Energy Strategy Study.

Implementation:

Applying a joint participation methodology, between LSPS and Consultant,
for organizing and manning the Project this Project can be completed within
six months, with the active part, the Analysis Phase, undertaken within ten
weeks. The Project would be undertaken as twelve Tasks, the detailed scope
of which is provided in Volume II.

To undertake the work will require careful and detailed planning and
scheduling of the tasks to be performed. It is estimated that 600 man-days of
effort are required by LSPS and 240 man-days by the Consultant. The
technical audit should proceed immediately upon approval, and before any
new upgrade work is undertaken.
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P.P. ELECTRICITY-2
PROJECT PROFILE

NUCLEAR SAFETY UPGRADES

Objective:

At present the Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant is, and in the future has to
remain a viable component of the energy sector of Lithuania. The economic
conditions and lack of viable alternatives demand its continual operation.
Therefore, it is vitally important developing, as soon as possible, the safety
enhancements reducing the risks associated with the continuous operation of
the Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant. At the moment of preparing this study,
there is no finally accomplished programme for the safety improvements of
this Nuclear Power Plant, encompassing the short-term measures and the
long-term in-depth upgradings. In 1994 having accomplished the
international project "Safety and Design Solutions and Operation of NPP
with RBMK Reactors", and the bilateral Lithuanian-Swedish project
"Barselina" on probabilistic safety analysis of the Ignalina Nuclear Power
Plant reactors, the above mentioned programme has to be prepared.
However, before a successful completion of these project, the EBRD already
indicated preparing the first plan of the most urgent measures for near term
technical and operational safety improvements (Table No.l).

At this time, there are no plan of measures for a profound reconstruction.
However, it is foreseen to prepare it by the end of 1994. Evidently, the long-
term energy consumption is rather low. This situation is extremely
favourable in accomplishing material reconstructions for the first unit and for
the second one a bit later, by shutting down the reactors for a considerably
long period of time.

Justification:

All the measures just mentioned above, will cause increasing NPP reliability
and total safety considerably.

Cost and Financing:

For implementing the measures mentioned above, approximately 30 million
USD is needed. The EBRD has proposed to fund 25 million USD, and the
rest is expected from other grants, whether it will be financed from internal
sources.

Implementation:

All the measures mentioned, are foreseen, to be implemented within one
year, ie, by September 1994. The implementation has to be accomplished by
the NPP personnel who should be instructed and trained by the companies
suppliers.
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Table 1 Near Term Safety Improvements

Item Operational Safety Improvements

A-l Pressure boundary in-service inspection

A-l.l Steam separator and primary circuit visual inspection equipment

A-1.2 Ultrasonic in-service inspection equipment for steam separators, pipes and
bolted connections

A-1.3 Ultrasonic in-service inspection equipment for reactor channels

A-1.4 Radiographic inspection equipment

A-2 Maintenance and measurement equipment, and tools assuring safe and
reliable repairs of urgent safety systems

A-2.1 Special tools and measurement equipment for maintenance

A-2.2 Emergency spent fuel pond leakage repairs equipment

A-3 Spent fuel dry storage containers

A-3.1 Manipulators for spent fuel handling cell

A-3.2 Spent fuel dry storage containers

A-3.3 Cementation facility for spent ion-exchange resins

A-4 Radioprotection and environment monitoring systems upgrading

A-5 Design documentation upgrading

A-6 Compact simulator

B-l Improving reactor power control and reactivity excursion prevention

B-l.l Improvement of the fast acting shut-down system

B-1.2 Safety system to trip reactor in case of low flow

B-1.3 Additional neutronic instrumentation and protection system

B-1.4 Upgrading the data processing computer system (TITAN)

B-1.5 Additional protection system (low reactivity margin)

B-2 Preserving the pressure boundary integrity

B-2.1 Seal rings for fuel channel and flow measurement devices

B-2.2 Seismic upgrading of safety related equipment
Phase 1: Seismic Detection Equipment
Phase 2: Seismic upgrading of safety related equipment

B-2.3 Backfitting of the confinement

B-2.4 Hydrogen monitoring system

B-3 Improving fuel cooling in normal operation, transient and accident conditions

B-3.1 Equipment for emergency core cooling system

B-4 Accident Management System

B-4.1 Reactor Cavity venting

B-5 Fire Protection equipment
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P.P. ELECTRICITY-3
PROJECT PROFILE

COMPLETION OF KRUONIS PHASE 1 3rd UNIT
PUMPED STORAGE HYDROPLANT

Objective:

Completion Phase 1 3rd Unit of Kruonis Pumped Storage Hydroplant, by the
addition of one 200MW units to give a total installed capacity of 600MW.

Description:

Stage 1 comprised 4x200MW units, and the first two units are in commission
viath a third 200MW unit being prepared for star-up in 1994. Civil works for
the fourth unit are already in place. The upper reservoir is adequate for
Stage 1 (800MW) water storage, and penstocks are complete. The plant
operates under a head of 100m and has storage per day, based on 600MW x
0.20 capacity factor for pumping. The Francis turbines have a round-trip
efficiency of 73%. With the completion of the third Unit of Phase 1 the plant
operating at an assumed capacity factor of 0.15 will provide 0.8TWh/a of peak
energy at the expense of l.lTWh of off-peak energy.

Justification:

The plant was planned to take up peak loads and compensate for high
voltage under night-time light load conditions. It can act quickly (within 5s)
to stabilize frequency and provides short-term generation reserve for the loss
of the largest generator (750MW) on the network. It can function as a
synchronous condensor, and in off peak (pumping periods) will absorb
reactive power and thus limit the voltage rise on the 330kV network.

Cost and Financing:

The cost for completing the installation of the third unit currently is
estimated at 3.0 Million USD.

Implementation:

As the third unit of Stage 1 can be completed for a modest marginal cost,
and the plant has many obvious benefits, it is recommended that it is
completed without any undue delay. Provided work continues without
interruption the installation can be completed by 1994.
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P.P. ELECTRICITY-4
PROJECT PROFILE

THERMAL PLANT REFURBISHMENT PROGRAMME

Objective:

Life extension of conventional thermal power plant to a practical life of 45
years. The objective is to rehabilitate CHP units at Vilnius, Kaunas, Mazeikiai
and Klaipeda and to achieve upto 1500MW of other plant in a condition fit to
act as cold reserve to cover long-term outages of Ignalina, of which 300MW
should be in a condition to act as hot reserve. Candidate plants are those
that have been in commission for greater than 20 years, and were operated
(in 1990) to balance energy demand and provide reserve capacity according
to economic dispatch criteria.

Description:

Refurbishment is proposed for all highly stressed pressure and temperature,
steam boiler/turbine equipment and components, including piping and
pressure relief devices, as a minimum action to ensure safe and reliable
operation. Where practical according to cost, additional refurbishment
actions should be taken to restore design performance, efficiency and
availability. These measures should include instrumentation and control
(I&C) system upgrade, design changes to enhance operating flexibility and
changes to burners to reduce emissions.

Justification:

Most conventional thermal plant has been in commission for longer than 20
years, and this includes all units at Elektrenai and all CHP plant with the
exception of the Vilnius 3 units. Refurbishment is proposed to ensure 1990
levels of production and reliability until new plant can be added to the
generation inventory. The justification should be based on a Technical Audit
to determine the economics of refurbishment within a generation expansion
plan, and the changing role of existing plant in reliably meeting demand at
minimum operating cost.

Cost and Financing:

It is expected that refurbishment can be financed by a Power Investment
Programme through international loan contracts. Costs are estimated at
between USD100-200 per kW of installed capacity, and a budget limit should
be set at about USD300 million (the cost may be substantially less than this
since cold reserve requirements are much less onerous than list reserve, and
alternative reserve may be available through the IPS).
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Implementation:

The refurbishment programme should be implemented over a 5-year period,
and based on a Technical Audit for plant selection. Sequencing of work
should be organised to avoid minimize outages in periods of high demand.
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P.P. ELECTRICITY-5
PROJECT PROFILE

THERMAL PLANT REPOWERBSfG PROGRAMME

Objective:

To provide new life and increased capacity to obsolescent or ageing
conventional steam-turbine plant, by combining gas-turbine generators and
waste recovery boilers with gas-turbine generators and waste recovery
boilers with existing steam-turbines to form a combined-cycle plant.

Description:

Conversion of candidate plants to combined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT)
operation, in which exhaust-gas heat is recovered to drive a steam-turbine
generator unit. This conversion is limited to steam-turbines of the
condensing type, in which the existing generators are repowered with gas-
turbines, and existing boilers are replaced with a waste heat recovery boiler.
In plants of this type the output of the steam-turbine may be approximately
half that of the gas turbine, and efficiency can exceed 50% compared to 32-
38% efficiencies of conventional plants.

Prime candidates for conversion are the CHP units at Vilnius 3 as they are
likely to attract a higher load factor than the condensing plant at Elektrenai.
The convention boilers could be dismantled and replaced by a waste heat
recovery boiler to supply the refurbished steam turbines. A similar
conversion might be possible at Elektrenai

Justification:

The marginal efficiency of electricity generation achieved in a gas turbine
retro- fitted to a steam turbine is very high and therefore the unit cost of the
incremental generation is low.

Cost and Financing:

As with refurbishment, prepowering can be financed as part of a Power
Investment Programme through international contracts. Costs are estimated
at between USD400-500 per kW of new installed capacity.

Implementation:

Repowering can be implemented over 3 years. The practical sequence is to
complete all essential steam turbine refurbishments before commencing the
repowering.
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P.P. ELECTRICITY-6
PROJECT PROFILE

NEW COMBINED-CYCLE THERMAL PLANT

Objective:

Addition of new baseload capacity on a "greenfield" site. This project is
presented for completeness, but it is not considered a first priority in the
expansion programme post 2000.

Description:

CCGT plant benefit from low unit capital cost per kW and high thermal
efficiencies compared to conventional condensing plant. They are reliant on
gas which may be expensive or may not be available. They can be built
quickly and staged development can usually be made at marginal cost, and
without prejudice to power system operations, so this can provide flexibility
in expanding generation capacity.

Justification:

At a point within the study horizon it may be necessary to install new plant,
and combined-cycle gas turbine (CCGT) plants is a possible solution for fast-
track (36-month) development of new "clean" and efficient generating
capacity. A new CCGT can thus be built at any time to meet tactical or
strategic objectives. Similarly, the economic comparison of alternatives may
suggest that the "least-cost" strategy is to construct a new CCGT plant rather
than repower an existing plant.

Cost and Financing:

Funding can be soft loans through Aid Agencies, underwritten by
Government and repaid by the Utility, or, alternatively, private venture
capital can be sought - a developing trend as Electricity Supply is privatised.
Aid funds are usually limited to foreign cost. Capital costs are in the band
USD640-750 per kW of installed capacity, the lower figure for an unstaged
plant. On this basis a 450MW Stage 1 CCGT capital cost is likely to be about
USD340 million.

Implementation:

For a plant built in stages an initial stage may take 30-36 months.
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P.P. ELECTRICITY-7
PROJECT PROFILE

NETWORK EQUIPMENT UPGRADE PROGRAMME

Objective:

The primary objective of this network equipment upgrade programme is to
mitigate concerns at the increasing frequency of equipment failures,
exacerbated by the lack of spare parts. This is the priority programme.
Secondary objectives are to reduce MW losses, due to high voltage gradients
and VAR circulation problems, and improve overall system performance, and
this can be part of an ongoing programme, that may be combined with
system reinforcements as these are identified.

Description:

There is a need for a technical audit to be undertaken so that refurbishment
and replacement requirements can be properly prioritized. The intention is to
restore the equipment to design capability, and only to replace when it is
evident that spare parts are not available, or the equipment is technical
inadequate for the required duty. Safe operation takes first priority, followed
by system performance considerations as the secondary programme.

Candidate substation equipment will be circuit-breakers, disconnectors,
current and voltage transformers, surge-power transformers (including tap-
changers) and relay protection devices.

Justification:

Transformer insulations are becoming brittle due to aging resulting in a loss
of electrical and mechanical design strength. Tap change mechanisms are
wearing out and replacement parts are difficult to obtain. It is reported that
mechanical failures and flashovers with disconnects are commonplace, and
that circuit breakers may not be able to interrupt maximum fault currents .
Most of these problems should be financed from revenues.

Implementation:

Implementation should begin immediately, based on a programme developed
from the Technical Audit, with priority items scheduled for completion
within 5 years.
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P.P. ELECTRICITY-8
PROJECT PROFILE

SCADA UPGRADE PROGRAMME

Objective:

To modernise the present System Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
telemetry arrangements, including replacing the present Vilnius Energy
Control Centre (VECC) facilities with a state-of-art Energy Management
System (EMS) conforming to UCPTE standards for frequency and
interchange control, and full facilities for security constrained economic
dispatch (ED), automatic generator control (AGC) and spinning reserve
functions.

Description:

It will be necessary to upgrade the entire SCADA hardware and software
telemetry facilities. On the system it will be necessary to replace turbine
governors and add controls for power plants to receive AGC signals from
VECC. In VECC the present supervisory control programs must be
supplemented to include event logging, disturbance recording and spinning
reserve monitoring. In addition, facilities should be provided to perform
switching operations, AGC, economic dispatch (ED) and spinning reserve
functions. These facilities must be backed up with a suite of security analysis
and state estimation programs, including dispatcher loadflow.

Justification:

These upgrades are an essential prerequisite to eventual interconnection with
the UCPTE and NORDEL power systems, and also if Lithuania is to play a
key role in the Baltic IPS. A further benefit of EMS is the significant savings
can be achieved in operating the power system using ED techniques.
However, this can be fully achieved if there are corresponding
instrumentation and control (I&C) improvements in the power plants.

Cost and Financing:

For complete upgrade of system and VECC to enable full SCADA/EMS
capability as described a budget of USD5 million should be provided.
Funding has been proposed as part of a World Bank Power Sector
Investment Programme.

Implementation:

The project will take three years to implement, and both the high technology
and extensive range of the equipment and software supply will necessitate
major involvement of suppliers, LSPS and consultant assistance. It is
expected that in excess of 20 LSPS engineers will require specialist training,
to be able to support the operation and maintenance of such an extensive
system.
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P.P.HEAT-1

PROJECT PROFILE

INSULATION OF HOUSES

Objective:

The general objective is to achieve significant reductions in energy
requirements for space-heating by insulation of existing houses.

The specific objective is to encourage individual consumers to insulate the
windows, walls, roofs and floors of their houses.

Technicul Description:

(i) Windows and walls.

Draught stripping of existing windows supplemented by 'double glazing'
windows with plastic film on the inside of the building is very cost effective
and the pay back on this option is less than half a year. Further savings can
be achieved by insulating and physically blocking out windows where the
window area is excessive. When windows need replacing, new windows of
higher building standards should be fitted.

Cost-effective additional insulation can be added to the inside of walls,
particularly the area behind radiators where the local temperature is higher.

(ii) Roofs and floors.

Insulation of flat roofs is not economic. Pitched roofs on individual
dwellings will be economic to insulate where the insulation can be readily
installed at floor level between attic joists. Where the attic is used and the
insulation needs to be fixed to the underside of the roof the costs are
substantially higher.

Technical, Economic, Institutional and Environmental Justification:

Technical Justification: Space heating is a very large part of Lithuanian
energy demand and is generally inefficient. The building stock has very
poor thermal performance, which is difficult to correct. New buildings should
be subject to the new more stringent regulation.

Economic Justification: The proposed measures are those which are cost-
effective. Energy conservation through building insulation provides direct
cost savings to consumers as well as to the suppliers of heat by reducing
maximum demand on the distribution infrastructure.
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Institutional Justification: Promotion of energy conservation should be a
key role of the proposed Energy Agency (See Chapter 8) and will strengthen not
only their capabilities, but help to raise their profile in the community.

Environmental Justification: Reduced losses from dwellings, reduces
demand and therefore fuel consumption and the associated gaseous
emissions. In particular, energy conservation is one of the most important
ways of reducing CO2 emissions.

Cost and Financing:

The cost of treating windows, insulating behind radiators and insulating
pitched roofs is approximately 10 million USD. Finance should come from
individual consumers, but government incentives are not excluded.

Implementation:

As soon as possible. Implementation by individuals should be encouraged
and promoted by government and possibly financial support.
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P.P. HEAT-2
PROJECT PROFILE

Metering of Heat Supply

Objective:

The general objective of the Project is to increase the efficiency of district
heating water use by residential, commercial and industrial consumers and
hence the efficiency of supply from CHP and DH plants.

The specific objective of the Project is reduce the maximum volumes of water
per hour supplied through district heating systems at peak times and the
total volume of water taken by the consumer.

Technical Description:

The project would involve the installation of water meters in all supply
options to residential, commercial and industrial blocks on both the water
and the heat supply outlets and the cold water supply (to be installed at the
same time as the block controls - see P.P.HEAT 3) The project would also
involve the replacement of paper chart recorder steam meters with automatic
or electronic meters at the larger industrial consumers.

Technical, Economic, Institutional and Environmental Justification:

Technical Justification: Metering will help to reduce the maximum water
volume per hour supplied at times of peak demand as this directly relates to
pipe size and network capacity required. Reduction in maximum volumes
supplied will release pipe capacity to enable lower maximum distribution
temperatures which is essential to enable steel in plastic pipework to be used.
Minimising the volume of water taken reduces pumping costs and pipe heat
losses and encourages consumers to return the water at a lower temperature
which improves the overall performance of the CHP station. Cold water
metering would also help in identifying leaks in heat exchangers.

Economic Justification: Metering of water and heat supply will have the
effect of increasing both the efficiency of end-use and of supply. This will
reduce costs both to the consumer and to the CHP or DH plant.

Institutional Justification: A metering policy will help to raise awareness
amongst consumers of the amount of heat and hot water which they are
using and help progress towards a free market in energy supply.

Environmental Justification: Metering should help to reduce consumption
and losses and improve the efficiency of district heating and CHP plants.
This will result in lower overall emissions.
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Cost and Financing:

The cost of a water meter averages USD 60. To install a meter on the heat
supply at 21 800 locations, one on the hot water supply and one on the cold
water supply in 14 000 locations would cost USD 3 million.

Implementation:

The project should be implemented by Siluma/LSPS/heat suppliers in the
period from 1993-2000.
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P.P.HEAT-3

PROJECT PROFILE

BLOCK CONTROLS OF HEATING AND HOT WATER

Objective:

The general objective is to reduce energy losses in houses due to overheating
and to improve thermal comfort by installing new control systems in
apartment blocks.

The specific objective is to replace the circulating action of jet pumps with
electric pumps, and to replace hydraulic valves with electrically operated
valves.

Technical Description:

(i) Heating

Replacement of the circulating action of the jet pump with electric pumps
will in many cases improve heat distribution by allowing the velocity around
the block to be increased. The proposal is to replace the mixing function by
a two way electrically operated control valve that controls and varies the
flow temperature to the block and also controls the maximum temperature at
which water can be returned to the primary system.

To allow the consumers in the block to determine their local comfort
conditions the valves would also be controlled by a local outside temperature
detector which would adjust the water temperature in a similar manner to
the current central control.

(ii) Hot Water

The existing hydraulic two way valves which control the domestic hot water
temperature are operated using hot water from the system. These valves
should be replaced with electrically operated two way valves (particularly
where the valves are defective).

Technical, Economic, Institutional and Environmental Justification:

Technical Justification: Jet pumps perform two functions: one to mix hot
water with the cold return from blocks, the other to circulate the water
around the secondary strings in the block. The majority of existing jet
pumps cannot provide local control of the water temperature to the
apartment blocks. This results in overheating and in some cases
underheating when the system is being operated to give design internal
temperatures.
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Economic Justification: This project will give cost and energy savings in the
block, through lower return temperatures, reduced pumping costs due to
variable volume as well as providing means to measure and control water
volumes and identify water loss. The estimated capital cost per block heating
consumer point is USD 4500, and the payback is estimated at 3.2 years with
savings of 20% of fuel burn for space heating.

Environmental Justification: The reduction of heat losses will reduce
demand and therefore fuel consumption. This is one of the most effective
ways of reducing per capita emissions of CO2.

Cost and Financing:

The total estimated cost of this project is 85 million USD. Finance should be
sought through international loans.

Implementation:

The project should be implemented by Siluma/LSPS/heat suppliers in the
period from 1993 - 2000.
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P.P. HEAT-4
PROJECT PROFILE

NETWORK IMPROVEMENTS

Objective:

The objective of the Project is to improve the performance of the District
Heating networks by reducing peak water temperatures to allow the use of
larger pipes.

Technical Description:

The project aims to reduce peak water temperatures in two phases to allow
the replacement of existing pipes (when pipework replacement becomes
necessary) with larger steel in plastic pipes (at 120°C) and plastic in plastic
pipes (95°C). The project also involves drying out the existing ducts by
blocking the drains in which flood water is backing up and then
constructing either a local soakaway or pump and sump depending upon
whether the duct is above or below the water table. Finally a thermovision
camera should be provided to detect leakages in the pipework or
groundwater in the duct as part of a survey of the condition of the existing
piping system.

Technical, Economic and Environmental Justification:

Technical Justification: Current maximum distribution temperatures of
150°C pre-empt the use of modern pre-insulated piping systems which
contain leak detection systems and have proven effective in Western Europe
in resisting ground water corrosion. Vice versa, a reduction in flow
temperature requires an increase in pipe size or water velocity to supply the
same maximum heat load.

Economic Justification: Pre-insulated steel in plastic piping systems are more
expensive than the glass wool insulated steel pipes (dry pipes) currently
used. The potential heat savings of the steel in plastic pipes does not provide
economic justification for replacement of existing dry pipes before the end of
their natural life. However, when pipework has to be replaced for reasons
of corrosion, the extra cost of installing a larger pipe is relatively small and is
likely to be cost effective in the longer term. Reduction in maximum water
temperature also reduces costs associated with pipe movement to allow for
expansion. Lower average flow temperatures also reduce the marginal cost
of heat from CHP.

Environmental Justification: Reduced temperatures and leakages from the
district heating system will make CHP and DH plants more efficient thereby
reducing emissions.
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Cost and Financing:

USD 10 million per year.

Implementation:

Siluma, LSPS, Heat suppliers in cooperation with Energy Agency
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P.P.HEAT-5

PROJECT PROFILE

HEAT ONLY BOILERS AT ELEKTRENAI AND MAZEIKIAI

Objective:

General Objective: To effect reductions in the cost of generating electricity
through more flexible dispatch of plant.

Specific Objective: To provide a means of supplying process steam to
Elektrenai and Mazeikiai and to the local district heating systems from
appropriately sized boiler houses at each site.

Technical Description:

The project will provide a complete boiler house at both Elektrenai and
Mazeikiai of around 80MW thermal capacity.

Technical, Economic and Environmental Justification

Technical Justification: Currently both Elektrenai and Mazeikiai are run to
produce electricity as a means of loading boiler plant that is too large to
operate against the steam and hot water loads that are required by the
plants themselves, and the local towns district heating systems. The
maximum heat requirement at Mazeikiai is reported at 80 MW, the current
heat demand is reported at 20 MW and the plant is being dispatched at 55
MW electrical load in order to provide an adequate load for two 500 tonne
per hour boilers. Elektrenai has a heat load which averages 28 MW with a
peak average in any month of 66 MW and the plant is being dispatched at 60
MW.

Economic Justification: Using preliminary figures for the fuel burn for heat
and electricity at each of the plants both projects offer a potential payback of
under a year and should be investigated in detail.

Environmental Justification: More efficient generation of electricity reduces
total emissions of SO^ NOX, CO2 and TSP.

Cost and Financing:

The provision of a complete 80 MW boiler house for 9.6 million USD has
been assumed. An initial budget figure of 20 million USD should be allowed
for the two projects. Financing of such a cost-effective project should be
arranged through international loans.
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Implementation:

Carry out technical and economic feasibility studies. Implementation should
be by LSPS as soon as possible if feasibility is confirmed.
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P.P.HEAT-6

PROJECT PROFILE

STEAM GENERATION IN INDUSTRIAL BOILER PLANT

Objective:

The general objective is to reduce energy wastage from industrial boiler
plant.

The specific objective is to measure and monitor combustion efficiency, install
automatic blow down equipment, achieve higher boiler/burner efficiency,
and reduce heat and water losses from valves and pipes.

Technical Description:

The purchase of equipment to measure and monitor combustion efficiency is
a priority. Automatic continuous oxygen measurement and control should
be installed in larger boiler plants to trim air supply in conjunction with the
existing burners. Automatic blow down equipment should also be installed
in larger steam raising boilers that are operated on base load.

Where existing burner and boiler combinations cannot achieve efficient
combustion because of air or fuel supply matching problems,the boiler
should be matched to a modern high performance burner, and this
burner/boiler combination should be connected and controlled in such a way
that it acts as the lead boiler on high fire with less efficient boilers operating
on and off or modulating.

Further energy savings can be achieved by repairing leaking steam valves,
and flanges, faulty steam traps and lost condensate return and by insulating
valves and sections of pipe. Steam metering would also help to reduce
consumption and minimise losses.

Booklets such as the Fuel Efficiency Series prepared for UK industry give
simple advice on energy efficiency. A similar booklet should be developed in
Lithuania for supply to all industrial boiler users.

Technical, Economic, and Environmental Justification:

Technical Justification: There is a lack of basic combustion testing
equipment to trim and adjust the existing burners. Few industrial boiler
plants have automatic blow down control which can lead to water and
steam supply problems and substantial heat losses and water treatment costs.
There are also substantial energy savings to be made from reducing energy
wastage as a result of leaking steam valves.
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Economic Justification: Although steam is an expensive method for heat
supply compared to closed hot water systems or direct heating using gas, oil
and in some cases electricity, the costs can be reduced by making industrial
steam boilers more efficient and reducing losses.

Environmental Justification: Reducing consumption and losses also reduces
fuel consumption and therefore atmospheric emissions.

Cost and Financing:

Total investment cost of USD 10 million made up as follows:

Purchase of 1000 combustion test kits : USD 0.5 million.
Automatic blowdown equipment: USD 1 million
Boiler improvements: USD 4 million

A payback period of 3 - 9 years is estimated for these measures depending on
the type and condition of the plant.

Implementation:

The project should be implemented as soon as possible, with cooperation
between the proposed Energy Agency, consumers and heat suppliers.
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P.P. OIL-1
PROJECT PROFILE

ONSHORE OIL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

Objective:

The objective of the project is to expand the domestic production of crude oil
in Lithuania by the use of foreign oil companies. Current production is about
63,000 tonnes per year and the objective would be to raise this to 1 million
tonnes per year by 1998. This would provide about 25% of Lithuania' s
current internal requirements for crude oil.

Description:

Proven recoverable oil reserves in Lithuania are estimated at just over 8
million tonnes. A licence has been granted to Svenska Petroleum of Sweden
to develop the Genciai field which is estimated to have just over 1 million
tonnes per year of recoverable reserves. The project envisages that a number
of additional licences will be granted in 1993 and subsequent years.

In order to achieve the peak rate of 1 million tonnes per year a pipeline
connection will be needed to the Mazeikiai refinery. If this were not done it
is expected that a lower level of production would result due to the
inefficiencies and extra costs of road and rail transport.

Justification:

The justification is economic and strategic. Production of crude oil will result
in import savings and will also introduce foreign investment.

Each individual licence will have its own conditions. Economics have been
run assuming that Lithuania owns and develops the reserves. This will not
be the case and a profit element will be paid to the oil companies.

NPV @ 10% considering 10 years of production is between USD138-188
million depending which of the two cases is examined. The pay-back period
is 5-6 years.

Cost and Financing:

The costs of the programme will depend on the level of investment made by
foreign investors. Two cases are examined.

Case 1 assumes that no pipeline link is made with the Mazeikiai refinery.
This results in a lower rate of development with a peak rate of 750,000
tonnes per year. In addition the operating costs increase due the requirement
to continue to use road and rail links. Total investment is estimated to be
USD260 million to develop the most of the proven reserves.
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Case 2 assumes that a pipeline link is made with the refinery. This reduces
the operating cost from USD30 per tonne in Case 1 to USD15 per tonne.
Total investment is estimated to be USD360 million to develop all the proven
reserves.

Other than civil works nearly all the equipment required will need to be
sourced from Western Europe giving a local content of about 20%. Finance
would be provided by the international oil companies.

Implementation

Implementation would be carried out by the Gargzdai State Oil Geology
Enterprise together with the international oil companies. Although that
Gargzdai Enterprise is technically proficient at exploration there is concern at
its lack of experience with oil field development. As many of the fields are
small there will need to be an overall development plan of which individual
fields will be component parts. It is proposed that it would be useful for
training to be given in modern reservoir management to allow maximum
economic recovery of reserves to be made. This could be made a part of a
technical assistance programme.

Many of the oil fields are in areas of an enviornmentally sensitive nature
and developments would need to take this in consideration. This issue could
be dealt with in the licences given to the oil companies.
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P.P. OIL-2
PROJECT PROFILE

LOW COST CRUDE OIL IMPORT FACILITY

Objective:

The objective of the project is to provide security of crude oil supply by
allowing crude oil to be landed by tanker.

Description:

The project would consist of three parts.

1 This would involve the construction and installation of a offshore delivery
system such as a Single Point Mooring (SPM) or a small fired platform.
This would allow tankers to dock and transfer crude oil.

2 This would involve the construction of reception facilities including
tankage at Butinge.

3 This would involve the construction of a pipeline from Butinge to the
Mazeikiai refinery.

Justification:

The justification of this project would be to provide a low-cost alternative to
imports from Russia. In normal circumstances it is not expected that this
facility would be used and there is some uncertainty whether it would be
feasible to use it for an extended period.

Cost and Financing:

Based on preliminary engineering estimates it is expected that the cost will
be about USD95 million with 20% being purchased locally. The project would
need to be financed by the international financial institutions.

Implementation:

This project needs to be seen as part of an overall plan for the refinery. The
agency responsible for implementation is not clear but could be the Klaipeda
Terminal operator.
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P.P. OIL-3
PROJECT PROFILE

USE OF EXISTING OIL PRODUCTS EXPORT TERMINALS AT
KLAIPEDA AND VENTSPILS

Objective:

If Lithuania is to export oil products produced at the refinery there may be a
need to use the existing export terminals as a least-cost route.

Description:

The terminal at Klaipeda is a major export point for heavy fuel oil and is still
used by Russia as one of its main export points to Western Europe. There
appears to be no reason why exports of heavy fuel oil could not be made
from here using the existing rail system from Mazeildai to Klaipeda.

The terminal at Ventspils in Latvia is a major export point for white
products. Again the major user is Russia. A tariff agreement would have to
be negotiated with Latvia and it is suggested that technical assistance in
developing such agreements should be offered to Lithuania.

Justification:

The justification for this project is to allow exports to take place. This will
depend on the conclusions of the marketing study.

Cost and Financing:

No actual expenditure has been identified and the sum suggested of USD10
million is allow for any contingencies that may be needed. This could include
additional rail tankers, loading or unloading systems or tankage.

Implementation:

Implementation of this work, if required, would be undertaken by the
Mazeikiai refinery.
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P.P. OIL-4
PROJECT PROFILE

DEVELOPMENT OF STRATEGIC CRUDE OIL RESERVES AT THE
MAZEIKIAI OIL REFINERY

Objective:

The current capacity of crude oil storage at Mazeikiai is about 140,000 tonnes
which is only just over 4 days storage at a throughput of 12 million tonnes
per year. At a more reasonable level of 6 million tonnes per year it is believed
that 30 days strategic reserves should be provided which would involve
tankage to hold about 500,000 tonnes. The strategic product storage at the
distribution bases of about a similar amount could be eliminated.

Description:

Additional tankage would be required at Mazeikiai as well as the crude oil to
fill it.

Justification:

This would provide security of supply for 30 days by which time additional
crude could be being brought in by the offshore terminal in a crisis.

Costs and Financing:

USD75 million have been allowed in total with USD25 million being for the
construction of the tankage and USD50 million their fill with oil. This may be
insufficient depending on the world price of crude oil. Virtually 100% of this
project would be purchased abroad and financing would be required.

Implementation:

This would be implemented by the Mazeikiai refinery in conjunction with its
overall marketing plan.
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P.P. OIL-5
PROJECT PROFILE

NO IMMEDIATE UPGRADE OF THE MAZEIKIAI REFINERY

Objective:

There is no overall marketing plan for the refinery and without this it would
not be correct to evaluate potential upgrades of the refinery.
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P.P. OIL-6
PROJECT PROFILE

REGIONAL OIL PRODUCTS MARKET STUDY

Objective:

The determination of the optimum configuration of the refinery can only be
made in the context of a study of the market potential for the products from
the refinery.

Description:

A market study of oil products in the region and beyond is not a simple
matter. The immediate region has cut back considerably in its use of oil
products following the introduction of higher prices and general economic
decline. In a wider context the world economic situation has caused intense
competition amongst refiners for a limited market. Finally changes in
demand in Western Europe are expected over the longer term to meet new
environmental objectives.

Justification:

A regional oil products market is required to evaluate the position of supply
from Mazeikiai in competition with other refineries in the area.

Costs:

Cost are estimated at USD0.5 million.

Implementation:

Such a study should be commissioned by the Mazeikiai refinery in
conjunction with the lending institutions.
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P.P. OIL-7
PROJECT PROFILE

REPLACEMENT & UPGRADE OF OIL PRODUCT STORAGE

Objective:

The objective of the project is to replace much of the operational storage for
white products (gasoline, diesel and kerosene).

Description:

Much of the existing storage has reached the end of its useful life and is in a
number of areas an environmental hazard.

Visits were made to the terminals in Kaunas and Vilnius. Some of the
facilities can be refurbished but much needs to be replaced. It is not believed
correct that it is correct to keep strategic reserves in oil products and suggest
that this is eliminated.

It has been assumed that only 50,000 tonnes of the existing storage capacity
will be retained. Additional new storage capacity of 400,000 tonnes has been
assumed with 100,000 tonnes being added to the storage facilities at the
Mazeikiai refinery and the remainder around the country concentrated at the
main population centres.

Justification:

The main justification for this project is environmental but losses would also
be reduced which would provide a direct economic benefit. Product quality
would be enhanced.

Costs and Financing:

A total cost of USD40 million has been estimated. With the amount of
tankage required it may be possible to set up construction of these tanks so
that local content could reach more than 75%.

Implementation:

It is expected that it may be possible to attract private enterprise to develop
the required storage.
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P.P. OIL-8
PROJECT PROFILE

FILLING STATION REPLACEMENT

Objective:

The replacement of most of the existing filling stations by private enterprise.

Description:

Replacement of most of the existing filling stations by private enterprise.

Justification:

Existing filling stations do not meet modern standards.

Costs and Financing:

It has been assumed that an additional USD5 million dollars will be spent by
private enterprise with a local content of about 35%.

Implementation:

By private enterprise
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P.P GAS-1
PROJECT PROFILE

GAS DISTRIBUTION EXPANSION

Objective:

To enable new consumers to be connected to the gas grid reducing pollution
caused by the burning of coal or heavy fuel oil.

Description:

It is suggested that approximately 270,000 inhabitants could be connected
economically to the gas grid. About half of those would be direct domestic
users of gas with the remainder using it in district heating as a substitute for
burning high sulphur heavy fuel oil.

Assuming an average use of 700 m3 per person per year would give a total
average increase in consumption of about 0.5 million m3 per day which is
well within the constraints of the gas transmission scheme.

Justification:

The justification is mainly environmental as heavy fuel is being replaced by
gas.

Costs and Financing:

Total costs would amount to some USD50 million. At least 30% of the cost
could be in local currency. Financing may be difficult to achieve as the
project would require customers to be paying world gas prices which they
are clearly not.

Implementation:

Implementation would be by the gas regions but could only happen if the
consumer prices were raised substantially. This type of project should be
considered by Dansk Olie & Naturgas as part of the overall Gas
Development Plan.
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P.P. GAS-2
PROJECT PROFILE

IMPORT/EXPORT GAS METERS

Objective:

The objective of the project is to allow Lithuania to measure gas coming into
and out of the country. This is for both financial reasons and operational
reasons.

Description:

The installation of meters at each national boundary.

Justification:

There are currently no meters measuring gas going to Kaliningrad. This
means that the calculation of the gas consumed by Lithuania and therefore
paid is not correct. Two other meters are being considered being one at the
Latvian border and the other at the Belorussia border. It is not considered
that either of these are essential over the next few years.

Costs and Financing:

Total costs would amount to some USD10 million. The costs of the meter at
the Kaliningrad border is being financed by the EBRD. Other meters can be
considered at a later date. It is expected that only 10% of the costs will be in
local currency.

Implementation:

Lithuania Gas in conjunction with EBRD.
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P.P. GAS-3
PROJECT PROFILE

DOMESTIC GAS METERS

Objective:

The objective of the project is to expand the vise of domestic gas meters to
encourage efficiency and to improve operational control.

Description:

Meters should be installed primarily in apartments that use gas for heating
as they will produce the greatest savings in consumption. Meters can also be
installed at single family houses, public and commercial buildings and
apartment blocks.

Justification:

Estimates vary greatly on the savings achieved in Lithuania after the
installation of meters in apartments. The greatest savings are to be found in
apartments that use gas for heating. This is about 10% of the 400,000 -
450,000 apartments. An average saving of 10% has been assumed which
based on an average consumption of 3000 m3 gives a saving of 300 m3 . For
40,000 apartments this gives a saving of 12 million m3 per year. With a gas
cost of USD85 per 1000 m3 and a meter cost of about USD60 this will give a
pay-back of just over 2 years.

Similar saving could be achieved at the 2,000 - 4,000 single family houses and
the 500 -1,000 public and commercial buildings. The higher consumptions
related to the fixed costs of the meter suggest that pay-back in these cases
could be even less than 2 years. Savings for the apartment blocks are likely
to be much less but they will promote efficiency and help control the system.

Cost and Financing:

The programme is based around the installation of about 250,000 meters. The
initial phase of meters of around 100,000 should be in places where savings
are likely to be substantial. The second phase of meters would generally
make the system run better and provide a fairer way of making charges. Any
new connections should also have meters installed as a condition of supply.

Meters are likely to be made in the Baltic region fairly soon and the costs
may reduce. It is believed that the costs of the programme so far are being
met by the EBRD.

Implementation:

By the local gas company.
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P.P. GAS-4
PROJECT PROFILE

LONG TERM GAS CONTRACT

Objective:

The objective of the project is to provide technical assistance in developing
skills in negotiating long term gas contracts.

Description:

Technical assistance in developing skills in negotiating long term gas
contracts. This could be extended to cover the negotiation and evaluation of
gas storage contracts.

Justification:

The current system of inter-governmental arrangements is not recommended
as it leads to disputes.

Cost and Financing:

The costs could be USDl 00,000 to be financed for example, by the UK Know
How Fund.

Implementation:

By Lithuania Gas.
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P.P RENEWABLES-1
PROJECT PROFILE

REHABILITATION OF MINI-HYDRO PLANTS

Objective:

The general objective of the Project is to increase the contribution made by
existing mini-hydro power plants to local electricity supply, and to encourage
private sector investment and competition in the energy sector.

The specific objective of the Project is to rehabilitate the many existing mini-
hydro plants in Lithuania which have a combined capacity of about 5.25
MW.

Description:

The first stage of the project will be to examine in detail the technical and
economic potential and feasibility of rehabilitation of small and micro-hydro
plants and to prepare a detailed action and investment plan for rehabilitation
for the period 1995 to 2000.

Following completion of the action and investment plan, implementation will
commence.

Technical, Economic and Environmental Justification:

Technical Justification: There are significant small and micro-hydro power
installations in Lithuania, but many of these are in urgent need of repair and
rehabilitation.

Economic Justification: Small and micro-hydro projects have the potential to
be a cost effective means of meeting local demand for electric power.
Rehabilitation of existing plant is the quickest way to realise a return on
investment in this sector. Furthermore, the provision of incentives to the
private sector to invest in local hydro projects will help to stimulate
competition in the energy sector.

Environmental Justification: Hydro power gives rise to zero atmospheric
emissions. Small and micro-hydro has only a small impact on local
hydrology compared to large scale hydro power.
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Cost and Financing:

For preparation of feasibility study and action and investment plan:

Local Costs: USD 30,000

• Local salaries
• Logistical support
• Field expenses (transport, office facilities, communications)

International Costs: USD 70 000

• International consultants (4 man months)

• International consultants expenses

Capital Investment in Rehabilitation:

USD 2-3 million

Implementation:

Ministry of Energy, Lithuanian Energy Institute, Private Sector
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F.P RENEWABLES-2
PROJECT PROFILE

NEW MINI-HYDRO PLANTS

Objective:

The general objective of the Project is to increase the contribution made by
existing mini-hydro power plants to local electricity supply, and to encourage
private sector investment and competition in the energy sector.

The specific objective of the Project is to construct approximately 8MW (50%
of total potential unexploited resource) of small and micro-hydro plants in
Lithuania.

Description:

The first stage of the project will be to examine in detail the technical and
economic potential for small and micro-hydro plants and to prepare a
detailed investment plan for the period 1995 to 2005. Following completion
of the action and investment plan, national and international funding
sources should be identified and implementation commenced by 1995.

Technical, Economic and Environmental Justification:

Technical Justification: There is significant small and micro-hydro power
potential in Lithuania which should be used to supply local demand for
electricity.

Economic Justification: Small and micro-hydro projects have the potential to
be a cost effective means of meeting local demand for electric power. The
provision of incentives to the private sector to invest in local hydro projects
will help to stimulate competition in the energy sector.

Environmental Justification: Hydro power gives rise to zero atmospheric
emissions. Small and micro-hydro has only a small impact on local
hydrology compared to large scale hydro power.

Cost and Financing:

For preparation of feasibility study and investment plan:

Local Costs: USD 30,000

• Local salaries
• Logistical support
• Field expenses (transport, office facilities, communications)
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P.P RENEWABLES-2

International Costs: USD 75 000

• International consultants (4 man months)

• International consultants expenses

Capital Investment in New Mini-Hydro Plants:

USD 5-10 million

Implementation:

Ministry of Energy, Lithuanian Energy Institute, Private Sector
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P.P. RENEWABLES-3
PROJECT PROFILE

RENEWABLES FEASIBILITY STUDY

Objective:

The general objective of the Project is to increase the cost effective usage of
indigenous renewable energy resources in appropriate applications to
increase the contribution to primary energy supply.

The specific objective of the Project is to carry out a detailed study of the
feasibility of the most promising renewable energy technologies available in
Lithuania and to design pilot projects where appropriate. These technologies
can be divided into first and second priority technologies as follows.

First Priority Technologies:

• Small Hydro-Power
• Wind Energy
• Geothermal Energy
• Direct Combustion of Wood Waste/Wood Chips
• Biogas from Sewage Sludge
• Incineration of Municipal Waste

Second Priority Projects

• Passive Solar Heating
• Active Solar Heating
• Farm Produced Biomass (direct combustion and biogas)

Description:

The Feasibility Study will build upon previous research and upon the
experience of feasibility studies and pilot plants currently underway in
Lithuania (i.e. wood chips, refuse incineration and geothermal energy).

The Feasibility Study will examine in detail the technical potential, economic
and environmental costs and benefits, and potential applications. The study
will present priorities for development of renewables together with a detailed
action plan for the period 1995 to 2005. A preliminary site selection for pilot
plants will be carried out and funding arrangements for implementation and
design and procurement procedures will be recommended if appropriate.

Technical, Economic and Environmental Justification:

Technical Justification: There are known to be significant renewable
resources available to Lithuania and diversification of supply is to be
encouraged. Many of the technologies are already available in Lithuania.
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Economic Justification: Renewable technologies have the potential to be a
cost effective means of meeting local demand for heat and power. Fuel costs
are usually zero and in many cases the technologies for exploitation are or
can be produced locally, minimising foreign exchange costs. Pay back
periods are typically between 5 and 10 years.

Environmental Justification: Renewable technologies such as wind, hydro,
geothermal and solar power give rise to zero atmospheric emissions.
Combustion of wood waste/wood chips or other biomass is CO2 neutral
provided the wood is produced on a sustainable basis (particulate control is
necessary however). Incineration of municipal waste, the production and
use of biogas from sewage sludge or from farm waste all provide a clean
alternative to landfill or other means of disposal, and to the production of
heat or electricity from fossil fuels.

Cost and Financing:

Local Costs: USD 100,000

• Time of local experts

• Logistical support
• Field expenses (transport, office facilities, communications)
• Costs of European study tours (airfares, subsistence, participants time)

International Costs: USD 400,000

• International consultants fees (15 man months)
• International consultants expenses
• Study tours (Logistics, management, fees for participating agencies in

western Europe)

Implementation:

Ministry of Energy, Lithuanian Energy Institute
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P.P ENVIRONMENT-1

PROJECT PROFILE

NOX CONTROL AT LARGE POWER AND CHP PLANTS

Objective:

The general objective of the Project is to reduce NOX emissions by 60% from
oil and gas fired power and CHP plants and from the Mazeikiai refinery.

The specific objectives of the Project are to install combustion controls at
major power and CHP plants (Elektrenai, Vilnius, Kaunas and Klaipeda) and
the Mazeikiai refinery to enable these plants to meet existing emissions limits
and to reduce the impact of NOX on human health.

Description:

The investment project would involve the installation of low NOX burners in
all oil and gas fired power and CHP stations, as well as the implementation
of combustion controls such as reduced combustion temperatures, reduced
residence time, reduced excess air, and flue gas recirculation. As the
appropriate combustion controls differ from one boiler to another, and
between oil and gas fired boilers, the investment project would be proceeded
by a detailed feasibility and engineering design study.

Technical, Economic, Institutional and Environmental Justification:

Technical Justification: Existing boilers can be relatively easily retrofitted with
combustion controls.

Economic Justification: Combustion controls are much less expensive than de-
nitrification technologies.

Environmental Justification: Combustion controls can reduce harmful NOX

emissions by approximately 60%.

Cost and Financing:

Detailed Feasibility and Engineering Design

Local Costs: USD 500,000

• Salaries of local engineers
• Logistical support
• Field expenses (transport, office facilities, communications)
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P.P ENVIRONMENT-1

International Costs: USD 1,500,000

• International consultants fees (60 man months)

• International consultants expenses

Investment Costs: USD 9 million

Implementation:

Ministry of Energy, LSPS, Environmental Protection Department
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P.P. ENVIRONMENT-2

PROJECT PROFILE

REVIEW OF OIL LOADING, UNLOADING, STORAGE, DRAINAGE
AND

WASTE WATER TREATMENT FACILITIES AT MAZEIKIAI REFINERY

Objective:

The general objective of the Project is to reduce contamination of the aquatic
and terrestrial ecosystems around Mazeikiai refinery.

The specific objectives of the Project are to carry out a detailed review of all
potential sources of soil and water contamination at the refinery and identify
least cosi/cost saving measures to minimise operational or accidental
discharges to the environment.

Description:

The particular refinery operations of concern include: oil and product loading
and unloading operations, oil storage facilities including tanks and bunds,
site drainage systems for oil and rain water, and waste water treatment
facilities. The review or 'audif of the facilities would aim to identify waste
minimisation measures which would reduce overall costs through
minimising oil losses. Other potential discharge reduction or treatment
measures would be proposed on a least cost basis. Major investment in
pollution controls could be deferred until the outcome of the Mazeikiai
refinery market study is available and the future of the installation is known.

Technical, Economic, Institutional and Environmental Justification:

Technical Justification: The refinery, although modern, is not designed to best
technical specifications for waste minimisation and pollution control. As a
first step toward achieving European technical standards site practices and
waste treatment should be addressed.

Economic Justification: The implementation of oil loss reduction and waste
minimisation measures can provide a rapid payback both through saved raw
materials and product, and through avoided costs of treatment and
environmental remediation.

Institutional Justification: The review of the refinery facilities will provide
useful on-the-job training both for the refinery staff and EPD.

Environmental Justification: The waste minimisation and discharge reduction
measures, if implemented, would help to protect the local ecosystem.
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Cost and Financing:

Local Costs: USD 500,000

• Salaries of local experts
• Logistical support* Field expenses (transport, office facilities,

communications)
• Initial investment in oil loss reduction and waste minimisation measures

with rapid payback.

International Costs: USD 500,000

• International consultants fees (20 man months)

• International consultants expenses

Implementation:

Ministry of Energy, Mazeikiai refinery management and EPD
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P.P. ENVIRONMENT-3
PROJECT PROFILE

ENVIRONMENTAL AUDITING OF LARGE POWER AND CHP PLANTS

Objective:

The general objective of the Project is to minimise discharges to air, water
and land from major electric power and CHP plants.

The specific objectives of the Project are to carry out detailed environmental
audits of Elektrenai and large CHP plants (Vilnius, Kaunas and Klaipeda).

Description:

The environmental audits would identify all waste streams and discharges to
air, water and land arising from operation of the plants and recommend
waste minimisation and emissions control measures to minimise
environmental impacts and achieve compliance with existing and
forthcoming environmental legislation. On-the-job training in environmental
auditing techniques would be provided to EPD staff.

Technical, Economic, Institutional and Environmental Justification:

Technical Justification: The environmental audits will aim to improve overall
efficiency in terms of the use of fuels and other raw materials in order to
minimise waste and emissions.

Economic Justification: Wherever possible the environmental audits will
recommend waste minimisation measures with short pay-back periods (e.g.
recycling, recovery and re-use) to reduce overall operating costs in preference
to end of pipe emissions control measures.

Institutional Justification: The project will help to strengthen the capabilities
of the EPD to carry out environmental audits at industrial plants and to
monitor and enforce compliance with emissions legislation in Lithuania. In
addition the project will aim to place the responsibility for waste
minimisation and emissions control with the plants themselves. (This policy
should also be extended to other industries).

Environmental Justification: The environmental performance of the largest
power and CHP plants needs to be improved, and environmental auditing
provides a thorough assessment of all emissions and can recommend an
integrated and cost-effective approach to waste minimisation and emissions
control.
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Cost and Financing:

Local Costs: USD 100,000

• Salaries of local experts
• Logistical support

• Field expenses (transport, office facilities, communications)

International Costs: USD 400,000

• International consultants fees (20 man months)

• International consultants expenses

Implementation:

Environmental Protection Department
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P.P. ENVIRONMENT-4
PROJECT PROFILE

INSTITUTIONAL STRENGTHENING OF EPD

Objective:

The general objective of the Project is to strengthen the capabilities of the
Environmental Protection Department (EPD) to monitor and enforce
environmental legislation, to undertake and evaluate environmental audits
and environmental impact assessment.

The specific objectives of the Project are:

• to review institutional structure of EPD and recommend modifications
where practicable.

• to provide training in environmental auditing and environmental impact
assessment;

• to design and install an environmental data management system for EPD
and its regional agencies;

• to recommend appropriate monitoring and reporting procedures and
methodologies;

• To recommend enforcement mechanisms and procedures including legal
and economic instruments as appropriate.

Description:

The project would build upon the existing structure of EPD and the
legislative reform currently underway. Specific training programmes would
be developed for EPD officials at all levels both at headquarters in Vilnius
and at the regional agencies. The possibility of introducing the use of
economic instruments (e.g. pollution taxes, abatement incentives) as a means
of controlling pollution in private sector industry would be evaluated. The
project would also design and install an environmental data management
system to enable the EPD to collect, analyse and report on air, water and
waste data.

Institutional and Environmental Justification:

Institutional Justification: The development of the EPD is central to successful
environmental management in Lithuania. This is particularly important
during the country's transition to a market economy and in developing
closer integration with Europe.

Environmental Justification: The EPD are responsible for the development,
implementation and enforcement of environmental policy and legislation in
Lithuania. Strengthening of their capabilities is essential to ensure that
adequate protection is provided for the countries natural resources and the
health and well-being of the population.
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Cost and Financing:

Local Costs: USD 200,000

• Salaries of local experts
• Logistical support
• Field expenses (transport, office facilities, communications)

International Costs: USD 1,000,000

• International consultants fees (40 man months)
• International consultants expenses
• Computer hardware and software

Implementation:

Environmental Protection Department
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P.F INSTITUTION-1

PROJECT PROFILE

ENERGY PRICE COMMITTEE

Objective:

To ensure and supervise a uniform administration of energy prices on
commercial principles in accordance with national energy policy and
regulation.

Project Description:

The supervision of the tariffs of the monopolies in the energy sector should
be the responsibility of an independent Price Committee. The main
principles of the tariffs and the Committee should be included in the Energy
Law, but details should be passed in specific legislations.

The Committee must be in charge of the prices for both power and central
heating, as the level of prices for energy is of great importance to the
customers.

The Committee should operate on a national level to ensure uniform
administration and independence of local interests.

The Committee must be independent of the Minister to ensure impartial
decisions. The chairman should be appointed by the Minister on regular
long terms.

The members should represent various interest groups and the necessary
expertise; there should be representatives of both the energy sector and of
associations of big and small consumers; other members as well as the
chairmanship should represent technical, economic and legal expertise. The
energy sector must not command a majority of the votes.

The committee must have a Secretariat to prepare the cases, summon the
meetings etc. The Secretariat should not be part of the Ministry of Energy to
ensure independence.

Justification:

Energy pricing is the most important measure for development within the
energy sector. It is essential that the pricing signals are in accordance both
with the energy policy objectives and with the actual market conditions.

Both in relation to monopolies and privatized decentralized energy
organisations and independent supervisory pricing body is indispensable to a
sound national energy strategy.
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It is important to provide a staff system which is transparent and fair and
easy to administer.

Tariffs should be cost reflecting to motivate the consumers to use energy
efficiently, and cost reflecting tariffs will be an important signal for
enterprises to identify inefficiencies. This does not exclude subsidies to
certain categories of consumers, but subsidies must be given directly in
accordance with specific social criteria and not as general subsidies to
categories of consumers.

Tariffs should be graduated so far as there are differences in the cost of
supplying the different categories. In the power system all tariff levels
(generation, transmission and distribution) should be surveyed.

Implementation:

The calculation of the tariffs must be left to each supply company, but based
on principles in the legislation.

The control of the tariffs may be rather simple. The enterprises should
report the tariffs to the Secretariat of the Committee (to ensure this it may be
stated in the Law that the tariffs are invalid unless reported). The Secretariat
should publicize the tariffs, eg in an annual report, to create a public interest
in tariff matters. The Committee (or the Secretariat) should not approve the
individual tariffs. The Secretariat should put special cases before the
Committee, eg complaints from consumers or unusually high tariff increases.
Tariffs from big power plants may also be surveyed. When the Committee
considers a tariff to be against the calculations rules, it will order the tariff to
be changed.

A committee as suggested above is part of the executing branch but the
committee could also be part of the judiciary branch as the tradition is in the
United States.
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P.P. ESfSTITUTION-2

PROJECT PROFILE

ENERGY INFORMATION SYSTEM

Objective:

To establish the necessary statistical and always updated basis for all energy
decisions in Lithuania.

Description:

Energy decisions at all levels have to be based upon continuously updated
information about the entire energy sector in Lithuania.

The information system should comprise annually updated data on:

• Energy resources (Availability, use and quality, indigenous, import/export).

• All energy supply systems (Electricity, heat and gas).

• Energy demand within all demand sectors and for all supply systems.

In principle the data necessary for establishment of a detailed national
energy balance should be included in the database.

However, the geographical and economic aspects are also essential in the
establishment of an appropriate administration and regulatory basis.

The main questions to be determined are:

1. The preparation of legislation basis for energy statistics.
2. The creation of an institution for administration of data collecting.
3. Formation of data collection methodology and its regular adjustment

corresponding to change in management and ownership.

Justification:

The methodology of energy data collecting in Lithuania was inherited from
FSU and was adopted to state management in ownership. This methodology
is not suitable for the transfer period to market economy. Presently there
are some commercial supply companies and private enterprises in Lithuanian
energy sector. Without transformation of data collection methodology, the
gap between information basis and reality are increasing. Therefore, in the
process of implementation of national Energy Strategy the information basis
must be changed in parallel.
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Implementation:

The intensive ongoing activities within the energy sector of Lithuania can
form the initiation of the information system.

The new energy law should provide the energy authorities with the
necessary legal background for collecting data from all energy enterprises.

The relationship between the energy authorities and the national statistical
bureaus, however, has to be clarified in order to avoid overlaps and ensure a
positive cooperation.

Under the proposed new energy agency a statistical department should be
established with the responsibility of establishing and maintaining and
energy information system.

International agencies as IEA and ECE are presently preparing a more
structured integration of Eastern European Countries in the international
statistics. Therefore, their requirements as well as the national needs should
be taken into consideration.

Experience from other countries should be gathered and used as basis for the
planning and implementation of the information system.
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P.P STRATEGY-1

PROJECT PROFILE

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO UPDATE AND
IMPLEMENT THE NATIONAL ENERGY STRATEGY

Objective:

The objective of this project is to update and implement the National Energy
Strategy. The development of the National Energy Strategy is based on
information collected during a period of 6 months of work in the first half of
1993. As more information becomes available during the later part of 1993
and in 1994, in particular as a result from a number of ongoing studies in the
electricity sector (Vattenfall, Stone and Webster), the natural gas sector
(DONG), the Foster Wheeler Study of the refinery sector, the district heating
sector (Danish Energy Consultants), and through other studies, it is
recommended that the National Energy Strategy takes such sources into
account. A continuous effort to update the National Energy Strategy from
time to time is therefore considered as a mandatory piece of supporting
development of energy policy. Another essential objective is to help
implement the National Energy Strategy by means of an adviser in
institutional and financial matters.

Project Description:

A part-time energy planning expert assisted by short-term sectoral experts,
who should work closely with the MoE and would be attached to the
Lithuanian Energy Institute, should update the National Energy Strategy
during 1994. An institutional and financial adviser working part-time,
attached to the MoE, should support MoE in the implementation. He would
in particular advise on the appropriate institutional set-up and also help MoE
in finding financial resources from international banks for project
implementation. An energy planner and an energy system analyst both
allocated part-time should help to develop an Energy Information System,
which could form the nucleus for an Energy Statistic Institute to be
established in the future.

Justification:

It is a logical continuation of the effort provided for the development of the
National Energy Strategy to update the plan and support its implementation.

Cost and Financing:

The project requires Technical Assistance through foreign consultants, which
could be provided under the EC-PHARE programme. The budget for such
assistance is estimated at USD520,000 to be spent in 1994 and early 1995.
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Implementation:

The Project should be implemented by MoE under a Technical Assistance
Contract with the European Community in 1994.
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